
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 5:00 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news programs that 

present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying 

lengths throughout its broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of 

campaigns on one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different topic each program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue stories as well as human-

interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:30am - 4:30am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general 

interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:30am – 5:00am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general interest items. 

 

The CBS Early Show  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

The Saturday Early Show Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 

 

 



 

 

Features in Newscasts 
 

 

Newstalk  
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon and morning 

Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, pet care, plant care, and home 

economics. 

 

Daily Birthdays  
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

 

Community Involvement  

Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the birthday 

person‟s picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning Newscast coffee mug is 

awarded to one of the birthday persons. 

 

Answerback 12 

 Sundays 10:00pm  

 

Locally produced feature including viewer‟s comments and answering viewer‟s questions about 

programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers‟ economic 

livelihood. 

 

Consumer Watch 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 

Various other times 

 



 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations.  

 

 
 

 



 

 

KWCH 12 February Sweeps: 

 
2/2/12 10pm 
FactFinder 12 Investigation: Clearing the Air 
A Nebraska company overcharges for cleaning home ducts. 
 
2/8/12 6pm 
WPD K9 Unit 
We follow a K9 unit on the job and at home to see the relationship between the officer and his partner. 
 
2/9/12 6pm 
WPD Mounted Unit 
We get to go behind the scenes with the horses and their trainers to see what it takes to do police work on horseback. 
 
2/16/12 10pm 
High-tech Sex Talk 
We ask teens and their parents where today's youth are getting information about sex. 
 
2/3/12 10pm 
FactFinder 12: Cold Case Files 
We look at the cold case murder of Beverly Logan of Salina, killed in 2008. 
 
2/23/12 10pm 
FactFinder 12: Cold Case Files 
We look at the cold case murder of Eunice Gasper of Wichita, killed in 1980. 
 
Month-long Series 10pm 
Wichita School Boundary Decision 
We reported on the district's process to gather input and decide on new boundaries and the future of its facilities. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KWCH-DT, WICHITA, KS 

 

FIRST QUARTER 2012 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning  

January 1, 2012 

Ending March 31, 2012 

 

 

Station KWCH –DT is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its responsibilities as a 

public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues arising in its community on a 

continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts 

on matter of concern to our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our 

most significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the preceding three-

month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,  

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on Sunday, ranging in length 

of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 12 viewing area as 

well as the rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were included in 

our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and 

involvement. 

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth keeps our 

employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old businesses leaving 

town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences 

and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its viewing area, with the 

assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 viewing area  and are aired 

regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as possible of the latest in  Environmental 

technology, treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and the Channel 12 News 

Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe weather warnings, school closings, fire safety, 

disaster preparedness and emergency situations.  And, with severe weather season, storm spotter training 

meetings are held several times a week in locations throughout the Channel 12 viewing area all over the state. 

 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers the issues and decisions by city, county and state 

government can affect them.     
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CRIME 
 
1/2/12  6pm 
Wichita police arrest at least one person in connection with a weekend homicide... It happened at an apartment complex 
in southwest wichita... A man was found on the sidewalk...  Investigators say he'd been involved in an argument with a 
group of about 15 people... We expect to learn more about what happened from police tomorrow... That's when we also 
expect to learn more about a second homicide from early new year's day... Police were called to a quik-trip, after a car full 
of people drove up with a person who had been shot. Investigators say they were leaving a party when someone shot into 
their vehicle... Police don't believe the homcides are related. 
 
1/3/12  10pm 
A crime watch alert for residents in an east wichita neighborhood. Thieves are targeting mailboxes near central and rock. 
Police haven't said how many people are victims. Some may not even know they've had mail stolen. Police say a 
homeowner reported seeing two women walking from house to house on east brook hollow... Peeking into mailboxes. 
<)sot jeff @ 35:00 "what the police officer told us is that they're leaving checks alone for the most part but just trying to 
find gift cards and cash and obviously the holidays is a great time to do that."> police say one of the best things you can 
do is buy a locking mailbox that requires a key. 
 
1/4/12  5am 
Opening the crime watch this morning... Wichita police say a suspect in a new year's day homicide has turned himself in. 
The man was wanted in connection with the shooting death of 23-year-old nathaniel clark.  Clark was shot following an 
altercation at a new year's eve party in far south wichita. Police say clark was in a car getting ready to leave when it was 
by gunfire. They say he is a documented gang member, but do not think the shooting is gang-related. 
 
1/5/12  5pm 
Already in prison, .. Robert abner gets another 20 years added to his sentence. Abner is currently serving time for 
kidnapping a clerk from a convienence store in viola. Abner admits robbing a bank a day after that abduction. He was 
sentenced to 20 years in federal prison for that bank robbery today. He's already serving a 47 year sentence for the 
kidnapping. 
 
1/6/12  5am 
New at six... A woman tells wichita police she was raped by a stranger she met on craigslist... She told police she agreed 
to meet the man at a quik-trip on east central... The two decided to go back to his home... Where she said she passed out 
after being given a drink. She says she was later placed in a vehicle and dropped off somewhere she didn't recognize. 
The woman walked to another convenience store where she called 9-1-1. 
 
1/7/12  9am 
Not guilty - that's the plea from a former sedgwick county sheriff's depute accused of killing his wife, and then setting their 
kingman home on fire. Brett seacat was made that plea in court friday. He's charged with first degree murder and 
aggravated arson.       The defense team says vashti seacat started the fire and then took her own life.  A trial date has 
been set for april 23rd but seacat's attorney expects the start will be delayed. 
 
1/8/12  10pm 
A woman is arrested for attempted murder. Police say she ran over a man near this intersection at kincaid and santa fe 
saturday afternoon. Officers found the 27 year old man lying on the ground with head trauma.  He was taken to a wichita 
hospital in critical condition. 
 
1/9/12  5am 
(Standup) "the 50-year old man is currently here. At the cowley county jail. He was arrested on 230 charges, some that 
include rape and sodomy. Charges that paint a very different picture for people that knew him." sot 1 1:11 until i have 
some concrete proof that he's done this i'm skeptical to believe it     skeptical, because the man gloria bahrugh (buhroof) 
knew---her next door neighbor--is a good man and one who's involved in the community. She saw kids in and out all the 
time and had no reason to suspect abuse. Sot 1 1:32 they acted like they loved and worshiped him and never showed any 
fear and usually there was an adult mother over there when they were there  years ago...bahrugh's own daughter spent 
the night at his house...with the man's daughter who was around the same age. But says nothing happened. 1:55 i called 
her up, tell me nothing happened, no she was just as shocked as i was but his arresting charges tell a much different 
story. Five counts of rape 60 counts of aggravated criminal sodomy 30 counts of aggravated indecent liberties with a child 
20 counts of indecent liberties with a child and 115 counts of indecent solicitation of a child   230 counts total...but those 
who knew him warn not to pass judgement...until you have all the facts Sot 1 3:08 i'm doubtful, like to know where the 



 

 

accusations are from, that's a lot of counts (standup)     "two of those charges have no set monetary bond, wich means 
he'll be here until he see's a judge. In cowley county, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news." 
 
1/10/12  5am 
Serial numbers are used to identify a particular product. Police often use the numbers to track stolen goods. Altering serial 
numbers is illegal in some places and for some things... But not for others. Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit finds 
out why harvey county is trying to change that. 
 
1/11/12  5pm 
Keep an eye out for this man in the garden city area. He's wanted for murder in minnesota. Police believe lewis hinojosa 
is in or around garden city and working for a truck company. Hinojosa is 25 years old, .. And has a tattoo of a cross on his 
left arm.  If you've seen him, .. Call garden city police. 
 
1/12/12  6pm 
Federal officials investigate the deaths of two bald eagles in kansas... The first was found monday near the ness and 
trego county line... The second was found tuesday near the montgomery and wilson county line... Investigators say x-rays 
showed metal in the birds, which means they were likely shot.  Bald eagles are a federally protected species... If you have 
information on the eagle deaths, call state wildlife officials at 1-877-426-3843. 
 
1/13/12  10pm 
That breaking news coming out of west wichita tonight. That's where there was an officer involved shooting this evening. It 
happened in the seven thousand block of west freeman.  Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit is at the scene with the 
latest. 
 
1/14/12  9am 
A wichita man gets life in prison for his role in the death of a 13-year-old boy. Eli betancourt was sentenced friday 
afternoon. He will be eligible for parole in 25 years.  Betancourt was found guilty last year in the shooting death of miguel 
andrade. Andrade was shot in a case of mistaken identity. Prosecutors say betancourt and his brother went to the wrong 
house looking to avenge an earlier incident. 
 
1/15/12  10pm 
Two people were wounded during a shooting in a mall.. In a kansas city suburb, saturday. Police say... The suspects got 
into a fight with the victims before the shooting started. <sot verbatim: i've never been so scared in my life.  I'm still...it was 
20 minutes ago, and I'm still shaking. You're wound up.  I'm running toward the gunman, and she's screaming at me 
what's he doing?!  >  A security guard and a martial arts instructor tried to chase the suspects.  But they got away. Police 
put the mall on lock-down.. Checking everyone as they left.  The two people who were shot are expected to be okay. 
 
1/16/12  6am 
New this morning.. Pratt county deputies arrest a man after a chase through three counties. It started last night in great 
bend when officers were called about theft at walmart. They say the accused thief left the parking lot without his 
headlights on.  Officers tried to stop him, but a chase started... And went through stafford and pratt counties. Sheriff's 
deputies used spike strips to stop the chase.  The driver to eventually hit a utility pole in pratt. Paramedics treated him on 
the scene for minor injuries. Deputies arrested him and booked him into jail. 
 
1/17/12  5pm 
Dogs helped officers find two men... Accused of stealing a gun from a car in reno county...that led to a chase...into 
sedgwick county. This was the scene last night in northwest wichita...as officers were looking for the two suspects. 
Tonight the reno county sheriff says...the men face burglary, theft and resisting arrest charges. One of the men, 47-year-
old gilford lee sherley jr., is a parolee from the kansas department of corrections.  And 49-year-old donald eugene cook is 
an absconder. 
 
1/18/12  NOON 
New questions this noon...surrounding the death of a valley center woman. We expect a suspect in the case to be brought 
back to kansas this week. The case involves the 2003 death of patricia hughes. At the time, her death was ruled an 
accident...it appeared she slipped while trying to rescue her daughter from a swimming pool.  But now...authorities believe 
she was murdered. The case is sealed so little information is available - we do know authorities are transporting a suspect 
from out of state back to kansas. We're working to get more details...stay with kwch dot com for the latest developments.  
 
1/19/12  10pm 



 

 

Dozens of charges are now filed against this man. Daniel perez is accused in a 2003 homicide that was originally ruled an 
accident. He appeared in court by closed circuit t-v this afternoon. He's charged with 38 crimes including first degree 
murder of patricia hughes. Court documents don't detail what happened to hughes...only that prosecutors believe perez is 
responsible.he's also charged with numerous counts of rape, assault and falsifying information.  As we first reported last 
night...an attorney says there's a pattern of perez and those close to him living off life insurance proceeds. Our fatfinder 12 
investigation shows many people around perez died in accidents. You can find the complete story at kwch dot com. 
 
1/20/12  6pm 
A police chase ends in a crash that leaves four people hurt, including the suspect. Around 10 this morning, officers at 13th 
and hillside saw a red car hop a curb and hit two other cars... No one was hurt, but while one officer checked on the 
drivers, another pursued the red car...  After losing a wheel... Police say the suspect approached red light traffic at 
woodlawn... And rear-ended a stopped s-u-v. The suspect was critically hurt... Three people in the s-u-v were taken to a 
hospital with non life-threatening injuries. 
 
1/21/12  10pm 
A police chase in salina ends with this. This video is from our news partners with the salina journal. The homeowner was 
asleep when she woke up to the sound of breaking glass. The driver was taken to the hospital. He faces several charges 
including driving under the influence. Authorities say the chase reached speeds of more than 80 miles per hour. 
 
1/22/12  10pm 
He would have been a dramatic witness in court but legal experts say his death will have little effect on the criminal and 
civil case against sandusky. One law professor says the one case will now focus on what graduate assistant mike 
mcqueary told university officials charged with perjury and failing to report child abuse. He says paterno's death removes 
the distraction of what paterno did or failed to do. His brief grand jury testimony cannot be used at trial because defense 
lawyers never got to cross-examine him. 
 
1/23/12  6pm 
New at six... A man who looked for people to sell their food stamps won't go to federal prison... Wally gaggo admitted to 
scheming with the owners of two small wichita grocery stores... Who traded cash for food stamps at a profit. Today gaggo 
was sentenced to time served, plus three years of probation and fines. Of 13 people charged in the case, one has been 
acquitted, the others pleaded guilty. 
 
1/24/12  NOON 
A five-year-old girl killed in a crash on kellogg... Today, the trial begins for a man charged with second-degree murder in 
her death... Opening statements began this morning in the trial of ronald bevan. Prosecutors say he was engaged in risky 
driving on kellogg near seneca which caused a crash that killed 5-year-old amber randolph. Prosecutors say bevan spent 
the day drinking with his friend, matthew noel... And they were racing each other down the highway. They say bevan cut 
noel off.. Forcing him over the median, hitting the car randolph was riding in. But bevan's attorney says bevin did not kill 
amber... And it wasn't his car that lost control.  Police say two hours after the crash, bevin's blood alcohol level was point-
15 - almost double the legal limit. For the latest on the trial... Head over to our website kwch dot com  or you can follow 
eyewitness news reporter brian heap who is tweeting live from the courtroom. 
 
1/25/12  5am 
A jury convicts a wichita woman of first-degree murder. Kiara williams is the fourth person convicted in the death of otis 
bolden. Bolden was shot to death at an apartment complex in southeast wichita two years ago. Jurors also convicted 
williams of aggravated burglary and aggravated assault. Two other people are already serving life sentences for the 
crime. A third pled guilty and is awaiting sentencing. Williams learns her sentence in march. 
 
1/26/12  10pm 
Continuing our coverage of a story we first told you about last night.   A suspect in a bounty hunter shooting still remains 
at large. The 29-year-old bounty hunter showed up at a wichita hospital wednesday night with a gunshot wound. He was 
admitted in critical condition but has since stabilized.  Police traced the shooting back to this area near pawnee and 
hillside. According to police two other bounty hunters went to a home to find a 24-year old woman wanted on a warrant. 
And argument broke out with her and her relatives and in the end two shots were fired, one into the air and the other into 
the bounty hunter's back.  Police are still looking for the man who fired the gun, they do know who he is.      
 
1/27/12  NOON 
New this noon... A hays infant is air lifted to a wichita hospital early this morning.  And now police are saying they are 
investigating the child's injuries as possible child abuse.   Wichita police say they child has bleeding on the brain.  The 
infant was flown into wesley medical center by helicopter from hays.   Police say they child's parents do not know how the 



 

 

child was injured.  Both hays and wichita police are investigating this case.  The child is currently in the hospital under 
police protective custody.  
 
1/28/12  9am 
Continuing coverage of a 2-thousand-11 standoff with hutchinson police.  A jury finds a wichita man guilty of using his 
daughter and sister as  shields during the five-hour standoff.  Jurors found deron mccoy guilty on 12 of 18 counts.  The 
standoff at a hutch hotel began after mccoy's ex-girlfriend came to pick up their child. No one was hurt and mccoy 
eventually surrendered. The jury acquitted mccoy of kidnapping... But found him guilty of aggravated endangerment of a 
child. His attorney says he will appeal. 
 
1/30/12  NOON 
He's been charged with several counts of felony drug distribution  today the rooks county sheriff made his first appearance 
in court.  Thanks for joining us this noon i'm kara sewell we're starting off with the crime watch this noon.  Rooks county 
sheriff - randy axelson - has been charged with 9 counts of felony methamphetamine distribution.  Axelson was arrested 
after an investigation into the alleged drug distribution conducted by several law enforcement agencies. He is now out on 
a 45-thousand dollar bond - and is required to wear an electronic monitoring device. 
 
1/31/12  5pm 
Wichita police are investigating the death of a 38-year-old man as a homicide. Police say michael salyer was found dead 
in an apartment at pine and elm monday. Police say salyer's sister found him with trauma to the head in the hallway of the 
home.  There was evidence of a small struggle. An autopsy is underway to determine what caused the trauma to the 
head. Anyone with information is asked to contact police. 
 
2/1/12  6am 
New this morning.. Charges are filed in a shooting that hurt a bounty hunter last week.  Our news partners at kfdi report 
this morning 47-year-old kennell arrington turned himself in to wichita police monday. Kfdi says arrington is charged with 
aggravated assault and aggravated battery in last week's shooting. William poyner was shot in the back during a fight in 
the 34-hundred block of east munger. The 29-year-old was part of a team of bounty hunters looking for a wanted woman 
when a fight broke out. 
 
2/2/12  5am 
Investigators are working to figure out happened to a two month old from pratt. The baby girl was brought to a wichita 
hospital with head injuries. Police say the injuries look like abuse. 
 
2/3/12  10pm 
Armed and high on drugs... Not a good combination when comitting a crime...  But that's excatly what harvey county 
officials say is a growing problem... One that can be dangerous for everyone involved. Eyewitness news reporter melody 
pettit has the story....new at 10. 
 
2/4/12  6pm 
A two-year-old died in october... Davin manly was at his babysitter's house when police say he drank the poisonous 
chemicals.  New at six tonight an arrest has been made.   Police arrested the 24-year-old babysitter who was watching 
the two-year-old when he drank the toxic chemicals. She's charged with involuntary manslaughter.   Davin's father called 
9-1-1 an hour after picking him up from an overnight stay at the babysitter's when his son started convulsing. Police say 
the chemical in the boy's stomach caused his stomach to rupture.  The woman arrested has been bonded out of jail.  She 
is expected to appear in court later this month. 
 
2/5/12  10pm 
In the crime watch tonight.  A theif tries to steal money from a bel aire church. Police say a priest heard the someone 
messing with the donation box... And saw the suspect run out of the church. The priest was able to get a description of the 
car as he drove away... Park city police later caught and arrested the suspect on charges of criminal damage to property 
and theft.       
 
2/6/12  6pm 
A carjacking suspect dies after a shootout with police... The exchange of gunfire followed a high speed chase that ended 
this afternoon north of cheney lake in reno county... That's where we find eyewitness news reporter melody pettit... She 
has the latest on what happened... 
 
2/7/12  6pm 



 

 

A man accused of killing a great bend teen appears in court tomorrow for another hearing... Adam longoria is charged 
with capital murder in the death of 14-year-old alicia debolt in 2010...  Tomorrow's hearing will cover several motions in 
the trial... We'll have a crew in great bend... And expect to stream the hearing live at k-w-c-h dot com starting at 9 a-m.     
 
2/8/12  5am 
Police in a southwest kansas town make an arrest after a series of home burglaries.... It's happening in liberal, where in 
the past two weeks police say there have been 15 home break ins... Investigators say after a search this week, they 
arrested one person in connection with the crimes...  Still... Police want you to take steps to keep from becoming a victim. 
<sot verbatim:  >     police say during the search they found property from five different burglaries... Four others were 
arrested on unrelated charges. 
 
2/9/12  10pm 
Also new at 10 tonight.  Charges are filed in the death of a homeless man.  Patrick perkins is charged with first degree 
murder in the death of marshall hauschulz.  Hauschulz body was found near the arkansas river in december.  Authorities 
say he was beaten to death.  Investigators say perkins was also homeless and on probation.   He's expected to appear 
back in court later this month. 
 
2/10/12  10pm 
Continuing the crimewatch. The kansas bureau of investigations is investigating a possible child abuse case in 
mcpherson. Authorities were called to a home in the city for an unresponsive child. The five month old was air lifted to a 
hospital in wichita. Today they received additional information that makes them believe that the possibility of abuse was 
involved in the incident.  The child has been placed in protective custody. The mcpherson police department has 
requested the assistance of the k-b-i due to the nature of the case. 
 
2/11/12  9am 
It took police three months of undercover work...but seven search warrants lead to 13 arrests on friday morning. It 
happened here at the mark 8 motel. Police say undercover officers bought drugs in both rooms and hallways in recent 
months.the motel's general manager says it's something that's long overdue and he's been trying to clean it up since he 
took over a year ago.<31:58 - i try to work closely with the police department and at the same time i've tried to instruct my 
desk clerks at night when i'm not here that if you see something you call the police>  police say they're investigating 
whether any staff were aware of what was happening. 
 
2/12/12  10pm 
In the crime-watch tonight...  A pratt man is charged in a child abuse case.  33-year-old james middleton... Is charged with 
two counts of aggravated battery.  Earlier this month... An infant was taken to a wichita hospital. Police say... Doctors 
found signs of abuse... Including internal injuries to the head. Middleton was in the process of adopting the two-month-old. 
The child is expected to recover... And is currently in protective custody. 
 
2/13/12  5am 
A newton man is hospitalized after he is attacked following an m-m-a fight. Police say the 39 year old victim had been 
watching the fight with his wife at the cotillion saturday night.  As he was leaving, he got into a fight with another man in 
the parking lot. The victim was hit in the head, knocked down, and kicked.  He was taken to the hospital with a skull 
fracture and a brain bleed. 
 
2/14/12  6pm 
Nats: <riding on sidewalk> track: it's not as fast as a patrol car...but just as effective.  The wichita police department's 
mounted unit is a throwback crime fighting tool. Nats: <riding on horseback> track: officers on horseback serve an 
important community relations function, while providing some tacticial advantages for keeping streets safe. Track: it all 
starts here at aces high stables in derby...nats: <sequence officers in barn>track: ...for sergeant ed brower...riding is the 
only way to roll...sot: 00039j @ 10:58 "...if i'm on horseback it'll take me literally 30-40 minutes to get down a block 
because everybody comes out and wants to talk and pet your horse."track: brower supervises the 14 officers and seven 
horses that make-up the mounted unit. Some of the horses were donated, some were bought from rodeos.  All are well 
trained and accomplished... Sot: 0006gd @ 24:25 "this is split and he's been on the unit about seven years now and he 
was a western pleasure show horse came out of the arena.  And this guy is infallable. Riverfest, fireworks or craziness 
going on and he just doesn't even flinch or blink." nats: <walking horses> track: that's the most important quality of a good 
police horse...nats: <shaking milk jug> track: imagine if someone took all the things that scare you and put them together 
in one place... Sot: 00526f @ 15:51 "is it spooky in there.  Is that spooky in there?" track: ...would you remain this calm? 
Nats: <tossing bean bag> track: flying bean bags...loud noises...uneven surfaces...it's all part of the training... Nats: 
<horse balancing> sot: 00039j @ 16:31 "we are downtown.  We are around trucks with air brakes.  We are going over 
different surfaces from cement to asphalt to brick downtown to the iron the metal grates all that stuff.  So the de-spooking 



 

 

is what we do because we don't want our horses to be afraid."  sot: 0041rm @ 07:45 "she's about the only one that'll do it.  
But you can completely cover her head and you can still ride her.  She's that trusting." track: these amazing animals are 
put through a gauntlet of exercises to prepare them to expect the unexpected. Sot: 0038xi @ 04:12 "it's just all about trust 
and once they make a connection with you or trust you then you can do a lot with them." track: height and intimidation are 
biggest advantages to being on horseback...officers are high enough to see into a large crowd and push their way through 
if needed.  Horses are ideal for crowd control on busy nights in old town.... ...or general patrols in heavy crime areas.  
Horses can ride into places patrol cars can't, allowing officers to search between buildings, and find people and activities 
they might otherwise miss. Sot: 0007p2 @  25;03 "it does take a special horse.  Some horses will never be able to handle 
the stress like when you talk about explosives and firearms and things like that." sot: 0007p2 @ 25:46 "some horses don't 
make it.  We've had horses that come and it's so much stress that they just either blow up and became dangerous and 
almost uncontrollable." track: but those that do measure up...sot: 0038xi @ 04:33 slap slap "some nice horses they have 
up here...rubbing mane." track: ...perform a valuable community service.  Brian heap, kwch 12 eyewitness news.   
 
2/15/12  10pm 
Topeka police also arrested a columbia, missouri man suspected of phoning in a threat to the kansas governor's office.  
He did so from  a topeka motel. Authorities say the 37-year-old man called governor brownback's office this morning. His 
remarks were threatening enough that the office contacted police.  This incident is not connected with the other near the 
statehouse today. 
 
2/16/12  5pm 
Now the latest from topeka, ..  As capitol police investigate two separate incidents.  First, .. An update on the truck found 
with homemade explosives.  The truck was found parked near the statehouse wednesday.  The owner of the truck has 
been let go, .. But could still face charges.  Police say he's not a flight risk. And new information on the man accused of 
making a threatening phone call to governor brownback's office.  The 37 year old went to court today.  He could face 
felony charges. 
 
2/17/12  6pm 
New at six…investigators say explosives found in a pick-up near the state capitol... Were illegal homemade fireworks. The 
devices were found wednesday in the truck parked at a state office building... Police detained the owner, then released 
him yesterday. Capitol police met with prosecutors today... Investigators have said they plan to seek criminal charges, but 
so far none have been filed. 
 
2/18/12  9am 
They're accused of fixing *traffic tickets in exchange for k-u *basketball tickets... But after the suspension of two police 
officers, lawrence's city manager says the public should *not* question the ethics of the department. A tip last year led to a 
federal investigation that  resulted in the suspensions... Investigators don't believe a crime was committed... But say the 
officers violated city policy. City manager david corliss says he knows the incident will shake the community's trust... But 
he calls it an isolated event. <40:22 i think that there will be some momentary damage to the department but the 
continuing strength of the department and the excellent strength that is provided by the members of the department are 
appreciated by this community.> the officers could be fired for their actions... They'll remain on suspension until the 
investigation is finished.     
 
2/19/12  10pm 
10:04:08 luckily we don't have a lot of real expensive stuff just sitting around or they could have taken it.    But when 
theives broke into the mcdaniels west wichita house....they did swipe all of oldest son josh's jeans. He spent sunday 
afternoon at the mall replacing them. Josh mcdaniel hi 10:14:34 10:16:12  all my jeans were in the laundry room because i 
was doing laundry that day.  It was pretty rediculous.  The burglars also stole his expensive coat. And most his brother's 
clothes....and nearly all his shoes. Ken mcdaniel 10:05:18  that's what you feel like...you've been violated.  That 
somebody just comes and violates you--takes your stuff. Josh, a wichita state freshman was the only one home when the 
crooks broke in around midnight. He was downstairs in his bedroom playing video games and heard some noises 
upstairs...went up and noticed the kitchen window open  53 hi 10:14:34 i started freaking out at that point.   Went back in 
his room and locked the door....  He heard more noises..then opened the door 10:15:04  when i opened the door they 
were at the stairs running up the stairs.  So followed after them and they just ran out of the house after that. The smaller of 
the two intruders apparently climbed in the kitchen window....and let the bigger one in through the patio door.josh: 4827  
10:13;15   they came through here and went through both my sister's and my mom's car. They stole a gps out of 
here....but most of what they ran off with were were clothes and shoes.10:02:24 instead of going up to look for stuff i think 
they went down first which was their mistake because going down was where my son was. 77jm  the mcdaniels was one 
of three houses broken into overnight all within a few blocks of each other.  Because of the proximity of these break ins 
police suspect a connection.  A crime wave sweeps through this normally quiet neighborhood.  There was somebody 
home at every house.... Fortunately nobody was hurt.  Jim grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news. 



 

 

 
 
2/20/12  5pm 
Factfinder 12 exposed how wide-spread the problem was. Now our investigation leads to an arrest.  This summer our 
investigators uncovered a craigslist scam.  Cars and motorcycles taken from more than a half-dozen unsuspecting sellers, 
stripped of valuable parts, and the owners never saw a dime. More in this factfinder 12 follow-up. 
 
2/21/12  NOON 
Jury selection begins in the case of a convicted kansas sex offender - who the state is now trying to declare a sexually 
violent predator. James rowray was supposed to be released from prison in august 2010 for time served. He was 
sentenced in 1990 for molesting five children while working as a neighborhood ice cream truck driver in wichita. If a jury 
finds rowray to be a sexually violent predator, he would be sent to the larned state hospital. The trial is expected to last 
three days. Tonight on kwch, we will hear from rowray's daughter. She hopes he remains in state custody...for fear he 
may hurt other children. 
      
2/22/12  5am 
Prosecutors dismiss charges against former boxing champion tommy morrison. Morrison was charged with felony drug 
possession last year after an arrest outside a wichita gym. Morrison defeated George Foreman in 19-93 to win the 
heavyweight title. 
 
2/23/12  6pm 
<)track: broken windows...torn walls...and charred furniture...that's all that's left of quyen nguyen's home on north shore 
boulevard...after 12 years. Sot: quyen @ 42:42 "just work hard to build everything and now there's nothing left."  track: 
nguyen says police told him someone pried open the walk-out basement door and stole his valuables... Sot: quyen @ 
41:32 "we walk in there last night and there's some cash missing and some jewelries...all the cabinets and all my drawers 
open.  My closets all the clothes and shirts, they go through all the clothes in my closet." track: nguyen says the thief then 
started a fire in the basement...that quickly spread up the staircase to the main floor. Sot: 45:16 "why don't they just take 
the stuff and leave, you know." sot: 42:20 "i feel like i'm homeless right now...laughter...you know we build this it's my 
favorite home.  So now it's nowhere to stay so i don't know Stand up: "this situation isn't unique, wichita police say just this 
week there was at least one other case of an arson, burglary and police don't know if the cases are connected yet, but it is 
an unusual crime trend." track: tuesday morning someone broke into this home on south stoneybrook...on the other side 
of town. Investigators say the crooks stole a pair of big screen tvs before setting a fire that caused more than 100-
thousand dollars in damage. Sot: 08:12 "this is just an opportunity for people that if they do see suspicious activity in their 
neighborhood to call 9-1-1 and keep us posted on what's happening."   track: meantime, quyen nguyen can only look 
around and think about how to start over... Sot: quyen 42:39 @ "i feel like i'm losing everythings." track: brian heap, kwch 
12 eyewitness news.> 
 
2/24/12  10pm 
A convicted sex offender will stay locked up. After three days of testimony...a jury decided that james rowray is still a 
sexually violent predator. Rowray was sentenced in 19-90 for molesting five wichita children while working as an ice 
cream truck driver. Earlier in the day he took the stand in his own defense hoping to convince a jury he was no longer a 
threat. His attorney says they are disappointed with todays decision. <sot verbatim:   kate zigtema/ defense attorney  we 
respect the jury's verdict, mr rowray is disappointed but he's going to continue his treatment and of course this is just the 
first step in a long litigation process for him because we do anticipate filing an appeal.> rowray is headed to larned state 
prison. He is no longer eligible for parole.  Today's ruling means he could be there for life depending on his treatment 
progress. 
 
2/25/12  6pm 
A kentucky man robs an a-t-m... And as you can see... Not in a very subtle manner. The man used a back-hoe to tear 
open an a-t-m. He then just had to reach and grab the cash. Police are still looking for this back-hoe bandit. 
 
 
2/26/12  10pm 
Covering the world tonight. The violent protests continue in afghanistan. Many are angry over a koran burning by nato 
troops.  At least seven international troops were wounded today.  Dozens have been killed in riots across the country in 
the past six days including four u-s troops. President obama, u-s military officials and secretary of state hillary clinton have 
all apologized for the burning of the muslim holy book. 
 
2/27/12  5pm 



 

 

A 28-year old kechi man is dead after his wife runs him over with a car. Sherriff's officials are now trying to determine if it 
was an accident or a homicide. Carson shotton was found dead underneath a car driven by his wife early saturday 
morning. It was his wife who called 9-1-1 Neighbors say they heard thumping noises in the pairs apartment... Investigators 
believe it started with a fight... They say the couple has a history of domestic violence. Officials questioned the woman but 
later released her. They say she is still a suspect. Neighbors are still talking about it. <sot verbatim: 31:33 I'm still shaking, 
prayer and crying every time i think about it   > The two were in the middle of a divorce.  Neighbors say carson was living 
alone with his two kids...but say his wife had recently returned. 
 
2/28/12  6am 
There's still no sign of an escaped sedgwick county inmate. 33-year-old sean mc-kenzie ran away from the jail just after 
ten o'clock sunday night. Mckenzie was in custody on burglary, theft and drug possession charges. He was taking out the 
trash with two other jail trustees, and three guards when he escaped. Two deputies chased after mckenzie... While the 
other stayed behind with the two remaining trustees. Mckenzie will now face a felony aggravated escape charge if his is 
found. Anyone with information on his whereabouts should call 9-1-1. 
 
2/29/12  10pm 
Attorneys for a kansas man accused of murder want to close a pretrial proceeding during arguments over several 
motions.  Adam longoria is charged with capital in the death of 14-year-old alicia debolt in 2010.  Her body was found at 
an asphalt plant where he worked. At issue during tomorrows hearing are several sealed filings as well as motions over 
whether to admit into evidence various statements longoria made.  Eyewitness news will be in the courtroom tomorrow.  
Keep checking kwch dot com for the latest. 
 
3/1/12  NOON 
pre-trial motions continue in the case of a man accused of killing a great bend teen.  38-year-old adam longoria faces trial 
later this march on charges of capital murder.   he's also charged with other offenses.   the great bend man is accused of 
killing alicia debolt.  her body was found in august 2010 at the asphalt plant where he worked.  at issue right 
now...longoria's defense is trying to keep the public from hearing the rest of today's motion hearing.   his attorneys asked 
the judge to remove the public during discussions about specific evidence that will be revealed during trial.    the defense 
says the information could potentially taint the jury pool...and impact longoria's change of receiving a fair trial.  eyewitness 
news...has teamed up with the wichita eagle, hutchinson news and the other t-v stations in wichita to fight to keep the 
discussions public.   all court proceedings have been open to the public since longoria's arrest.    stay with us both here 
and online at kwch.com for the latest on the judge's decision. 
 
3/2/12  5am  
Lawyers argue over what evidence can and can't be used in the murder trial of a great bend teen.  14-year-old alicia 
debolt was killed in 2010.   her body was found at an asphalt plant.   adam longoria worked at that plant.   he's charged 
with capitol murder in the teens death.   a judge ruled that the state will be allowed to show jurors 17 photographs of the 
victim's burned body.  they'll also be allowed to see text messages exchanged between longoria and debolt.  another 
issue thursday was whether to close the proceeding.  the defense argued making the evidence public could sway the 
jurors and deny longoria a fair trial.  the judge will decide on that issue in a week. 
 
3/3/12  9am 
The owner of the andover antique mall suspects it was a professional job pulled off by multiple crooks. 
Early friday, they broke in through a side door....that triggered the burglar alarm...giving them five minutes before police 
arrived to grab a baseball bat inside the store and crash through a glass case stealing several antique guns.  Tom 
holman: they'll sell them to whoever they can peddle them to.  They won't care whether they get half price or ten cents on 
the dollar.  It's a fast game for them and they're going to get rid of them quick and go on down the road.  The owner 
suspects whoever pulled off this heist spent time here at the antique mall casing out the joint....knowing exactly what they 
were after and how to get it before they got caught.  The value of the guns stolen is estimated at about thirty thousand 
dollars.   
 
3/5/12  10pm 
A man is found guilty of first degree murder in the death of a 30-year-old mcpherson man.   Dustin smith pled no contest 
this morning.  He was then found guilty of killing justin milnee last may.   His body was found at a campsite near marion 
reservoir.  As part of a plea agreement -- four additional charges against smith -- who is also from mcpherson -- were 
dismissed.  Smith could face life in prison.   He will be sentenced in may. 
 
3/6/12  5pm 
He admits killing his roommate and burying the body...but says it wasn't first degree murder.  that's what the defense says 
during opening statements in the trial of michael williams.    he's charged with killing former bel aire police officer sean 



 

 

"christopher" putnam in december 2010.  williams' attorney tells jurors his client fired once after hearing his girlfriend 
scream and then seeing her break away from putnam inside their home.   prosecutors tell a different story though.  they 
say putnam was "executed" and that williams went to great lengths to cover it up, including giving away the victim's car, 
wrapping up the body and storing it in the house for two days..."and then this defendant found a friend, who he described 
later as an ex-con buddy of his, and he enlisted this man's help, saying my dog got hit by a car out in front of my house 
will you help me bury my dog?"  Defense #2: "the only issue is what happened on the night of december the 21st as it 
relates to mike williams's actions.  He is not guilty of premeditated first degree murder."  Williams' girlfriend has pleaded 
guilty to voluntary manslaughter and is serving a sentence of nearly five years in prison.  she is expected to testify at the 
trial. 
 
3/7/12  6pm 
on the run since late last month, an escaped inmate from the sedgwick county jail is back in custody.   Sean mckenzie got 
away from deputies while taking out the trash.  wichita police say they arrested him last night at a home near 27th street 
south and meridian.   Police believe he had been at the home for quite awhile.   He's now in jail facing new charges. 
 
3/9/12  6pm 
A man charged with killing an ex police officer and burying his body in his backyard... Is guilty of first degree murder...  
jurors handed down that verdict against michael williams just before five this afternoon...  williams was charged with killing 
sean putnam and burying his body behind his oaklawn home.  the defense argued the killing was not planned... But the 
jury agreed with prosecutors that it was, and williams went to great lengths to cover it up.   sentencing for williams is 
scheduled for next month. 
 
3/10/12  9am 
A jury reaches a verdict in the case of a man accused of killing a former bel aire police officer.   michael williams was 
found guilty of first degree murder.   sean putnam's body was found buried in an oaklawn backyard last year.   the two 
were roommates.   the defense argued the killing was not planned but the jury agreed with the prosecution that it was.   
sentencing is set for next month. 
 
3/11/12  10pm 
In the crimewatch tonight.   a standoff in southeast wichita ends without any injuries.   members of the swat team were 
called to a domestic disturbance in the 39-hundred block of east cessna this morning.  police say a man and a woman 
were inside a home.   after three hours police convinced the two to come out.   the man was taken into custody.  
 
3/12/12  6am 
A quiet sunday afternoon in old town...Alex one going to a poetry thing tonight for ponder this wichita. 
Courtney hurley 13:15:30 i love old town, its incredible.   but a shootout between a gunman and police made for a very 
different scene here early saturday morning. many of the details we still don't know.  What we do know is police chased a 
man with a gun into this parking garage near first and rock island....and then there was gunfire. courtney hurley: the 
danger involved!  five people in all ended up shot....one is dead.   it all started after a fight broke out in the street among a 
large crowd.   courtney hurley agrees....this sounds like a story out of the old west.  i think that does reflect very badly on 
the downtown area.  And i know they've beefed up security and all that and its been a lot better, but to have something 
like that happen is not what you want happening in the downtown area.  but alan one says the shooting won't deter him 
from continuing to hang out in old town every weekend.  Alex one every now and then people get rowdy from drinking and 
stuff.  You can't really let one bad apple spoil the whole bunch. 
 
3/13/12  6pm 
Police in topeka arrest a man after an eight year old girl is found dead....natural sound: this is a particularly heinous crime.   
ahliyah irvin was reported missing around five this morning...   police found her body about an hour later...   they did not 
say where she was found or how she died...  officers arrested a man in connection with the murder after a search this 
morning...   they won't say how he's connected... Only that he was found after the report of a suspicious person. 
 
3/14/12  NOON 
Thanks for joining us this noon - i'm brian heap - in for kara sewell.  the man accused of stabbing and killing his girlfriend 
in a k-mart parking lot...  Makes a first appearance in court today.    that starts off our crime watch this noon.  eric avila is 
charged with first-degree murder in the death of his girlfriend, 35-year-old alina burkman.  the couple had just been 
evicted from a hotel when the stabbing happened last week.   police say both avila and burkman had stab wounds... But 
burkman died from her injuries.   avila is scheduled to be back in court at the end of the month,  
 
3/15/12  6am 



 

 

The american soldier accused of shooting 16 civilians in afghanistan has been flown out of the country.   he was moved to 
a detention center in kuwait yesterday.   defense secretary leon panetta is meeting with afghan president hamid karzai 
today.  he's been talking with u-s troops and leaders in afghanistan about the shooting spree and several other incidents. 
 
3/16/12  5.30pm 
Welcome to a special edition of eyewitness news... So we can bring you c-b-s coverage of the n-c-double-a tournament.   
tonight... We're following the two kansas teams left on the road to the final four.  jenn bates is with k-u in omaha.  and 
grant meech is with k-state in pittsburgh.  we'll hear from them in a moment...  but first... We continue to follow a 
developing story...   an afternoon bank robbery... Led to a stand-off in south wichita.... 
 
3/17/12  9am 
Wichita police arrest two men following an afternoon bank robbery.   police say the men robbed the commerce bank 
branch near harry and broadway friday afternoon.    an officer in the area followed the getaway vehicle to greenway and 
kincaid -- about a mile and a half away.   one of the suspects got out of the car and was quickly arrested.   the second 
suspect ran into a home...   prompting police to evacuate several homes in the area as a precaution.   police arrested him 
a short time later.   no one was hurt. 
 
3/18/12  10pm 
It's a story we first told you about last week.   a kansas military school accused of fostering a "culture of abuse"... Is due in 
federal court tuesday.  saint john's military school in salina has been repeatedly sued by parents.   nine abuse related 
lawsuits have been filed since 2006.   the school is seeking a "gag order"... Prohibiting people involved in the case from 
publicly talking about the current litigation or past lawsuits that ended in settlements.   st. John's says... Allowing this 
would jeopardize its ability to get a fair trial. 
 
 
 
3/19/12  5am 
A kansas military school accused of fostering a "culture of abuse"... Is due in federal court tomorrow.   saint john's military 
school in salina has been repeatedly sued by parents.   nine abuse related lawsuits have been filed since 2006.  the 
school is seeking a "gag order"... Prohibiting people involved in the case from publicly talking about the current litigation or 
past lawsuits that ended in settlements.  st. John's says... Allowing this would jeopardize its ability to get a fair trial. 
 
3/20/12  10pm 
Families of crime victims and prison inmates testified in wichita today... Before the new "prisoner review board".  "she 
didn't know that for weeks, possibly months he was planning her murder and he carried it out."  the hutchins family spoke 
on behalf of cathy kissinger.  she was strangled 28-years-ago in a "murder-for-hire-plot" by her husband, bill.  he's up for 
parole again.   but for the first time... The hutchins testified before the 3-member panel.  governor sam brownback 
eliminated the "kansas parole board" last year... Giving its responsibilities to the department of corrections.  "yeah i do 
have concerns, but i hope to god that they do the right thing and that is leave him where he belongs."   the prisoner review 
board could make a decision as early as next month.   several other families also testified tuesday for other parole cases. 
 
3/21/12  5am 
Families of crime victims and prison inmates testified in wichita tuesday ... Before the new "prisoner review board".   it 
opens the crime watch this morning.  "she didn't know that for weeks, possibly months he was planning her murder and 
he carried it out."   the hutchins family spoke on behalf of cathy kissinger.   she was strangled 28-years-ago in a "murder-
for-hire-plot" by her husband, bill.  he's up for parole again.   but for the first time... The hutchins testified before the 3-
member panel.  governor sam brownback eliminated the "kansas parole board" last year... Giving its responsibilities to the 
department of corrections.  "yeah i do have concerns, but i hope to god that they do the right thing and that is leave him 
where he belongs."  the prisoner review board could make a decision as early as next month.  several other families also 
testified tuesday for other parole cases. 
 
3/22/12  NOON 
We're brining you continuing coverage this noon...   police release security camera footage of two men suspected of 
robbing a wichita credit union.  it is hard to see the men... Both  suspects were masked and wearing gloves...  you can 
see one of the suspects entering the credit union of america on east harry in the surveillance photo.  police are looking for 
this "get away car."  police described it as maroon 4 door 2005 pontiac grand prix (pree)... And they police say that car 
was reported as stolen. 
 
3/23/12  6am 



 

 

In the crime watch this morning...  wichita police are looking for a truck involved in a gang-related shooting.   one man 
shot in the leg is recovering the hospital.   the shooting happened about 6-30 last night.. In the 12-hundred block of north 
lew-ellen... Near 13th and waco.  police say the victim was arguing with some people before he was shot.  neighbors say 
they heard the shots, but didn't see anything.  she was just saying that her son had been shot, her son had been shot but 
we heard like five, four or five shots."   police say they're looking for a blue 4-door truck with a tool box in the back. 
 
3/24/12  10pm 
It's a story we first told you about earlier this month.  new allegations of abuses at a kansas boarding school have been 
raised in a revised lawsuit brought by parents of former cadets.  an amended complaint filed this week in federal court 
adds more plaintiffs to the case against saint john's military school in salina.  the school has denied the allegations.   you 
can read more about the parents claims at kwch dot com. 
 
3/25/12  10pm 
Jury selection begins tomorrow in the trial of this man.  adam longoria is accused of killing 14 year old  alicia debolt in 
2010.   debolts body was found at an asphalt plant where longoria worked.   longoria is charged with capitol murder in the 
teens death.   prosecutors say he became obsessed with the teen after seeing her at a party.  he denies the charges 
saying he never saw alicia the night she was killed.   eyewitness news will have complete coverage of the trial on air and 
online at kwch dot com. 
 
3/26/12  10pm 
A judge sets an august 20th trial date for a kingman man accused of killing his wife.   in addition to first degree murder...  
brett seacat also faces charges of aggravated arson and two counts of child endangerment.   prosecutors say seacat shot 
and killed his wife vashti last april...   then set their kingman home on fire.   seacat and the couple's two children escaped 
the burning house.   he has pled not guilty.   his lawyers say vashti set the fire and then took her own life. 
 
3/27/12  5pm 
Lawyers continue to pick jurors in great bend for adam longoria's trial.  longoria is accused of killing 14 year old alicia 
debolt.   the teen's burned body was found at the asphalt plant longoria worked out.  opening statements will likely be 
thursday.  eyewitness news will be there. 
 
3/28/12  6pm 
Opening statements should start tomorrow in the trial of a man charged  with killing a great bend teen.   today, attorneys 
narrowed the pool of jurors from which the final 12 and two alternates will be selected.   they'll have to decide if longoria is 
guilty of killing 14-year-old alicia debolt.   her burned body was found at an asphalt plant where longoria worked.  we'll 
have crews in great bend to follow the trial...  watch for live streaming video starting tomorrow at k-w-c-h dot com. 
 
3/29/12  10pm 
In the crime watch tonight.  vandals cause thousands of dollars worth of damage at a hutchinson church.  they broke into 
the building sometime late monday...early tuesday.   the vandals plugged up one of the toilets with paper towel causing it 
to flood the church.   they also broke into some cars parked in front of the church.    no arrests have been made. 
      
3/30/12  6pm 
Four police officers involved in a deadly february shooting won't be charged.   investigators say darren baker stole a car, 
then led officers on a chase that ended in reno county.  during and after the chase, officers saw baker with an object that 
appeared to be a gun.  investigators say he was shot when he made a gesture that appeared he was drawing a firearm... 
And pointing it at officers.  it turns out baker was unarmed... investigators say he'd recently threatened to hurt himself, and 
had a history of drug abuse. 
 
3/31/12  9am 
with her ex-boyfriend looking on....eva brown described the things she saw in the days surrounding alicia debolt's 
disappearance....stained clothing...a car that smelled of gasoline...and shoelaces soaked in bleach...ripped shirt into 
pieces said if i loved him i'd get rid of it.  and brown said she did...throwing pieces out the car window on her way to the 
store.  Brown also said she was asked to make up an alibi for longoria if she was questioned by police.  Brown said 
longoria was concerned about her testifying in this case.  wanted to get married wouldn't have to testify 
 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY 
 
1/2/12  6pm 
They're keeping a loved one's memory alive...and hoping to help the homeless at the same time. Marshall hauschulz was 
homless when he was found dead last month near downtown wichita. Since then his family's received an outpouring of 
help... But instead of using the money for a funeral or personal use, they've chosen to put it toward clothing items for 
those still living on the streets. Eyewitness news reporter brian heap shows us how... 
 
1/3/12  10pm 
Boeing has more than 70 years of history in wichita. New at ten... Factfinder 12 looks back. Locally... Boeing started out 
as the stearman aircraft company. In 1938 -- stearman became part of boeing.  In 19-41... The government selected 
boeing to build the b-29 superfortress. The first wichita-built b-29 rolled off the assembly line in 1943. By the end of world 
war two... Wichita had produced more than 16-hundred b-29's and thousands of other aircraft. By 19-57... More than 35-
thousand people... Or 14-percent of people living in wichita worked at the plant. Over the years... The plant expanded to 
include work on commercial aircraft. That ended in 2-thousand-5 when boeing sold its local commercial division. It 
became spirit aero-systems -- one of boeing's largest suppliers. The wichita facility is supposed to play a key role in 
boeing's 35-billion dollar tanker contract. The plan is to build the planes in washington state -- then fly them to wichita for 
conversion into refueling tankers for the air force. 
 
1/4/12  5am 
It's back to school for many kansas students this week. But for some in wichita, that also means a new building... Students 
at spaght multimedia magnet will start in their brand new building today. They had a tour of the building before going on 
break, to help them find their new classrooms when they return... The new school is part of the 2008 bond issue. 
 
1/5/12  6pm 
We have some sad news to report this morning. Long time kwch anchor kim setty passed away wednesday evening. Kim 
had been fighting breast cancer since two-thousand-five.  After recovering initially, the cancer returned in 2010.. Kim had 
to stop working last summer... And recently, she had been receiving hospice care in her home. She was 47 years old. We 
know many of you will want to reach out to kim's family...including her husband, two teenage children and her mother.  
You can send condolences to the station at this address... Or email them to kim at k-w-c-h dot-com. We've also set up a 
place to write condolences on our website, k-w-c-h dot-com.  There, you'll find a section all about kim's life and career. It 
includes details of memorial funds set up in her honor...and information on visitation...open to the public.  Kim worked at k-
w-c-h for twenty-four years.  She will be missed.> 
 
1/6/12  6pm 
Fans who couldn't make the trip to cowboys stadium are just as excited... And they're gathering wherever they can to 
watch the nationally televised game...  Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit joins us live from west wichita... Where 
fans have already started gathering at one local watch party. 
 
1/7/12  9am 
For much of the first half, it was a strong defense showing. But a few mistakes proved to be k-state's downfall in the cotton 
bowl friday night. Still they have a lot to be proud of this season. Eyewitness sports director bruce heartle begins our 
coverage this morning. 
 
1/8/12  10pm 
The past few months I can't even count the number of calls to our answerback lines asking about kim. For reasons of 
privacy all we could say was that she was continuing treatment and hoping for the best. 
That became harder to say when it was increasingly obvious that the best was not going to happen. Cancer is a tough 
opponent. Through it all, we were impressed by kim's courage and determination to be positive. I've know kim a long 
time...and not just because we worked together for decades. As kids, we actually lived on the same block of the same 
street in northern hutchinson. She was a bit younger and I don't remember her. She claimed to remember me, which 
either means her memory was better or that I simply caused more trouble in the neighborhood. Kim was never a 
troublemaker in the newsroom. She was one of those people we could always depend on. Whatever task she had, she 
handled it with competence and good humor. She handled it with competence and good humor. She handled it the same 
way when given the task of dealing with cancer. She never seemed to feel sorry for herself. Instead she constantly 
encouraged others. Tough times com for all of us, sooner or later I just hope I can learn to handle the tough times with the 
grace and courage that kim did. Our loss is heartbreaking. Yours is immeasurably harder. But I know you are proud of kim 
as we all are. She didn't just make this television station better, she made our lives better.  > 
 



 

 

1/9/12  5am 
Wichitans are encouraged to attend meetings tonight over golf courses. The board of park commissioners will present the 
recommendations at district advisory board meetings this month and next month. Residents can go to learn more and give 
feedback. There are three meetings at 6-30 tonight. District two meeting is at  fire station number 20 in the 22-hundred 
block of s. Greenwich.. District four meeting is at the alford branch library in the 34-hundred block s. Meridian. District five 
meeting at fire station number 21.. At 135th street west and 21st street north. 
 
1/10/12  5am 
We now know the names of three people killed in a weekend fire in garden city...   26-year-old nichole savoy was found 
dead inside the home...  Her daughters, 6-month-old bryn and 22-month-old madelyn were taken to a hospital where they 
died.  Investigators are still trying to find the cause. 
 
1/11/12  5pm 
Two people are dead after a crash on the turnpike. It's in butler county, .. Near the cassoday exit. Deputies at the scene 
tell us both people were thrown from the s-u-v. The victims may be from the kansas city area.  A baby seat was in the s-u-
v, .. But no baby was ever found.   
 
1/12/12  6pm 
Keeping ringers out of the kansas state fair livestock show... Goes high tech.   Starting with this year's fair, livestock will 
undergo d-n-a testing... The goal is to verify that animals competing in contests are the same ones nominated by their 
owners. Hair follicles taken from animals months before the competitions will be used for testing... Currently nose prints 
are taken from nominated animals.  Head to k-w-c-h dot com to learn more about showing animals at the fair... And to see 
pictures of last year's livestock winners. 
 
1/13/12  10pm 
It's a special celebration at clark elementary school today. Students took time out of their day to honor doctor martin luther 
king junior. The school held the event today as martin luther king day approaches next week. This is the third year they've 
done the event.  All the students at the school took part in the ceremony....the schools principal says it's a great way to 
honor doctor king. <sot verbatim: 29:33 "it's a great performance combining poems,songs,  quotes from dr king and it's 
really a nice history lesson it's fun and entertaining but we learn a lot about doctor king."29:48 >  many parents of students 
also showed up to watch their kids perform.      
 
1/14/12  9am 
With the big announcement come high expectations, as vendors and travelers speculate about what the change could 
mean for them. Eywewitness news reporter melody pettit has reaction from both. 
 
1/15/12  10pm 
<Sot verbatim: we knew we were going to be under water quickly, so we started jumping, and there were 200 people who 
were jumping, swimming to the rocks, getting on the shore>  passengers describe the chaos of people trying to get to 
safety... After an italian cruise ship runs aground, and begins to sink. Tonight, the scene of the crash remains chaotic... As 
the search for survivors continues. A number of people are still missing, including two americans.  Reporter anna 
matranga (mah-tran-guh) has the latest from italy. 
 
 
1/16/12  6am 
The brown v. Board of eduation national historic site marks martin luther king, junior day with some activities. The national 
park in topeka... Will have movie screenings, children's activities, trivia games, and a scavenger hunt. The topeka park 
tells the story of the u.s. Supreme court ruling that toppled segregation in schools. Admission to the national park is free 
today.    Here in wichita..you can celebrate the martin luther king holiday at the wichita state university metroplex..the 
wichita ministerial league is hosting the mlk celebration at noon.   
 
1/17/12  5pm 
Fire investigators in harvey county are still trying to figure out what started a grass fire north of burrton...near northwest 
36th and burmac road. Fire fighters say...almost one hundred acres burned -  the dry ground was a problem because it 
helped fuel the fire...letting it spread quickly.  Firefighters also had to battle the sandy ground. Officials say it was hard to 
maneuver their trucks around without getting them stuck...but in the end they say everything went fine. No-one was hurt... 
Crews from seven departments were on the scene. 
 
1/18/12  NOON 
Sedgwick county commissioners approve buying property... To relocate an e-m-s post. The goal of the move is to improve 



 

 

response times... Most calls for post 9 are southwest of the building's current location on 143rd street east.  County e-m-s 
officials say that makes it hard to meet expected response times, and a new location will help turn that around. Today, 
county officials agreed to purchase property near lincoln and webb, for a total of 90-thousand dollars. 
 
1/19/12  10pm 
In valley center... Southeast and junction city...  Goden buffaloes with some good defense.. Nolan qualin with the steal at 
midcourt... Up to devonte garland with the touch pass over to kevin gunter for the slam...   More d... Keegan o-ugee... 
With the steal at mid court... Up to garland for the basket... Southeast up 12 in the fourth...  Junction city making a come 
back... Down 6 in the final minute... Johnny wildes for the three for the bluejays... Southeast 5 of 13 from the stripe... 
Allowing wildes for the shot... Fout seconds left... Wildes drives the length of the court for the tie and to send it to over 
time...  Keving gunter with the chance to win it in overtime... But misses the free throw... Sending it to double ot...  But 
finally getting their act together in the second...  South east nailing their free throws down the stretch...   Win it in double 
overtime... 87 76 over junction city... 
 
1/20/12  6am 
Boeing's new dreamliner comes to wichita... As part of a world-wide tour for the plane... The new passenger jet landed in 
wichita around four this afternoon...  It's making stops in cities where work is done on the plane...  In wichita, that's spirit 
aerosystems, where employees build the forward fuselage. The dreamliner will be in wichita through monday...  The plane 
was supposed to be here earlier today, but was delayed because of icy conditions in seattle. 
 
1/21/12  10pm 
A turnover is one thing most basketball players never want to commit...but a ness city student was happy to make one 
earlier this month. It's from a story last night on the catch it kansas show. This is video from a game between grinnell 
middle school and ness city. The game was well in hand and you can see ness city student devin brown intercepting a 
pass, then handing it off to a grinnell student who makes the shot. That grinnell student is ty schultz. Ty has down 
syndrome and despite his special needs he's been a member of the basketball team for two seasons.  That was the first 
shot he had ever made in a game. <sot verbatim: there team, for two seasons like i said have wanted to have him score 
so that was pretty awesome.i saw him  shoot it and i was like oh that's got to go in, and i just saw it go in and i yelled all 
the way bck down the court."> to make things even better, this past thursday ty made yet another shot at the end of the 
game. You can see this entire story at catch it kansas dot com. 
 
1/22/12  10pm 
Wichita is the sixth happiest place for work. That's according to a new list by career bliss dot-com. Its based on survey's 
filled out by workers in wichita. Employees gave high marks to wichita companies for benefits, salaries and balance of 
life.. This is the first year the air capital made the list, and those with the website say it likely won't be our last. < heidi 
golledge, (phoner so fs has name) 57:08-20 year over year, wichita is doing very well and we think with the attitude 
people have there in kansas that you treat people well, and build great products, great businesses.i think you definitely 
have a great shot. > in case you were wondering, the top three happiest cities were miami,  worcester, massachusetts 
and oklahoma city. New haven, connecticut; dayton, ohio; and milwaulkee, wisconsin were the top three un-happiest cities 
 
1/23/12  6pm 
They graduated early from high school... Now, two southwest kansas teens are following their dream of playing 
professional soccer...<nats of soccer>  jovanny bonilla and armando hipolito both made the under 18 kansas sporting 
soccer team... They'll begin training next week... Being part of the team allows both student the chance to be signed to 
play professionally... <"i'm hoping to stand out on the team so i can see the first coach see me play and he can let me 
practice with reserve and i can show him what i got and hopefully i can get a contract."> the season begins in the spring, 
and will end just in time for them to continue college...  Both plan to go to barton community college. 
 
1/24/12  NOON 
He's had served on the bench for half a century... Last night the nation's oldest active federal judge - wesley e. Brown 
died at the age of 104. Judge brown passed away monday night at the wichita assisted living center where he lived.  
Brown was appointed as a federal district judge back in 1962 by then-president john f. Kennedy. 
 
1/25/12  5am 
The united way wants the homeless to know they count. They are holding an event today to count the homeless and offer 
services. New this morning...  The event is at century two at ten o'clock this morning.  Volunteers from community groups 
will provide dental screenings, flu shots, gloves, socks, and information about housing and benefits.  The event will also 
help service agencies obtain accurate data homelessness in the wichita area. 
 
1/26/12  10pm 



 

 

A northeastern kansas grain elevator damaged in an explosion is being demolished. Last year six people were killed at 
this elevator in atchison. A spokesperson for bartlett grain says they're demolishing the elevator and plan to begin 
reconstruction immediately afterwards.    The october 29th grain dust explosion has been labeled as an accident.  Four 
bartlett employees and two grain inspectors were killed. 
 
1/27/12  NOON 
11 people are injured after a casino under construction collapses in ohio.  Its happened at the construction site of the 
horse shoe casino in cincinnati this morning  workers were pouring a 60-foot span of concrete when a steel portion of the 
building collapsed.   No one was killed but several were seriously injured and transferred to nearby hospitals.  The 135-
million-dollar casino was scheduled to open in spring of next year.   
 
1/28/12  9am 
Friday was a big celebration at garden city's lee richardson zoo this year the zoo is marking its 85th birthday...  The zoo 
will hold a series of events... Including the one on friday, that had a kansas theme. <"the zoo, it's come so far, and we're 
constantly growing and we're still growing, we started of in 1927 and it was supposed to be just for native wildlife and 
we've expanded to include some very endangered animals."> some of the most recent plans include adding a new cat 
canyon exhibit...    Work on that is supposed to start this spring. It might be a great day to get out and visit the zoo. Dean 
is back with another look at our forecast. 
 
1/29/12  10pm 
Last weekend a viewer was wondering why ncis los angeles wasn't on.  Also why does it seem like we show wichita state 
stories in every sportscast?   Eyewitness news anchor roger answers those questions in tonights answerback. 
 
1/30/12  NOON 
turning to the aviation watch... Hawker beechcraft defense announces that it's president will retire tomorrow. Jim 
Maslowski was appointed to president in 2007  He will continue as a consultant to hawker defense and its business efforts 
as Vice Chairman.  In the mean time - C-E-O Bill Boisture will take over as acting president until a replacement is 
selected. 
 
1/31/12  5pm 
What's ahead for wichita in 2012? We should have a clearer picture tonight. In less than an hour, mayor carl brewer gives 
his state of the city speech  at city hall but we wanted to hear from you.  Eyewitness news reporter anne meyer has some 
of your thoughts on what he should focus on in the coming year.     
 
2/1/12  6am 
The city of andover agrees to change a median it just installed. The median is on 21st street near 159th. This limits left 
hand turns into, and out of, the "quail crossing subdivision."  residents say.. The median is an inconvenience that will 
increase traffic on smaller streets and potentially lower their property values. Eyewitness news reporter megan strader 
takes a closer look at the intersection. 
 
2/2/12  5pm 
<8:05:25 - he said I seen flames shoot up out of the top of the elevator and this it just went kaboom> a grain elevator 
explosion leaves one person in serious condition...  And tonight that elevator is still smoldering.  An ariel fire truck was just 
called in to help.  Eyewitness news reporter megan strader is live at the scene. 
 
2/3/12  10pm 
the harlem globetrotters took over the intrust bank arena tonight but before tip off they helped prepare food packages. The 
organization numana held this event with the globetrotters. Wichita mayor carl brewer was also on hand as was this years 
miss kansas, carissa kelley. 
 
2/4/12  6pm 
Dozens of people jump into a lake in the middle of winter... And pay to do it. <natural sound>  it's all for a good cause.   
This is the fourth year the wichita police department and the sedgwick county sheriff's department has hosted the polar 
plunge.   All proceeds go to the kansas special olympics. Participants thought they had lucked out with mild temperatures 
this winter... But mother nature had other plans.  <sot verbatim:the one day that it decides to get cold and dreary, but you 
know, hey, we are still out here, and you can see a bunch of people out here and support them and everything.  >    
organizers say the hope to raise 25 thousand dollars this year.  The kansas special olympics depends on private 
donations for all funding.  
 
2/5/12  10pm 



 

 

Many got some exercise in before the super bowl. The 20th annual 'run wichita super bowl.' more than 200 people turned 
out for the four mile run which started at linwood park. Organizers say the run was a great way for people to not have guilt 
when they have those extra nachos.      
 
2/6/12  6pm 
Tomorrow the wichita city council discusses the future of a main downtown avenue... A traffic study of douglas between 
mclean and washington includes eliminating a downtown bottleneck...caused by angled parking near the eaton hotel. 
Instead the study recommends two lanes in each direction through downtown... And parallel parking on both sides of the 
street. Other recommendation include landscaped medians and bus shelters... Tomorrow's discussion does *not* includes 
committing any money toward the project. 
 
2/7/12  6pm 
City commissioners in salina may consider a new anti-discrimination oridnance...   A 3-2 vote last night... Could mean new 
protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity..  Eyewitness news reporter karl man 
explains what happens next 
 
2/8/12  6pm 
That breaking news from kingman county... The search for a missing man is over.    His family tells us he was found dead 
in another county.police issued a silver alert for 89-year-old gene fairchild this morning -   no-one had seen him since 
tuesday morning...we've just learned...authorities found his body in harper county...in the town of danville. Eyewitness 
news reporter susan gajer is live with the latest 
 
2/9/12  10pm 
<Sot verbatim: 4:41:57 i was a little disappointed, i've been parking here for free and now i am going to have to find 
someplace else to park 03  > it's not the the news that they want to hear.  Free parking is becoming a thing of the past at 
one city-owned parking lot downtown.  Paying to park in order to go to your job is probably not something you want to do. 
But that soon could be the reality for some who are used to parking at the first and waco lot. A viewer first told us about a 
notice that he got -saying that the lot will become paid parking beginning next month. Eyewitness news reporter anne 
meyer takes a closer look at the switch and has reaction. 
 
2/10/12  5am 
Should undocumented immigrants get to work in kansas legally? State lawmakers are expected to debate that next 
week... All because of a bill  that would allow immigrants to get a work permit for agriculture, construction and landscaping 
jobs. Employers like large feedlots and dairies say... They can't find enough workers for those positions. The kansas 
livestock association supports the bill saying...it would bring opportunities for everyone. <sot verbatim:  > "there's dairies 
and feed yards and agricultures that could grow  in the livestock industry and they can't do that without a workforce">  
under the bill...undocumented immigrants would qualify for a work permit...if they've been in kansas for at least five years 
and have no criminal record.      
 
2/11/12  9am 
It was down to these four. Last night chapman chooses a new school mascot. And here's the winner.    The school voted 
on a new mascot after the university of notre dame challenged the use of the old one.    Notre dame officials said the old 
mascot was nearly identical to its famous icon which is a federally registered trademark. 
 
2/12/12  10pm 
It's a decade of serving those in need. Tomorrow marks the 10 year anniversary for the lord's diner location in downtown 
wichita. This afternoon many of the volunteers and donors were recognized with their work. <sot verbatim:  i think its just a 
mission that every one embraced - feeding the hungry is just a part of growing up. You just learn to feed the hungry and 
they embrace that mission  > tomorrow a special meal is planned for the 10th anniversary. 
 
2/13/12  5am 
It was a weekend of horses at the kansas pavillions. The 15-th annual "equi-fest (eck-quah fest)... Of kansas" wrapped-up 
last night. 150 vendors and more than 200 horses... Took part in the show. This was the first time for this event... Since 
wichita developer johnny stevens bought the kansas coliseum complex for one-and-a half million dollars.  Organizers 
say... The transition between owners has been great. <sot verbatim:   debbie beam/ horseplay promotions  34:40 "we 
were a little concerned, just because we've been here for 15 years and we really wanted to stay so when the steven's 
family came aboard we were really happy that they said yes to equifest and they really wanted to work with us for this 
year and in the future. 34:55>  this event is booked in the pavillions next year as well. 
 
2/14/12  6pm 



 

 

Factfinder 12 show you it was just last week the kansas equality coalition asked the city of salina to include sexual 
orientation in *its* anti-discrimination ordinance.  Commissioners plan to study the issue and revisit it within 90 days.  And 
last november the issue came up in hutchinson, it's still being studied there, as well. Only a few cities in kansas currently 
include sexual orientation in anti-discrimination policies... Lawrence, topeka and mission. 
 
 
2/15/12  10pm 
A building orginally built for boeing will now house special agents from "immigration and customs enforcement." it sits on 
the northwest corner of central and woodlawn. Factfinder 12 investigator melissa scheffler found out exactly how ice will 
use the space. 
 
2/16/12  5pm 
Check out what people are walking away with from the kansas star casino. According to newly released figures, the 
casino now has 85-thousand player's club members from 47 states. The largest jackpot given out so far was 40-thousand 
dollars.  When you combine that number with the total number of jackpot winners, the casino has paid out more than 6-
point-2 million dollars. The state of kansas also projects that the kansas star casino will have more than 2 million visitors 
by the end of the year. 
 
2/17/12  6pm 
It doesn't match any local missing persons cases... Tonight the sedgwick county sheriff's department says its done 
searching for human remains near cheney...  We first told you about the search last night.. Crews were out in the field 
again this morning... But the skull was found last month. Investigators say its from an african-american woman between 
the ages of 30 and 50...  Investigators don't believe it's related to another skull found last year about eight miles away. 
 
2/18/12  9am 
A two alarm fire with explosions. It's what wichita fire crews fought thursday night.  A photographer for the department 
caught one explosion on camera. It's believed to be a propane tank exploding. The video was shot for training purposes. 
The fire at hall steel and fabrication started around 11.  One wall of the building is bowed out now because of the 
explosions. Oxygen and settling tanks were inside the building. Investigators are still working to figure out a cause. 
 
2/19/12  10pm 
It's a tool that many use to get around. But there's a lot more to g-p-s than you may think.u-s senator pat roberts was at 
the exploration place today in wichita to explain the importance of the technology. He was joined by members in the 
aviation and agriculture field. Roberts says that's g-p-s is crucial for these two industries as we move forward. <sot 
verbatim: -1:25:35 "if you give people the tools by which they can produce more foods and fiber then a whole bunch of 
other things in their lives change as well." 1:25:42 > today's event coincided with one of the newest attractions at 
exploration place. The g-p-s adventure exhibit runs through april 15th. 
 
2/20/12  5pm 
<sot verbatim: says: "they all just started going up a ladder jumping out and then kicked the ladder down, and one came in 
sprinting, screaming, 'everyone get out a gorilla's on the loose."   > the kansas city zoo says it knows how two gorillas got 
out sunday, .. A zoo-keeper didn't lock a door.  They roamed from their enclosure into a zoo-keeper area.  The zoo says 
visitors were never in danger, but they did move them to a safe area.  Zoo-keepers used water hoses to get the 400 
pound gorillas back in to their enclosures.    That took about three hours. 
 
2/21/12  noon 
a wichita fire investigator is honored as the 20-11 kansas firefighter of the year. Lt. Kelly zane was recognized for his 
efforts to solve a series of dumpster fires in the delano district last march.  Zane and police officers scoured the area and 
caught the arsonist in the act.  The man was charged with nine counts and plead guilty.  
 
2/22/12  5am 
Continuing coverage of a story we told you about in november.  Commissioners are still debating whether *you* should 
pay more when you make payments to sedgwick county.  Currently... The county is charged a fee every time someone 
pays bills like property taxes or vehicle registration with a credit card.  The commission is considering passing those fees 
along to the card user.  It could save the county one million dollars each year... But there's a catch.  Visa doesn't allow 
retailers to charge consumers for using their credit cards.  The county said it hopes to come up with a solution by the fall. 
 
2/23/12  6pm 



 

 

The wichita state women are in normal tonight trying to protect their share of the valley lead...the shockers and missouri 
state are tied for the lead with four games to play...one game ahead of illinois state...which gets the shiockers at home 
tonight...and missouri state in this weekend...so its a big few days in the valley race... 
 
2/24/12  10pm 
Continuing our coverage of a story we first told you about earlier this month.  The city of salina is looking into adding 
sexual orientation to salina's anti discrimination policies.     City officials say they will hold three public hearings on the 
issue and tonight we know when those meetings will be.  The first will be held next tuesday at six p-m.  Another will be on 
march first at three and the final meeting will be on march third at one p-m.  All three forums will be held at the salina 
community theater.   City leaders began studying the change after a request from the kansas equality coalition.  The 
ordinance prevents discrimination in public housing and employment. 
 
2/25/12  6pm 
N-b-a all star weekend is taking over florida... But it's a basketball *shoe* that's stolen the show across the country. Nike is 
releasing 4 designs of exclusive shoes to coincide with the all-star weekend. That is until demand for the shoes started 
riots. Michelle miller has the story. 
 
2/26/12  10pm 
<Sot verbatim:  "i'm going to vote yes."> voters head to the polls this week for a special election.     Good evening and 
thanks for joining us. I'm melissa scheffler. And i'm michael schwanke.  They'll vote whether to give the ambassador hotel 
in downtown wichita a special tax break.  Both sides of the issue have been campaigning hard to get your vote but there 
are some that don't even know there is a special election.  Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit speaks with a local 
election expert about why this is  
 
2/27/12  5pm 
A woman is dead after her home catches fire, .. A house firefighters have been to twice before.  Firefighters were called to 
the home on south ida around 4:30 this morning. They found a 52-year-old woman near the door.  They think she was 
trying to get out, but didn't make it.   Crews say they've been to the woman's home before because of flash fires caused 
by smoking while on oxygen. Investigators say that didn't happen this time. They say there was no oxygen tank in use. 
 
2/28/12  6am 
Maize drivers listen up. The sedgwick county sheriff's office, maize police and school district will watch what you do at bus 
stops today.  Operation bus stop starts at 1-30 this afternoon and goes to 4-30.  Deputies and officers will ride on school 
busses to observe and report drivers who do not stop for buses as they are picking up or dropping off children. 
 
2/29/12  10pm 
 A top 25 ranking... A missouri valley regular season title....it's been a big year so far for wichita state shocker fans.  The 
shockers are headed to saint louis tomorrow for the missouri valley conference tournament. The shockers success this 
season is making a big impact at the school. It's increasing awareness on a national level. When the shockers made their 
sweet sixteen run in 2006 created more hits about the school online.  Officials think there's a good chance the same could 
happen again this year.  The missouri valley awards banquet will be held tomorrow at 11-30 in the morning.  That's where 
head coach greg marshall is expected to win coach of the year in the conference.    We'll be streaming the event live on 
kwch dot com. 
 
3/1/12  NOON 
The wichita state shockers took off early this morning for st. Louis and the missouri valley tournament...  the team boarded 
a bus behind koch arena around seven this morning...taking them to the airport...  we were there and talked to players -- 
they say...they can't wait to play...and they're playing with one goal in mind.  hopefully we can get this win, and come back 
to wichita with a conference tournament championship, that will be real great.  many fans also are heading to st. 
Louis...about 80 alumni boarded buses of their own, dressed in black and yellow... 
 
3/2/12  5am  
One of the most familiar faces on the wichita police department is retiring.   lieutenant ken landwehr's last day will be one 
week from monday.   landwehr investigates homicides for the department.   most notably, he led the b-t-k investigation. 
 
3/3/12  6pm 
Volunteers have swarmed to Harveyville by the hundreds to help the town clean up from this week's tornado.  But officials 
are telling them to take the weekend off.   Giving residents a couple days to rest, and evaluate their needs.   Officials say 
for now, the best way to help Harveyville and other communities hit by this week's violent weather is to donate money to 
non-profit relief groups. 



 

 

 
3/4/12  10pm 
Our television stations cover quite a large area...most of kansas...and that leads to some, challenges. 
It also can lead to some frustration for some viewers...  (caller: i'm calling from lyons,  something about sports...don't know 
why in lyons we get the hays feed)  What i'm told is that for sales purposes, great bend gets kbsh our station in hays, and 
great bend also feeds the lyons cable system. You could watch kwch channel 12 right off the air, as you're fairly close to 
our big antenna, which is outside hutchinson.  
Had to chuckle at this e-mail...the writer says "my family and i are having a debate regarding how tall you are. Our 
predictions range anywhere from 5-5 to 6-5"  Wow, that's quite a range, and it's accurate. I am somewhere between 5-5 
and 6-5.  Let's use a prop, we like props. Here is a long stick, right here i've marked five feet five, and up here is six feet 
five. As you can see, i am comfortably in the middle. 
Last time i measured, it was just a titch over 5-10.  Thanks for not asking about my weight or i-q. 
 
3/6/12  5pm 
It's not a matter of if -- but where will the wichita state shockers play in the n-c-a-a tournament.  and shocker fans...can 
find that out...together...Wichita state will host a selection sunday watch party at koch arena ...this sunday.  doors will 
open at 4 ...   the selection show will start at 5 ...right here on kwch and c-b-s.   all of the players and coaches will be there 
to see where the shockers will be going for the first round of the ncaa tournament. 
 
3/7/12  6pm 
Some expected an "i-pad 3"... But that's not what this new tablet is...   instead, what's being called "the new i-pad" 
features a sharper screen, faster processor and 4-g capability.   it goes on sale march 16th...   haddock computer in 
wichita says it already has a waiting list of customers wanting to get one...  but don't worry if you can't upgrade just yet. 
 
3/8/12  5pm 
The results of wichita's special election last month are official today.   un-official results came out on election 
night...showing voters rejecting the proposed tax incentives for a downtown hotel.   now the results have been audited by 
the sedgwick county election commission--  and those results are official. 
 
3/9/12  6pm 
We're just a couple of days away... Before college basketball fans find out where their teams will play in the n-c-a-a 
tournament...  shockers fans can watch the selection show with each other sunday ...at a watch party at koch arena -  
doors open at four.  following the selection show...you can watch a team news conference live...on kwch-dot-com.  the 
selection show begins at five on sunday...right here on kwch 12 --   and later that evening...watch our special sports 
sunday show -- at nine thirty on the k-s-c-w and again at 10-35 on kwch. 
 
3/10/12  9am 
A wellington woman writes a children's book...one she says she had to write   ood stalcup (stall-cup) started writing 
"princess lily" about two years ago...it's about a five year old girl and her single father...   she was inspired to write the 
book after seeing the relationship a friend of hers had with his daughter  she said she wanted to buy him a children's book 
about a single father and daughter, but couldn't find one...so she wrote her own 
 
3/11/12  10pm 
that was the reaction tonight at "koch arena"... as the shockers found-out where and who they'll be playing in the n-c-
double-a tournament. 
 
3/12/12  6am 
March madness starts this week.  the shockers, jayhawks, and wildcats all made the field of 68.  ...and fans of the three 
kansas schools will be spread out all over the country.   kansas state will be the first to play.  The 'cats face southern miss 
at 11-40 am thursday on tru tv.  that game is in pittsburgh.  shocker fans will be in portland, oregon.  Wichita state will tip 
about 6-15 thursday evening against v-c-u.  That game will be right here on k-w-c-h 12. 
 
3/13/12  6pm 
New at six, we now know the names of a woman and three children killed in a house fire saturday in scott city...  The fire 
killed 28-year-old jackie ann coberly and her 4-year-old son Brandon Carter...  Eight-year-old Terra Renee Murphy and 6-
year-old Cassie Linn Murphy also died in the fire... They were the daughters of Coberly's boyfriend.   All were overcome 
by smoke.  Family members and friends are struggling to understand.  the thing that gets me is why God had to take her 
so soon...she still had a lot of life in her  it's a terrible tragedy for a great community and we're all very grief stricken.   
Investigators say the fire started near a heater in the laundry room of the rental home. They believe it was an 
accident...but say but the investigation is on-going. 



 

 

 
3/14/12  NOON 
We're less than 24 hours away from the start of the n-c-double-a tournament.  the wichita state men take the floor 
thursday night, but the women's team is also playing a big game this week.  the lady shockers are in the w-n-i-t 
tournament.  They host oral roberts university friday night at koch arena.   its their first w-n-i-t home game since 1999.   a 
win would give the lady shockers a record-tying 20th victory on the season.  game time is 7:05 friday night.   we will be at 
today's practice and have more on the big match up later tonight on eyewitness news and also at kwch.com. 
 
3/15/12  6am 
After months of anticipation, 2 east wichita stores are opening.  cabela's opened it's doors first wednesday morning.  
customers will have to pay an extra sales tax to shop at the store.  the money will help pay for a new interchange at k-96 
and greenwich to get to the store. 
 
3/16/12  5.30pm 
That's right, i'm at madrocks here in derby...This is their official bracket...posted here next to the 15 foot projection 
screen...They don't have it all filled in...But are hoping they can mark k-u as tonights winner. 
Madrocks is expecting max capacity tonight...Most jayhawk fans....It's one of two official k-u alumni watch parties in the 
wichita area...A lot of blue and red as fans prepare to cheer kansas on...But fans here say they are still reeling from last 
nights shocker loss...They say even though it should be an easy game for two seed k-u as they play 15 seed Detroit.  Last 
nights surprising loss for wichita has them optimistically cautious.  Rock chalk jay-halk...I've got the marker ready to write 
in kansas....Now all we need is a win.... 
 
3/17/12  9am 
A disappointed Wichita state team arrived back home last night.   Even with last night's loss to V-C-U...   Fans were on 
hand to show their shocker pride.  "They had a great season. I'm an alumni and I really enjoy being here."  The shockers 
lost to V-C-U 62 to 59.  It was their first N-C-Double-A appearance in six years. 
 
3/18/12  10pm 
K-u colors lit-up many restaurants and bars tonight.    several fans watched the game at "larry buds" tonight in east 
wichita.   from the beginning, they were optimistic that k-u was going to win.  for more on this year's tournament... Head to 
kwch-dot- com...  And look for our road to the final four section. 
 
3/19/12  5am 
A big drop in demand is why one ministry in finney county is no longer givin vaccinatiosn to children.  the "united 
methodist mexican-american ministry" in garden city... Will stop providing vaccinations for children beginning wednesday.  
the ministry provided nearly 13-hundred vaccinations last year.   compare that to more than 36-hundred in 2009.  those 
needing vaccinations will be directed to the finney county health department. 
 
3/20/12  10pm 
New developments in a factfinder 12 report... We brought you last week.   a judge has refused to issue a "gag order" in 
the lawsuit against a salina military school.   several former students are suing saint john's military school... Alleging 
abuse.   the school wanted to keep the plaintiffs from talking to the media.   the judge said... Any trial is more than a year 
away -- so pre-trial publicity would not bias the jury pool.   the attorney representing the students says... Saint john's has 
settled nine other abuse lawsuits since 2-thousand-6.   the school maintains its innocence. 
 
3/21/12  5am 
After months of discussion... And lots of options... The wichita city council decides to raise golf course fees.   fees will go 
up... One dollar.   it may not sound like much.   but some golfers are already concerned. 
 
3/22/12  NOON 
If you drive by the east warren theater you might wonder what a small but determined group is doing outside in the rain 
and cold...i'm waiting in line to get my spot for the movies... Hopefully my friends will get here and join me...because it's 
cold.   dylan is the first... And so far only fan in line to get tickets for the midnight showing of the hunger games.    she is 
there with her mom and cousin... Who don't plan on going to see the film... And instead are there for moral support.   
many industry insiders say the hunger games is the most highly anticipated book adaptation since the twilight series... It 
has generated an estimated 1 billion dollars worldwide.  storm team 12 meteorologist rodney price can tell us what kind of 
weather the rest of the day holds for movie fans... 
 
3/23/12  10pm 



 

 

Today protest over the teens death reached wichita.  this was the scene at 21st and hillside this afternoon.  many 
gathered to remember trayvon.   many held signs calling for justice. "his death has sent a message  that we can't stand for 
injustice and that we hope to those who are in florida that they need to do somehting about he situation."     president 
obama also spoke about the incident today saying that if he had a son, he would look like trayvon martin. 
 
3/24/12  9am 
It should be no surprise that wichita bars were packed with people...Cheering on the jayhawks.  but even more watched 
the game from the comfort of their own homes.   with 50 inch big screen tv's becoming the norm in many homes, a lot of 
fans say they would rather stay in, than battle the crowds. i've got my own tv...there's no loud noises, nothing distracting 
me and i know exactly what's going on in the game at any given time.   those at the bars say it's the atmosphere that can't 
be matched by watching the game at home.  they want to be with a crowd of people, all cheering on their team. 
 
3/25/12  10pm 
As we showed you off the top... Wichita fans went crazy after k-u beat north carolina...   this game was interesting for 
kansas fans.   many remember the days north carolina's coach, roy williams, used to lead kansas.  while most say they 
still like and respect williams...  they were still hoping his team would lose. 
i would say good luck next year...good thing for kansas that he went home because we have a great coach.   williams 
coached kansas for fifteen years from 19-88 to 2003... 
 
3/26/12  NOON 
A kansas man dies-- after an apparent mid-air plane collision in colorado.   faa officials say a cessna 172 crashed just 
before noon friday near longmont, a town north of denver.   30-year-old flight instructor    ryan brungardt of mount hope 
was killed in the crash along with his flight student.   the pilot of the other plane crashed six miles away.  eyewitness say 
the planes clipped each other before going down.   faa is still investigating the crash.  
 
3/27/12  5pm 
Wichitans want the city's transportation system to offer more, .. But the city manager says wichita can't afford it.  a survey 
shows  riders want more routes and more service, including service on sundays and during the evenings.   today council 
members heard three possible plans to provide that, but city manager robert layton told them not to get their hopes up.   
he says ridership is down, .. And the system is broke.   layton says if nothing changes, the current transit system faces an 
$800,000 deficit by the end of the year. 
 
3/28/12  5am 
The city of sedgwick wants out of sedgwick county...  and insists money isn't the reason.   the city sits right *on* the 
county line.    the south side is in sedgwick county...   but most of it is in harvey county.   so why leave?   city leaders say 
the move would simplify operations for both the city and the two-hundred residents who live on the sedgwick county side.   
officials are already taking steps to have the entire city annexed into harvey county.  "the tax structure between both 
counties are fairly similar. One year they will be one mill higher in sedgwick county, and the next year they are one mill 
higher in harvey county."  in order for the annexation to occur, both counties have to agree to it and adopt a resolution to 
that affect.   the issue must also be approved by voters in both counties.   mayor dehaven is hoping to have that vote in 
november. 
 
3/29/12  10pm 
Today some four-legged creatures weighed in on the match-ups...   elephants missy and kimba at garden city's lee 
richardson zoo...   and their picks aren't favorable to kansas...   of the two final four match-ups... Kimba chose ohio state 
to win... And missy chose kentucky.  zoo officials say it's less about sports knowledge... And more about fun...even though 
this is a lot of fun, and this is done in fun, there is some pretty  scientific things we can do, some of the research we can 
do through the relationship the keepers have with the elephants.  zoo officials say activities like this are good for 
elephants, letting them use their intelligence and decision making skills. 
 
3/30/12  6pm 
If you have to stay at home, watch the game right here on k-w-c-h.   tipoff is tomorrow night around 7-49.  and don't forget 
to download the k-w-c-h app to follow our blogs from the road, interviews and photo galleries. 
 
3/31/12  9am 
The n-c double a honors a minneola woman for her hard work and dedication to planning this weekend's final four.   22-
year old brooke minor died in january of liver cancer.  she had just landed her dream job working in new orleans for the 
final four.   n-c double a officials put her picture on the official scoreboard and held a moment of silence.   honoring her 
hard work and dedication to the tournament.   she had hoped to see k-u, her favorite team, play this weekend.   but her 
family says it's enough that she was able to do what she loved...   even if just for a short time. 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
ECONOMY 
 
1/2/12  6am 
Get ready to pay more for powerball in 20-12. Tickets will now cost you two dollars a piece. Lottery organizers hope the 
price change will entice more people to play because jackpots will get bigger and the odds of winning are improving. The 
move is a strategy to make the the game different from mega millions that sells for one dollar a ticket. 
 
1/3/12  10pm 
<)Boeing employees left work Tuesday after receiving a short company memo. The first line reads, "We are having a 
mandatory all-employee meeting Wed., January 4th." Bob Brewer  2:32  "We don't have any indication whatsoever that 
the announcement tomorrow is going be anything but a plant closure."  2:37     Bob Brewer with Speea says the union has 
had little communication with Boeing since it announced it was studying the future of its Wichita facility. Bob Brewer  5:22  
"They can't close this thing overnight.  We don't know whether it would be a one, two, or three year transition plan out of 
Wichita--if that's the decision made tomorrow.  But we hope to get many more details tomorrow after the announcement."  
5:33 Mayor Carl Brewer says if the worst case scenario is true-- the city will try to take advantage of the company's 
transition plan. Carl Brewer  26:44  "Maybe we could have that opportunity to be able to get them to change their mind or 
find out what it is that could persuade them to change their mind."  26:54     Closing Wichita's Boeing facility would leave 
21-hundred employees without work. Economists say the city would lose 1-point-five billion dollars in wages over the next 
decade. Those numbers are on Mayor Brewer's mind as he and the rest of the community wait for Boeing's 
announcement. Carl Brewer 30:09  "What is Boeing going to say and hopefully it's good.  I may put that in my prayer 
tonight.  I hope they say they're staying."  30:16 ((STANDUP CLOSE: Speea says if Boeing announces it's leaving, it will 
enter "effects bargaining."  It's an effort to find some kind of employment or compensation for workers... Once the plant 
shuts-down. Melissa Scheffler, KWCH 12 Eyewitness News.> 
 
1/4/12  5am 
Covering the nation this morning... Wall street starts 2012 off strong. Stocks rallied on news that the manufacturing 
industry grew globally in december.  That includes china as well as the u-s. The dow climbed nearly 178 points. The 
nasdaq rose more than 43 points. 
 
1/5/12  5pm 
The president announces a new strategy today for a  new much leaner military.     The department of defense is getting hit 
with big  budget cuts, but top military brass promise the  u-s will maintain its edge.   
 
1/6/12  6pm 
Hawker beechcraft and state leaders aren't giving up the fight for a 350 million dollar air force contract. The light air attack 
contract was recently awarded to a company other than hawker beechcraft. Hawker officials say the company was kicked 
out of the competition, and never given an explanation why. Congressman mike pompeo and hawker beechcraft c-e-o 
held a press conference this morning asking the air force for answers... Without the contract, hawker could see it's 
production level drop, and have to further downsize the company. <0035hv - 22:41 - we will have to adjust to that and we 
will have to, yet again, have to pair down our work force. That's not our desire and don't intend to do that > hawker has 
filed a lawsuit in the case and says it's not giving up on the contract. 
 
1/7/12  9sm 
In the aviation watch  the head of hawker beechraft says losing out on an air force contract could mean lost jobs for 
kansas. 14-hundred of them to be exact, including 800 here at the hawker facility in wichita.  Bill boisture warned firday 
that hawker may have to reduce its workforce if a competitor gets to keep the contract.  The contract for a small fighter 
plane was awarded the to sierra nevada.  Hawker filed a lawsuit in the case and says it's not giving up on winning the bid.   
We will have more on that lawsuit in our next half hour 
 
 
 
1/9/12  5am 
It was a dark weekend at the box office. "the devil inside" took in 34-and-a-half million dollars in its first three days on the 
big screen to capture the top spot. Mission impossible brought in more than 20-million this weekend. And the sequel to 
sherlock holmes brought in more than 14-million. 
 
1/10/12  5am 
In the aviation watch..  Governor brownback will be in wichita today..to give details on a 16-million dollar incentive 
package for bombardier learjet. The company announced plans for its newest business jet -- the learjet 85 -- late last year.  



 

 

Bombardier says the project will create more than 4-hundred local jobs.  The city and sedgwick county have already 
approved one-million dollars each in incentives.  This will be bombardier's second incentive deal with the state in two 
years.  We will stream today's news conference live on our website.  You can watch beginning at nine-45 at k-w-c-h dot-
com. 
 
1/11/12  NOON 
We told you about it yesterday...  Now the company behind the twinkie says it needs concessions from it's unions to stay 
in business.  Hostess officially filed for bankruptcy protection this morning.   Saying its pension and medical benefit 
obligations  make it impossible to be competitive in the current market.   The maker of twinkies and wonder bread owes 
nearly a billion dollars to its biggest creditor. 
 
1/12/12  6pm 
Track: it's a clean, comfortable ride...and best of all it's free. Sot: 04:10 "what's a way that we can capitalize off of 
something we can provide for the casino?  Track: entreprenuer dennis sanders is rolling the dice with his kansas casino 
shuttle and hoping other businesses jump onboard. Sot: 12:00 "i want to make it look like a casino on wheels so when it's 
rolling around wichita it just pops out at people." track: the shuttle's wrap job also doubles down as ad space.  Sanders 
hopes other companies will pay him to put their logos on the chips and slot machines... Sot: 0015sr @ 13:16 "there's a 
bigger billboard here on the back that we have to advertise." track: on board the shuttle is more space for roofers, liquor 
stores and other advertisers.  There's also a t-v scrolling commercials for the 30 minute drive to mulvane. Stand up: 01:01 
"other businesses are sprouting up as a direct result of the casino.  This hotel behind me in haysville is just a few hundred 
feet away from the turnpike entrance and the person who is building it tells me the casino had a definite effect on the 
decision to build here." track: soon more of the area around the kansas star casino will be developed and sanders thinks 
the possibilities are endless. Sot: "i believe there's going to be lots of opportunities.  I can't imagine the angles that are 
going to come out of it, having the casino here."  track: the casino itself has been a gamble for kansas.. Nats: bus rolling 
track: we'll see what the payoff is down the road.  Brian heap, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
 
1/13/12  10pm 
this is a huge demand and this is something that's very important to wichita, the state of kansas and even the states that 
are around us >  southwest is coming to wichita.  Wichita mayor carl brewer says work has been underway for 15 years to 
make it happen.  The announcement was made this morning.  Airtran will stay in wichita and transition into becoming 
southwest airlines next year.state leaders say the deal came out of a meeting last friday between the airline, lawmakers 
and wichita businesses. Southwest merged with airtran in 2010. Officials say the announcement not only means lower 
fares, but will also cause other airlines to lower ticket prices. <sot verbatim: 12:27:00  not only do they bring in typically 
flights to a number of destinations but with their low fares it stimulates the other airlines to  respond as well  12:37   > the 
airline is still doing research on wichita routes it will offer.  Airport officials say once they know that information they can 
make a better estimate on how much money this will create for the city. 
 
1/14/12  9am 
Growing and adding jobs...means wichita's koch industries needs a few buidling upgrades. Koch is doing renovations 
throughout its complex in northeast wichita -- it's upgrading heating and cooling systems and electrical work that will 
improve energy efficiency and make room for new employees.  Koch industries and 10 of its business units are hiring  
koch spokeswoman missy cohlmia says...there 300 positions open in wichita. They're in the areas of information 
technology, accounting, engineering and human resources.  The company is actively looking to fill those positions- if 
you're interest you can start the application process online...we've put a link on our website kwch-dot-com. Koch now 
employees 25-hundred people in wichita.     
 
1/15/12  10pm 
Game time wine and spirits in east wichita has a large variety of just that - wine and spirits. But workers here feel they 
would sell more, if they could let customers take a sip before buying.brian leitzel 7:53-05 well they usually say i had this 
wine at this restaurant, but i don't know what it was, but it had this label on it, and i would say is it red or white, what did it 
take like, so that would help  in-store tastings would be possible if state lawmakers adopt a new bill that was just 
introduced in the senate . Anne meyer 13:23-33 the proposed legislation would come with some restrictions, including 
portion size. Customers could consume a half ounce of liquor, an ounce of wine or up to two ounces of beer rep steve 
brink 1:39-47 well a liquor store isn't a bar, they are two different things and certainly you don't want this to turn into a 
drinking opportunity wichita representative steve brunk is chairman of the house committee that would study this bill. He 
sees some advantages to changing the current law. Steve brunk 2:15-29 for the consumer that maybe is unsure and 
doesn't want to spend the money on three or four kinds of wine, they can taste and choose one and so its sorta a win win 
situation for the store owner and the consumer as well 29  both sides agree, the law would have to be clear- to avoid any 
problems. Brian leitzel 10:01-05 me personally, i think it would be great, but i think people would abuse it a senate hearing 
on the bill is expected in the next few weeks. Anne meyer kwch 12 eyewitness news.      



 

 

 
1/17/12  5pm 
Among those hiring in wichita -- airbus. The planemaker is expected to add about 30 jobs. The wichita director of 
operations says...engineers in town have done well...and the company is adding the jobs for new projects...and new work. 
Airbus expanded in downtown wichita in 2010. 
 
1/18/12  NOON 
governor sam brownback's income tax plan ... Would raise taxes for the state's poorest households.  That's what the 
newest figures from the kansas department of the revenue. Taxpayers who make 25-thousand or less would see an 
average tax increase of 156-dollars. Collectively, lower income households would pay nearly 88-million dollars more than 
they do now.  But households and some businesses that earn more than 250-thousand dollars a year would see their 
taxes drop by an average of 18.5-percent. That's more than 5-thousand dollars each. 
 
1/19/12  10pm 
The latest from the kansas legislature tonight. A group that wants kansas to allow liquor sales in grocery stores introduces 
a bill it says will help add jobs. The group "uncork kansas" presented its plan to committees in both the kansas house and 
senate today. The law would allow grocery and convenience stores to sell full strength beer, wine and liquor. <sot 
verbatim: it creates jobs.  And at a time in kansas when we need jobs in kansas.  And this is an opportunity for the retail 
stores and grocers to add this product line to their inventory.  That is going to create jobs in the state of kansas at a time 
when we all desperately know that we need those jobs."  > this isn't the state's first go-round with this type of bill. Attempts 
have been made for years to make changes. Most of those changes have been stalled because mom-and pop liquor store 
opposed it. Last year we talked to the owner of this liquor store in wichita. He said some smaller stores probably wouldn't 
survive if the bill passed. <sot verbatim: 19:04 - a mom and pop store that has three cooler doors, if they're anywhere near 
a grocery store, i don't know how they could survive. > so what makes this year's bill different? Fact finder 12 has a closer 
look... First...the law wouldn't only allow grocery stores sell full alcohol drinks - but liquor stores would also be allowed to 
sell such items like ice, mixers, and snacks. Currently that's not the case. Also....under the new bill the state would have 
three classifications of liquor. Class "a" would sell beer only. Class "b" wine and beer, and class "c" could sell beer, wine 
and spirits. Current law limits non-liquor stores to beer that's no more than three-point-two percent alcohol by weight --  
the weaker beer was created in the 19-30's as a way to bypass prohibition...but stayed the only option for grocers.     
 
 
 
 
1/20/12  NOON 
As you can see the markets are up today... Many analysts say in large part thanks to the lowest number of unemployment 
claims in four years.  The labor department said jobless claims sank by 50 thousand to a seasonally adjusted 352 
thousand. Those numbers are the lowest since april 2008. 
 
1/21/12  10pm 
New at 10 tonight.  Starting tomorrow...a birthday card or present will cost you more to send through the mail. The united 
states post office raises rates on sunday. A regular stamp will cost 45 cents, going up a penny. In the last 10 years 
stamps have increased a total of eight cents. The cost of a postcard, international mailing and packages will also go up. 
The postal service is raising rates while it reviews the way it does business. 
 
1/23/12  6pm 
It plans to leave wichita... But boeing says it still plans to boost its spending with kansas suppliers... In tonight's aviation 
watch a company spokesperson says, while the planemaker is closing its wichita facility by the end of next year, it's not 
leaving the state. Boeing's plans actually call for it to increase its spending with its 475 kansas suppliers.... From more 
than three billion dollars now to nearly five billion by 2014 or 2015. Boeing announced earlier this month that it was 
moving work from wichita to oklahoma and san antonio... Air force tanker work that was supposed to come to wichita, will 
now go to washington state.      
 
1/24/12  NOON 
The ten-year plan for making city wide improvements in wichita, could be changing. Wichita city council members are 
developing a capital improvements plan through 2020. That list includes 375 projects from major street repairs to building 
a new library and airport terminal.    The total cost to complete all the projects is two-point-four billion dollars. However, if 
council members delay some projects by a year or two they could keep costs down. Right now they are studying 3 
different scenarios, but no vote has been scheduled. 
 
1/25/12  5am 



 

 

New in the aviation watch... A norwegian air carrier buys hundreds of planes from boeing and airbus.  Norwegian air 
shuttle signed a deal worth more than 21-billion-dollars to purchase 222 planes from boeing and airbus. The carrier will 
buy 122 of boeing's 7-37 and 100 of airbus's a-3-20 planes.  The air shuttle says the deal announced early this morning... 
Is the largest aircraft purchase in europe. 
      
1/26/12  10pm 
Homeowners say they want answers. But so far...all they're getting are some temporary solutions. It's as story we first told 
you about last week. A handful of homes in a north andover neighborhood have unsafe levels of petroleum-based 
chemicals in their water. As eyewitness news reporter jim grawe shows us...there are still more questions than answers. 
 
1/27/12  NOON 
Covering kansas this noon... Where state officials are taking advantage of low construction prices. They will not only go 
ahead with the planned construction - but will accelerate work on 32 road projects worth nearly 50 million dollars.  
Governor sam brownback says the accelerated projects will create 470 jobs and 900 jobs indirectly.  Construction will 
begin this fall.  The 32 projects are a part of a 10 year 8 billion dollar transportation program. 
 
1/28/12  9am 
We now know when cabela's will open in northeast wichita.  Good weather has helped the company move up it's grand 
opening - it is scheduled for march 14th. The outdoor goods store is under construction at k-96 and greenwich. A 
community improvement district incentive was approved by the city for the area last year. It will help pay for expanded exit 
ramps to handle increased traffic. 
 
1/30/12  NOON 
Hays regional airport says 20-11 marked the most passenger boardings in its history  hays city manager says its almost 
11-thousand passenger boardings will qualify the airport for up to 1-million dollars in federal funding for improvements. 
The airport saw a 17--point-3 percent jump from 20-10 hays city manager credits the jump in traffic to an aggressive 
marketing campaign... And an improved economy.      
 
1/31/12  NOON 
u-s home prices fell for a third month in a row.  The biggest declines were in atlanta, chicago and detroit.  Phoenix was the 
only city to show an increase. While sales typically drop at the end of the year...  They were off from the previous year... 
That's an indication a recovery in the housing market could still be years away. 
 
2/1/12  6am 
Boeing workers looking for a new job have the chance today to meet with local and national employers.  It's part of a 
career fair for boeing and other aviation workers....    Twelve employers such as nordam, lockheed martin, and goodrich 
will be at the engineering, aerospace, and aviation career fair.  The fair is at the hilton airport hotel here in wichita. It starts 
at ten o'clock this morning and goes til three this afternoon. 
 
2/2/12  NOON 
president obama faces opposition from congressional republicans. This over obama's new plan to make it easier for 
homeowners to refinance their homes.   The president's f-h-a refinancing plan would have the government assume the 
risk for new mortgages.  It would *not* apply to borrowers who are behind on their loan payments. The president wants to 
pay for the program... By imposing a fee on large banks. 
 
2/3/12  10pm 
The susan g. Komen for the cure foundation reverses course -- deciding  'not' to cut grants to planned parenthood. The 
grants help cover the cost of breast cancer exams. The charity is apologizing for decisions it says  "cast doubt" on its 
commitment to the mission of saving lives. 
 
2/5/12  10pm 
Early voting is underway and the campaigns are revving up. Good evening i'm melissa scheffler. And i'm michael 
schwanke. In just over three weeks we'll find out if wichita voters overrule the city council on a downtown development 
plan. A petition drive forced the vote....but as eyewitness news reporter jim grawe shows us...people on both sides face 
the challenge of getting the public interested. 
 
2/6/12  NOON 
American auto makers take their rivalry to the super bowl arena...  General motors threw an elbow at ford during the 
superbowl last night.  It ignored ford's last minute appeal.. And ran an ad showing its trucks would survive an 



 

 

apocalypse... Then indicates... Ford's wouldn't.  And gm paid a premium to take the jab... The average price for a 30 
second spot during the game was 3-and-a-half million dollars. 
 
2/7/12  6pm 
The utility and state regulators say they've reached a deal on a rate increase...     The settlement allows the utility to raise 
rates by 50 million dollars...  That will mean about four more dollars a month for the average homeowner.  The company 
says it needs the money to cover rising operating costs... And provide a better profit margin for shareholders.  Consumer 
rights group the citizen's utility ratepayer board says it will fight the increase. 
 
2/8/12  6pm 
They fixed up roads ...and saved money - and now... Saline county officials say their multi-year, multi-million dollar project 
is a success...because of what they call the perfect storm of budgeting.  Eyewitness news reporter karl man explains new 
at six. 
 
2/9/12  10pm 
It's a 25-billion dollar deal. Today state and federal officials agreed to a deal with the nations biggest mortgage lenders. 
It's the result of foreclosure abuses that took place after the housing bubble burst. About 750-thousand americans who 
were victims of improper foreclosures of their homes will be getting checks for two-thousand dollars. Five of the largest 
banks will also have to reduce loans for about one million households at risk for foreclosure. 
 
2/10/12  NOON 
Members of congress can no longer use inside information to cash in on stock deal.... This after the house of 
representatives overwhelmingly approves the stock act. The bill gained support after a report right here on  "60 minutes" 
revealed how some lawmakers were enriching themselves by making trades that would be illegal for anyone else. And 
one of the congressmen featured in that c-b-s report is now being investigated for possibly violating insider trading laws. 
Investigators are looking at a number of suspicious trades made by alabama republican spencer bachus.  Bachus who is 
the chairman of the house financial services committee - says he welcomes the chance to set the record straight. 
 
2/14/12  6pm 
"The economy doesn't matter when it comes to love." that's something we were told by a gentleman buying flowers for his 
wife today. Valentines day means a lot of business for area flower shops and candy stores. The folks at stems flower shop 
say last year was the biggest valentines day they've ever had, and so far today looks very good. Ceros candies has made 
some product changes because of the economy. <sot verbatim: we've also tried to do some smaller boxes in the past we 
only had one pound boxes of turtles, this year we made some half pound turtles boxes so they had more flexibility and 
they could spend within their budget>  the national retail federation says americans will spend eight and a half percent 
more on valentines day celebrations this year, compared to last. 
 
2/15/12  10pm 
The kids move as often as every year-- changing schools and leaving friends when their military parent gets a new 
assignment-- but for the spouse of someone in the service-it often means unemployment.  The government wants to help 
people like arlene ventimiglia-  she's taught in 4 different schools in 7 years and is now out of work.     With a husband in 
the navy-   his frequent moves mean frustration for her. <sot verbatim: "i've had to take different exams for each state to 
become a teacher, even though i've got plenty of years experience." >  a new pentagon study says licensing is an issue 
that affects 100-thousand people.  It's pushing states to streamline the process for military spouses. 11 states already 
have, 13 more have legislation pending. 
 
2/16/12  NOON 
A big chunk of change for citigroup to payout... Citigroup has agreed to pay $158-million dollars. This to to settle claims its 
mortgage unit duped the government into insuring risky mortgage loans for over six years.  The government said citi 
mortgage certified 30-thousand mortgages for insurance provided by the federal housing agency and submitted many 
certifications that were "knowingly or recklessly false. " 
 
2/17/12  NOON 
In our coverage of the nation... Both houses of congress are expected to vote today on extending a payroll tax cut for 
millions of americans. A number of senators from both parties recently voiced opposition to the $143 billion package.  
Passage of the measure would be seen as an election year victory for president obama. 
 
2/20/12  5pm 
You'll see a record if you pass by the gas station. Prices have never been this high so early in the season.     We're paying 
3-39 here in wichita.  The national average is 3-52. Prices have never been above 3-50 in february. Take a look, .. In 



 

 

2008, average prices had hit inflation-adjusted records nationally, but they didn't climb above $3.50 a gallon until april 21. 
It happened again last year, but not until march 6. But $3.50 a gallon gasoline is already here,  weeks before refineries 
typically shut down for springtime maintenance, and weeks before states switch from less expensive winter blends of gas 
to more complicated and pricier summer blends.  So what does it mean? The oil price information service predicts that 
gasoline could peak at $4.25 a gallon by the end of april.  
 
 
 
2/21/12  NOON 
A new poll by bankrate-dot-com finds nearly half of all americans are carrying more credit card debt than they have in 
emergency savings. The survey also found nearly a third of americans  say they feel less secure about their finances than 
they did a year ago. 
 
2/23/12  6pm 
Continuing coverage of the postal service's financial problems. We learned today that two-hundred-52 processing centers 
nationwide *will* close.  Seven of those are in kansas. The centers will shut down may 15th. After that... Mail from salina, 
hays, dodge and hutchinson will be processed in wichita. Mail to and from liberal would be processed in amarillo, texas.     
Colby's mail will go to north platte, nebraska.  Mail from topeka would be sorted in kansas city. The changes mean no 
more overnight mail. The postal service lost 5-point-5 billion dollars last year. 
 
3/1/12  NOON 
While gas prices are still steady in wichita at about 3-fifty a gallon...the national average keeps going up.  according to 
triple-a, the national average for a gallon of regular is 3-74.   it's the 23rd day of increases in a row.   gas prices have gone 
up 14-percent so far this year.  
 
3/5/12  NOON 
For our eye on your money this noon...  We're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is down 55 at 12-9-22.  And 
the nasdaq is also down 30 at 29-45.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 
 
3/7/12  6pm 
Supporters say it will create jobs and attract business...   now garden city commissioners have taken the first step on 
incentives for a new shopping center.   a resolution could help create a tif district on the east side of town...  that would 
allow tax money to be used to pay for the project.   a north carolina developer wants to build 400-thousand square feet of 
retail space, including at least two big-box stores.   the project is valued at 67-million dollars. 
 
3/8/12  5pm 
She's the youngest woman to build a billion dollar empire-- and she built it... On underwear.   41 year old sara blakely is 
the founder of the shapewear company "spanx"   blakely says she got the idea for the undergarment from cutting the feet 
off of panty hose...so she could wear them under pants to make her outfits more flattering.   now she's made an annual list 
of the world's billionaires published by forbes magazine. 
 
3/14/12  NOON 
For our eye on your money this noon...  We're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is up 30 at 13-2-08   and the 
nas-daq is also up 7 at 30-47.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 
 
3/16/12  5am 
Hundreds of hawker beech-craft jobs will stay in wichita... As the company decides to keep "plant one" open.   the 
company has previously said... "plant one" would close in 20-11... With those jobs moving to hawker facilities in mexico.   
in a letter to union members, the company says... It expects the volume of work to remain the same.  the company says... 
The decision comes out of a partnership with the machinists union. 
 
3/19/12  NOON 
For our eye on your money this noon...   We're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 24 at 13-2-57   And the 
nasdaq is also up 25 at 3-thousand-80  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 
 
 
 
3/20/12  6pm 
That's right starting april first golfers who hit the links at any of wichita's courses will have to pay an extra dollar for greens 
fees.   now i went out to get reaction from some players who braved the weather on tuesday and got in a round at clap 



 

 

golf course.   some did not mind shelling out the extra dollar to help out with the city golf debt issue.  Others think the hike 
in price will drive players off the city links to other fairways.  The park board also has a new marketing plan set to 
launch,with the help of some commercials they hope not totally unexpected, i was glad to see that they are keeping clap 
open. So i am willing to pay a little more to play out here. the more you have to pay to play golf, the more people that 
might not play so in the long run their might be fewer people playing.  Again the new fees take place april first, the council 
will review this plan a year from now to determine any changes or fee increases. 
 
3/22/12  NOON 
For our eye on your money this noon... we're taking a look at the markets.   the dow jones is down 68 at 13-0-56.  and the 
nas-daq is down 9 at 30-66.  we'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 
 
3/23/12  10pm 
The city of wichita makes a mistake that may have cost you money.   cabela's shoppers have been overcharged since the 
store opened and it's because of a communication error.   the city neglected to tell the state about a special sales tax for 
the new store.  cabela's learned about the mistake on wednesday and were told to stop collecting a one point two percent 
sales tax.   the store cannot make the change until tomorrow morning due to their computer system.  due to a state 
regulation...cabela's will not be able to collect the tax until july first.   the revenue from it goes toward construction of a 
highway interchange that leads to the store.  cabela's is working with the department of revenue to see how or if refunds 
will be available to customers who've already paid the tax. 
 
3/24/12  10pm 
From baked goods...To art supplies. Saturday morning brought with it both shoppers...and high hopes in the delano  to 
have the opportunity to reach a whole new customer base that we've never been able to reach before and it's just really 
really exciting. Bluebird art house is one of seven businesses that organizers of saturday's cash mob wanted to give an 
economic boost to. Encouraging people to spend at least ten dollars with them. it was a good cause and i had to come out 
anyway to get a birthday gift for my four year old niece so i thought i would just take advantage of thet day and support 
local businesses. i think it helps the local economy to support the mom and pop businesses. by late afternoon it was tough 
to even find a parking spot here in delano and many of the businesses participating say the cash mob was not only a 
success but it had already exceeded their expectations. so far we've had about 35 more customers, plus their friends and 
family that came in, so it's been great. Lots of new faces lots of new people. The owner of junk in the trunk clothing says 
saturday's turnout says a lot about the people of wichita - and their commitment to helping the locally owned stores. you 
can only have so many big box stores. What kind of gives the city personality are all these local mom and pop shops and i 
really enjoy throwing some dollars their way. 
 
3/26/12  NOON 
For our eye on your money this noon...  we're taking a look at the markets.   the dow jones is up 119 at 13-2-00   and the 
nasdaq is also up 36 at 31-04    we'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 
 
3/27/12  10pm 
A wichita church wants to make "filling up" a little less painful.  kingdom harvest church is teaming up with a local radio 
station to give away five thousand dollars worth of gas.   it will happen at the presto station at 13th and oliver from noon to 
one on saturday.   the senior pastor says the church gets requests everyday from people who need financial help.  "we 
were thinking of a way to impact a community in a way that everybody could relate to and some way that could give great 
impact and we came up with gas."  morris says he expects things to be a little chaotic...   but calls it good chaos. 
 
 
3/28/12  NOON 
For our eye on your money this noon...   We're taking a look at the markets.  The down jones is down 83 at 13-1-14.   and 
the nas-daq is also down 23 at 30-97.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 
 
3/29/12  5am 
Reuters news service reports hawker beechcraft is preparing to file for bankruptcy.  it's in the aviation watch this 
morning....  it quotes people familiar with the matter.   the report says that hawker is negotiating a pre-arranged 
bankruptcy with its largest lenders.  the plane maker announced tuesday a deal with its lenders that would give the 
company 120 million dollars. 
 
3/30/12  NOON 
For our eye on your money this noon...    We're taking a look at the markets.   The dow jones is up 56 at 13-2-02.    And 
the nas-daq is up 3 at 30-98.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 
 



 

 

3/31/12  9am 
A wichita church wants to make "filling up" a little less painful.   kingdom harvest church is teaming up with a local radio 
station to give away five thousand dollars worth of gas.    it will happen at the presto station at 13th and oliver from noon 
to one today.   the senior pastor says the church gets requests everyday from people who need financial help.  "we were 
thinking of a way to impact a community in a way that everybody could relate to and some way that could give great 
impact and we came up with gas."   morris says he expects things to be a little chaotic...   but calls it good chaos.   we'll 
have the full story coming up in our next half hour. 
 
 



 

 

 
EDUCATION 
 
1/3/12  6pm 
It's back to school for many kansas students this week after christmas break... But for some in wichita, that also means a 
new building... Tomorrow students at spaght multimedia magnet will start in their brand new building... They had a tour of 
the building before going on break, to help them find their new classrooms when they return... The new school is part of 
the 2008 bond issue... 
 
1/4/12  5am 
Preschoolers who go to daycare centers are not getting much physical activity. It's a new study out today in the journal 
pediatrics. Researchers say some parents have asked the centers to restrict physical activity to reduce the risk of injury. 
New licensing codes for new playgrounds have also become less challenging and less interesting to kids. 
 
1/5/12  10pm 
Neighbors say they'll keep fighting. <natural sound (160u9) 58:11 are we right of course we are do we think we'll win...we 
hope so. > dozens of people came to wichita city hall today to voice concerns about an expansion of the first student bus 
lot. First student asked the planning commission to approve summer bus storage, but because of lawsuits, including an 
appeal filed by the neighbors, the commission decided to hold off on a decision. Neighbors says the lot causes problem 
because of its location on a one-way road, in a residential area. It's a fight that neighbors say they won't give up on. <sot 
verbatim:  08:46 it's going to be going on two years this summer...but they've already moved in...we're not stopping unless 
we lose the appeal and it could be a different story. > the issue has gone to the courts, and is currently in appeal. The 
commission will  vote once the courts have ruled.  
 
1/6/12  6pm 
The wichita school district revises proposed boundary changes... And they're drawing very different reactions depending 
on who you ask... As we first showed you last night, the latest revisions affect two elementary schools. Eyewitness news 
reporter jim grawe continues our coverage of the boundary discussion. 
 
1/7/12  9am 
Parents at a wichita school are relieved. They thought their school was going to close, .. But new school boundary 
changes could save it. Consultants behind the plan now say woodland elementary should stay open....and emerson 
elementary should close. Both are magnet schools in the riverside area. Woodland parents did start a petition drive to 
save their school....but superintendent john allison says the latest proposal is based on the future capacity at nearby 
middle and high schools. <sot verbatim:5:39:32 it had a lot of us stressing...a lot of kids over here and we just didn't know 
about the other schools.  You hear good things about other schools you hear bad things about other schools but when it 
comes down to it...close to home is pretty much the best.  >  the next step in the process is a series of public meetings 
starting next week, where citizens are encouraged to give their input on the possible boundary changes. Go to k-w-c-h dot 
com for all the times and locations... You can also look at the proposed boundary maps... And find answers to frequently 
asked questions about the changes.      
 
1/8/12  10pm 
It's a big week for wichita parents. Now its their turn to give feedback about proposed changes to wichita school 
boundaries. Here's what you need to know. The first public forum is this wednesday, followed by one on thursday and 
then two next week. On these days parents and community members will be allowed to provide their feedback on the 
boundary proposals.    The district says it will weigh public feedback heavily and changes could be made depending on 
what parents and community members say. The school board will meet tomorrow to talk about these meetings, we'll let 
you know what comes out of that. The board plans to have a decision on the boundary changes by february 27th. 
 
1/10/12  6am 
The school is bryant core knowledge magnet near zoo and west street. It's one of four elementary schools that could 
close under boundary realignment. Although no final decisions have been made...  Parents are doing everything they can 
to save their school.  Eyewitness news reporter megan strader explains how... 
 
1/11/12  NOON 
thanks for joining us this noon - i'm kara sewell.  The wichita school district's been talking about it for two months...  
Tonight the public will weigh in on proposed boundary changes...   Here's the latest at noon...  A consultant group has 
been working out proposed boundary changes for elementary, middle and high schools to deal with changing populations 
and new schools. So far the ideas have been presented to a focus group put together by superintendent john allison. The 
current proposals would close four elementary schools and northeast magnet high school, and move its program to the 



 

 

new high school being built near bel aire. The proposals do not yet take into account public input... And the public input 
process starts tonight with the first of four meetings... It starts at 6-30 at west high school. We'll have a crew there... Watch 
for updates online and on eyewitness news at 9 and 10.     
 
1/13/12  5pm 
Most parents think...sleep issues will pass as their babies grow - but if you child has trouble falling asleep...or staying 
asleep... Something else may be going on. Here's why...in the healthwatch. 
 
1/15/12  10pm 
(wind nats)  as the wind howls and the sun sets on el dorado lake... City officials learn there's more water here than 
anyone expected. (nats water gurgleing)  more than enough to start fufilling the lakes goal... To become a major water 
supply for kansas.34:31 it's exciting to see something come to fruition... A consultant group presented its findings last 
week...and determined the city has the potential to sell up to 30 million gallons of water a day... Something that could 
translate into major cash for the city...35:14 a significant stream of revenue for the citizens of el dorado      but a lot of 
work needs to be done before then...32:23 we need to do some education so people understand there is a lot of water out 
there  education because not everybody is excited about selling this water...33:52 people are protective of the investment  
not only protective...but concerned... Concerns about what happens in a drought...   Concerns about the cost of treating 
and pumping the water... And concerns about who will buy it...32:23 there's a lot of apprehension out there too  city 
officials say their next job is to answer all those questions to prove one thing: 34:51 it's good for el dorado but also for the 
entire wichita metro area  in el dorado...mp...kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
 
1/18/12  NOON 
Last night the newton school board votes to hold classes on some federal holidays. That means next year students will be 
in class martin luther king, junior day, and president's day. That's a change from the current schedule. School officials say 
the change makes logistical sense.  Teachers will be encouraged to have special lesson plans in place for both days, to 
honor the holidays.       
 
1/19/12  10pm 
Tonight the final public school boundary forum was held. In our continuing coverage. Now the district will take that public 
feedback to the final focus group meeting next week. There were a lot of similar faces at tonights forum held at curtis 
middle school. Many there are supporters of the four elementary schools that are in the proposal to close. They are 
bryant, emmerson, lincoln, and mueller. Superintendent john allison says the district has to make the changes because of 
state budget cuts. Allison will present the final proposal to the board of education on february 13th. A decision will then be 
made two weeks later. For the latest on all the school boundary changes head to kwch dot com. There you'll find past 
stories as well as boundary maps. 
 
1/20/12  6am 
You're paying for them... And now it's time to give you a closer look. Today wichita school leaders toured new schols 
under construction In the northeast part of the district... But with boundary changes looming, the question of exactly who 
will go to school in the buildings, remains unanswered. 
 
 
 
1/22/12  10pm 
Here's a look at the upcoming schedule when it comes to the school boundary issue. This thursday the final focus group 
meeting will be held. On february 13th superintendent john allison will present the final proposal to the board of education. 
They will then have two weeks to decide.  Be sure you check our special school boundary section at kwch dot com. There 
you'll find the latest stories as well as up to date maps that highlight the latest proposals.     
 
1/23/12  6pm 
A kansas college plans to go to a four-day school week... Officials at colby community college says, starting in the fall, 
students will have classes on monday and wednesday, or tuesday and thursday...  The school says the change gives 
student who work weekend or commute more flexibility...  Staff will continue to work five-day weeks.      
 
1/24/12  6am 
Parents and students filled every seat.  There was a huge turnout last night For the wichita school board meeting as 
parents fight to keep their child's school off the closure list. The months long boundary change process is nearing an end. 
Eyewitness news reporter michael schwanke has more from north high... 
 
1/25/12  5am 



 

 

Continuing coverage of changes to wichita school boundaries. The local chapter of the n-double-a-c-p wants the deadline 
on a final decision delayed.  Parents, students, and community members joined the n-double-a-c-p at mueller elementary 
tuesday night.  The school is one of four that may close.  The group wants the school board to postpone any decision on 
boundaries and closings until the district has had more time to study how any changes will impact minorities.<sot 
verbatim: 5:03:01 "do we have all of the right solutions?  No.  But we would like to sit down at the table and put forth some 
solutions.>  the group didn't offer any specific suggestions...  And didn't say how long a delay it wants. 
 
1/26/12  10pm 
It's a plan by governor sam brownback to make teacher evaluations public and local teachers say it's a bad idea. The plan 
would rate all educators as highly effective, effective, progressing or ineffective...  If a teacher gets ineffective two years in 
a row...they could be fired.    Those results would go on a website for parents and public to view.  While the governor says 
the plan would reward the best teachers and put pressure on ones with a bad evaluation...  Local teachers say it would 
actually make things worse. <sot verbatim:  2:57 it could make every teacher look like a failure at some point...i think it's 
defeating the purpose if we want to create an environment where we value teachers don't know anyone who would want 
to go into that prof with that kind of profession> to read the governors education reforms, go to our website, kwch dot com. 
 
1/27/12  6pm 
Feedback's been given... And the wichita school district is moving forward with it's boundary changes. The final focus 
group was held last night... And one part of wichita learned students won't be seeing big changes previously proposed... 
Eyewitness news reporter megan strader continues our coverage of the issue... 
 
1/28/12  9am 
Do you agree with governor brownback's proposal to post teacher ratings online? That's the question we asked to 500 
people in our exclusive fact finder 12 scientific survey. 68 percent think this is a good idea....24 percent think it is not. We 
also asked if this would discourage teachers from working in kansas. 39 percent think it will, 44 percent do not. 
 
1/31/12  5pm 
A former elementray teacher in l-a is under arrest.   Authorities say he gagged and made bondage photos of nearly two 
dozen children - inside a classroom.    We should warn you, .. Some of the details are graphic.  Eyewitness news reporter 
bigad shaban is following the developing story. 
 
 
2/1/12  6am 
Grab your tablets and other tech gadgets. Today is digital learning day in kansas. Governor sam brownbacak encourages 
the public to learn about technology in the classroom. Ten schools across the state plan to host open houses today 
showcasing technology in their schools. In wichita, an open house will be at enterprise elementary school... At 10:30 this 
morning for an hour. Coming on the kansas c-w, dave roberts joins us for tech talk. He'll be discussing the future of 
education on your tablets.  That is at 8-48. 
 
2/2/12  5pm 
Sot: girls @ 33:20 "madison, you passed.  Oh good" track: it's something drivers and passengers know they're supposed 
to do, but don't always do. Sot: guys n belts @ 32:41 "(tugging on belt).  What is this?  You see why we're here."  well, i 
didn't get pulled over this morning.  Yeah, you did your music was too loud.  Ok but not for a seat belt." track: wichita 
police handed out 26 tickets for seatbelt violations thursday morning -- and say they could have written twice as many. 
Sot: 31:39 "there was a lot of people that were mad because everybody was just getting pulled over and nobody was 
expecting it. It's the morning. Nobody's ready to come to school and then you get hit with a ticket and that's not a good 
way to start your day." fullscreen: spenser tweeted his frustration.  "so wichita has nothing better to do with their police 
force than have them pull over kids. It's already hard enough to go to school. Fullscreen: and megan wrote: "good 
morning from the wichita police department. Ruining high school students days- one ticket at a time." stand up: 00314l @ 
38:21 "wichita police say this wasn't about punishing students or trying to raise revenue through tickets.  They say it was 
about sending an important safety message." sot: officer @ 23:00 "we put it on the announcements the last two days that 
drivers and passengers should always wear their seat belts in their vehicles and that there might be a little surprise for 
them.  Well today we had a little surprise for them." track: police say students have a lot excuses for not wearing seat 
belts. But they hope this serves as a wake up call... Sot: officer @ 26:24 "accidents are up this year around this area 
we've had quite a few just outside northwest high school on the streets and some kids have been injured in these 
accidents." sot: 28:20 "so do you wear your seat belt?  Yes.  Everytime? Yes.  Everytime? Yes (laughs)."  track: police say 
young drivers shouldn't get lax... 2 guys @ 33:45 "seat belt check.  You guys are good.  Yep..."track: ...because more 
checks are in the works.  Brian heap, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
 
2/4/12  6pm 



 

 

The latest from the kansas legislature... Lawmakers will be hit the books next week when they begin a deeper review of 
governor sam brownbacks education propsal.   The governor's plan calls for changes in school funding and to make 
teachers evaluations public.  
 
2/5/12  10pm 
Tomorrow school board officials get their first official look at proposed boundary changes in wichita. It will happen at a 
special school board meeting monday night. Four elementary schools are on the list for potential closure. Many school 
boundaries will also change. The district is making changes because of the bond issue and state budget cuts. For the 
latest on the proposed changes, head to kwch dot com and look for our special school boundary section. 
 
2/6/12  6pm 
The wichita school board weighs in on school boundaries  in a meeting just getting started... For months the district's 
worked on a plan to deal with shifts in population and changes in budget. Tonight, superintendent john allison presents 
the first official boundary proposal to board members. The last plan presented to the community includes closing four 
elementary school... And moving the northeast magnet to the new high school in bel aire. 
 
2/7/12  6pm 
School board members in hays approve expansion projects at two schools... One moves forward with a new fitness facility 
at hays high school... The other adds six classrooms and two rest rooms to felten middle school...  That school's being 
expanded to accept students from kennedy middle school, which will close at the end of the school year.  Later this month 
the hays school board will discuss a fema grant to add eight *more* classrooms that will double as a storm shelter. 
 
2/8/12  5am 
The valley center school dstrict agrees to postone a plan to have school all year round. The school board made the 
decision following the resignation of superintendent scott springston. He's a candidate for a job in the kansas city area. 
 
2/10/12  10pm 
Parents of a wichita elementary school continue the effort to keep their school open. Today they stood near the zoo 
boulevard and 13th crosswalk. They say it's an intersection that their kids would have to cross if bryant shuts down. <sot 
verbatim: dolores pruett/ mother of student 34:52 "there's a lot of parents out there that don't have the option to take their 
kids to school, they have to walk to school and they'll have to cross this busy intersection to get there so if bryant closes a 
lot of kids have to send their kids to platt and if they have to send their kids to platt they have to west street, zoo 
boulevard. " 35:09 > bryant is one of four schools that would close under the latest boundary proposal. On monday 
superintendent john allison will present the final proposal to the board of education.    They will then vote on it on the 27th. 
 
2/12/12  10pm 
Tomorrow wichita school superintendent john allison presents the final boundary proposal to the school board. Last 
monday board members had a chance to look at and discuss the first official proposal. It still includes closing four 
elementary schools... Bryant, emerson, lincoln and mueller.  Board members will have two weeks to consider the plan 
presented tomorrow night. They will vote on february 27th. Any boundary changes will go into effect for the next school 
year. You can get the latest on the proposal by heading to kwch dot com. Just look for our special school boundary 
section.     
 
2/13/12  5am 
Some school closings are trickling in this morning. So far the wichita school district is in session.  You can see all the 
closings at the bottom of your screen and at kwch-dot-com. 
 
2/14/12  6am 
The final vote for wichita's proposed boundary changes will be in two weeks.  The wichita school board met for the last 
time last night to discuss the plan.    Board members say they are ready to approve it.  It would close bryant... Emerson... 
Lincoln and mueller elementary schools. It also relocates northeast magnet high school. Five new schools would open this 
fall. But parents of the proposed school closures aren't giving up. <sot verbatim: "it doesn't make sense to close any 
elementary schools."> parents voiced their opinions again, but most left once the board made it clear it has no interest in 
making hanges to the proposal. Parents asked the board take more time in making this decision, but board members say 
they're ready to move forward. <sot verbatim: 45:25 we've spent a great deal of time contrary to popular belief we've been 
talking about this since 09 plans have to be made we still have to go about our business and decisions have to be made.>  
last night the board learned the proposed changes affects about ten percent of the 50-thousand students in the district.  
The proposed plan will also relieve some overcrowding issues at heights and east high school. 
 
2/17/12  6pm 



 

 

tests aren't something students usually get excited about... but that was different today in dodge city...<nats of music> this 
olympic-themed event at comanche intermediate center is designed to get students motivated for upcoming state 
assessments... it included the high school drill team and basketball players from dodge city community college. but, why 
all the to do <:05 "we wanted top get the kids pumped up and energized about state testing to do their very best." :10 > 
the event included tips on eating healthy and resting up for tests.  state assessments begin next wednesday. 
 
2/18/12  9am 
Tests aren't something students usually get excited about... But dodge city does things a little different... This olympic-
themed event at comanche intermediate center is designed to get students motivated for upcoming state assessments... It 
included the high school drill team and basketball players from dodge city community college. But, why all the to do? <:05 
"we wanted top get the kids pumped up and energized about state testing to do their very best." :10 > the event included 
tips on eating healthy and resting up for tests.  State assessments begin next wednesday. 
 
2/24/12  10pm 
The maize girls ranked right behind heights in 6a...hoping to get a shot at the falcons in state...but first a tough one with 
newton and this was was physical...a little tit to tat on the defensive ...both teams muscling up....refs letting them play...as 
the elbows maddie pendry...of newton...to the hole  for a one point lead...that sparks a ten nothin run....but maize rioghts 
the ship...with their defense....pressing...paige lungwitz on the receiving end off the turnover for the bucket mcenzie 
hartzog...witha triple...and 11-2 run to get all the way back maize wins for the eighth straight time..... 
 
2/25/12  6pm 
Kansas senate leaders are suggesting shelving the governor's school finance proposal for the year. They say there is 
currently not enough support for it.    Governor brownback's plan would give school districts more flexibility in how they 
raise and spend money on education.  Legislators are halfway through the 20-12 session and senators say time is running 
out to give the plan proper consideration. 
 
2/26/12  10pm 
In our continuing coverage of the wichita school boundary changes. A final vote is still a week away and many parents are 
still left with questions.  Some of those might be addressed tomorrow night.  The school board will address grand-
fathering, special transfers, and bussing at tomorrows meeting.  A final vote on the boundaries is slated for march fifth.  
The district also pushed back the choices fair to march eighth.       
 
2/27/12  5pm 
In andover...parents will also talk about school boundaries tonight.  That's because school officials say, one side of the 
district is growing faster than the other because of new housing developments.  A committee has four proposals - but 
school officials say the top recommendation is to do nothing right now. The board will make a final decision in march. 
 
2/28/12  6am 
Wichita's new school boundaries could be set next week.  Last night's meeting focused on issues the new boundaries will 
create -- including grandfathering . About twenty speakers talked last night… inclding some who identified themselves as 
occupy wichita.  Parents attending these meetings are becoming more emotional.  At one point security stopped one 
parent after board president betty arnold told speakers to be respectful of the board and staff. <sot verbatim: "you have a 
roomful...ma'am just a moment just a moment this meeting there is no applause.">  many parents have asked about 
grandfathering options.   At the high school level the superintendent presented four options for the almost 400 students 
who could be affected.  The superintendent will come back with more specific options next week for granfatherihng.  For a 
look at the proposal and grandfathering options... Head to k-w-c-h dot-com and look for the boundary changes section. 
 
3/3/12  8am 
Unfair?...or the right way to crack down on bullying and fights ?   listen to this...and decide... A louisville middle school 
prohibits *talking* in the halls between classes --  the principal has instituted a system -  teachers actually escort students 
from class to class -  and when it's time to dismiss...students line up, single-file...    if they talk...the get detention -  
students and parents say...that goes too far. 
 
3/4/12  10pm 
This week, wichita parents will have a final answer about school boundary changes.  after months of discussion, planning, 
and public hearings--school board members vote on the changes tomorrow.  if the board approves the plan, four wichita 
elementary schools will close.  middle and high school boundaries will also be affected.   the changes have upset some 
parents, who have protested the school closings.   at last week's meeting, security was called in and an audience member 
was removed from the board room.   tomorrow special board meeting begins tomorrow night at six at north high school .   
board members are expected to approve the boundary change proposal.  



 

 

 
3/5/12  6am 
Wichita parents will have a final answer about school boundary changes tonight.   after months of discussion, planning, 
and public hearings--school board members vote on the changes tonight.    if the board approves the plan, four wichita 
elementary schools will close.  middle and high school boundaries will also be affected.   the changes have upset some 
parents, who have protested the school closings.   at last week's meeting, security was called in and an audience member 
was removed from the board room.   special board meeting begins tonight at six at north high school .   board members 
are expected to approve the boundary change proposal.  
 
3/6/12  5pm 
The wichita school district moves  forward, .. Just a day after it votes on new school boundaries.  it names new principals 
for the new schools, .. And gives parents at the closed schools a deadline.  eyewitness news reporter susan gager has 
the latest. 
 
3/8/12  5pm 
Wichita school boundaries have been decided...  five schools will close..  now it's the parents' time to decide what school 
is best for their child.  the wichita school district's choices fair opened its doors just minutes ago. 
 
3/12/12  6am 
New this morning from western kansas...  the hays board of education plans to look at a one-year contract extension for 
administrators at a meeting tonight.  the hays daily says u-s-d 489 will consider contract extensions for the principals at 
hays high... Felton and kennedy middle school.... And elementary schools... As well as the high school's athletic director.   
the deputy superintendent tells the paper the extensions only deal with time and not salary.  policy requires school officials 
to consider contract extensions at a march meeting. 
 
3/13/12  10pm 
Students at park city's chisholm trail elementary get to talk to those behind their school's expansion.  the architect showed 
children the plans for the school...   answered their questions, and talked a little about the history of construction and 
design.  the school's principal says it's all about keeping families involved in the process..."we want them to feel like, this 
is their school and we want them to know about it and feel attached to it and they also go home and tell their parents  
which helps our community be more involved in understanding what's going on out here."  the project includes a new 
multipurpose room and storm shelter.   the playground is also being moved.  work should be done by next february. 
 
3/14/12  5pm 
The bright flash many people saw a couple nights ago over kansas was caught on tape.   watch this.    this is surveillance 
video from a home in haysville.  don't pay attention to the headlights, .. Keep your eyes on the sky.   it looks like lightning, 
.. But there were no storms in the area at the time.   our storm team 12 meteorologists believe it was meteor or space junk 
entering the atmosphere. 
 
3/16/12  10pm 
The house adds 25-million dollars to public school funding.  the money will be divereted from highway projects.  on 
monday -- a committee voted to remove 29-million dollars from districts around the state.  lawmakers are currently 
debating a proposed 14 billion dollar budget. 
 
3/17/12  9am 
The house adds 25-million dollars to public school funding.  the money will be divereted from highway projects.  on 
monday -- a committee voted to remove 29-million dollars from districts around the state.  lawmakers are currently 
debating a proposed 14 billion dollar budget. 
 
3/20/12  10pm 
These haven high school students need money to hold a prom.   their solution...   ask ellen degeneres for help.   they put 
together this video and sent it to the tv host in hopes she can lend a hand.  "i just hope she sees it, cause even if she 
would just see it and like it that would be great... A good part about the video was it was just fun to make. Definetly, a 
senior bonding experience. Yeah, friends, as a class we wanted to accomplish something."   the students say they need 
ellen's help because fund-raising fell short this year.   the video -- titled pimp our prom has received more than 17-hundred 
you-tube hits since last week. 
 
3/21/12  5am 
We showed you the video yesterday...   these haven high school students need money to hold a prom.  their solution... 
Ask ellen degeneres for help.  they put together this video and sent it to the tv host in hopes she can lend a hand.  "i just 



 

 

hope she sees it, cause even if she would just see it and like it that would be great... A good part about the video was it 
was just fun to make. Definitely, a senior bonding experience. Yeah, friends, as a class we wanted to accomplish 
something."   the students say they need ellen's help because fund-raising fell short this year.  the video -- titled pimp our 
prom has received more than 17-hundred you-tube hits since last week.   you can watch the entire video at k-w-c-h dot-
com. 
 
3/27/12  10pm 
Another cheating scandal prompts changes to college entrance exams.   students taking the sat and act will now have to 
submit a photo of themselves with their application.   the mailed or uploaded photos are scanned by the testing agency.  
an admission ticket to the testing site is then mailed to the student.  the photo is not only printed on the ticket...  but on the 
roster at the testing location.   the photo is also included on the scores sent to high schools and colleges.   students must 
still show i-d when coming to take the test.   the changes come after a group of new york teens hired others to take the 
tests for them. 
 
3/28/12  6pm 
High school students come and meet here at the district service center twice a year.  It gives the students a chance to 
voice their concerns directly to the superintendent.  You could be a little more strict on the grades and enforce that.   More 
discipline?   It might not be what you'd expect to hear from high schoolers...   But wichita superintendent john allison says 
students from seven area high schools are setting the bar high when it comes to expectations.   John allison, 
superintendent  A lot of times credit is not given to our high school students with their maturity level-- but they talked about 
pride in their school, that they need high expectations established for them in the classroom, and that they need to be held 
accountable.  It's a discussion students look forward to every year.   We got to figure out what the faculty can do for us 
and what we can do for the faculty.  In an atmosphere where schools are closing around wichita...  These students are 
getting back to what's important...Shayla cotman- junior, northwest high school.  We were talking about boundaries 
before, and today it was more personal for a student who things can improve at school.  So it was more from a student 
perspective which is really good to see. 
Something that as an entire district-- might be useful or beneficial when we think about improvement. 
I don't think i.s.s works particularly at our school.   And students found many of their everyday struggles at their high 
schools were a commonality across school boundary lines.  I'm not the only one that struggles with time management 
between sports and school.  Also talking about peer pressure, and some kids don't know how to get to the next level.  
That kind of shocked me a little bit.  The district will use all of that input they heard in here today in planning for next 
school year. 
 
 



 

 

 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
1/3/12  10pm 
If you're up at three tomorrow morning... But prepared for quite a show. Astronomers say the quad-rant-id metoer shower 
will be visible across north america for about two hours. Up to 2-hundred meteors are expected to fly across the sky. The 
meteors will burn up before they hit the ground. They are fragments of an asteroid, which nasa says are all that remains of 
a comet that broke apart several centuries ago.  
 
1/4/12  5am 
A florida homeowner has a sticky situation on her hands... Her house is full of bees! Neki homan found nearly 90-
thousand bees stuck in her kitchen ceiling. The bees made themselves comfortable making honey, too. Mohan's bee 
expert says the bees have probably been there for about eight months. Mohan says she worried about others. <sot 
verbatim: "we have too many kids in this neighborhood! I have a kid... There are grandmothers there.  We're talking 
thousand of bees."> good news -- no one was stung by a bee. 
 
1/9/12  5am 
Covering the nation this morning... A carbon monoxide leak at the u-s merchant marine academy in new york sends 
nearly forty people to the hospital. New york authorities responded to a "positive rating" for carbon monoxide late last 
night.  No one is seriously ill, and the investigation has already wrapped up.  The academy, in long island prepares 
student for careers in the maritime industry. 
 
1/10/12  6am 
Meanwhile... 9 and a half hours southeast of midland... A tornado touches down about one o'clock monday at the mall of 
the mainland in texas city. Customers inside said everything suddenly started blowing around. <sot verbatim: heard a big 
noise... The roof collapsed... And water come rushing into the mall area... A lot of water was going into the hallway... >  
the storm caused water damage throughout the mall.  Some vehicles in the parking lot had their windows blown out.  
There were no reports of injuries. 
 
1/11/12  6pm 
As merril said the cold was not the only problem today... The other big issue was the wind... Bob levin sent us this storm 
shot from smith center...  He says "bet some kid is looking for his trampoline"... Send your weather pictures to stormshots 
at k-w-c-h dot com...  Upload them with the k-w-c-h app for iphone, ipad and android...  Or post them on our facebook 
page... We're k-w-c-h 12 eyewitness news. 
 
1/12/12  6pm 
Amid higher prices and easing drought condition... The nation's farmers seeded more winter wheat this season... The 
national agricultural statistics service says nearly 42-million acres of winter wheat were planted for harvest this year... Up 
three percent from last year.  Kansas led the nation in seedings... With nine-and-a-half million acres planted.    
 
1/15/12  10pm 
The people of minnesota embrace winter life...it's not like they have much of a choice. But at least they do it in style....with 
a roller derby on ice. It's called "crashed ice."     it's like the bob-sledding event you see in the winter olympics. Only... It's 
on roller blades.  Thousands of people turn-out to watch athletes from around the world compete. <sot verbatim: if you 
look at this and think it's crazy it does no justice. I thought it was nothing when i first looked at it, but it's nuts. I had to see 
if he's going to get hurt first.  > this actually was the first time "crashed ice" has made its way to the u-s. The event has its 
roots in sweden. 
 
1/17/12  5am 
It's stood tall in central florida for 35-hundred years... And now its nothing but ash. Flames devour "the senator" tree in 
longwood... After it caught fire early monday morning. The 120-foot-tall tree was considered one of the oldest cypress 
trees in the world. The tree was named after florida senator m.o. overstreet who donated the property it sat on back in 
1927. Now, all that's left of it is a stump. A cause of the blaze is being investigated. 
 
1/18/12  6pm 
This month the e-p-a released numbers from the biggest sources of greenhouse gases in the country... In kansas, the top 
three are all westar energy power plants... Located in the northeast part of the state. Officials with westar energy say part 
of the reason is because of the sheer size of the facilities... Like this one in lawrence, which provides power to thousands. 
But the company says it's doing all it can to curb pollution... <1:04 "we actually have a pretty extensive program underway 
putting controls on our plants and have reduced our sulfur dioxide emissions 83% and cut our nitrogen levels in half" 1:18 



 

 

> the e-p-a requires nearly 700-thousand facilities to provide information on greenhouse gas emissions. I put a link to the 
e-p-a's map on my blog at k-w-c-h dot com... Just click "from cindy's desk" to find the link.      
 
1/20/12  6pm 
Folks in an andover neighborhood complained their water smelled like paint thinner and gasoline. Turns out their wells are 
contaminated with dangerous chemicals. Now, the kansas department of health and environment is trying to figure out the 
source of the contamination.... Earlier this month, k-d-h-e and "nu-star energy", which runs a pipeline through the 
neighborhood, began testing water. Officials say six homes were found to have high levels of petroleum related 
chemicals...< 03:39 "my concern is immediately for the health of my kids and my wife.  And we're concerned for neighbors 
who don't et out of their houses.  We have some older folks in the neighborhood that they don't really get out.  And they 
would never know about this thing unless somebody would tell them.">  most of the 31 homes tested so far have turned 
up contaminant free.  Nustar energy tells us it has run tests on the pipeline and does not believe it's the source of the 
problem.  A community meeting on the contamination is set for next thursday at the andover library. 
 
1/22/12  10pm 
If you were driving around wichita this evening.. You may have noticed this... Snow! It has been a rare sight for this part of 
kansas this year. It was actually a mix of rain and snow. It melted as it hit the ground here in the city.  In other parts of the 
state, viewers say it stuck on the ground. 
 
1/23/12  6pm 
It's been an unusually mild january... But lawn and garden experts say, don't worry about it fooling your trees and shrubs... 
You may see what looks like the beginning of buds on some trees... But experts at the sedgwick county extension center 
say, it's nothing out of the ordinary... Instead it's a sign that your trees are in good health...<11:39:41 "even though it's 
getting warmer, things are thinking about growing but they're not growing yet because the day length isn't long enough 
yet, a lot of these things will leaf out with natural day length and it's just not long enough days yet for them to be budding 
out" 11:39:53 > extension agents say the most trouble happens in early march, when things can begin growing fast... And 
are damaged or killed by a rapid temperature drop.   Also, if you're worried about rainfaill... Agents say a wetter then 
normal december means established trees should be fine... But it doesn't hurt to give trees planted in the fall an extra 
drink. 
 
1/26/12  6pm 
Kansas farmers claim nearly one-billion dollars in insurance... To offset crop losses due to drought. The 987-million 
dollars in claims paid to kansas farmers... Soundly breaks the old record of 447-million set in 2002. Last year the state 
struggled with a lack of rainfall and record numbers of triple-digit temperatures. The u-s-d-a expects more claims... And 
this map shows why. The u-s drought monitor continues to list most areas south of i-70 with some sort of drought 
conditions. 
 
1/27/12  6pm 
The coldest day of the year isn't as cold as it used to be... And now the government's updating it's planting zones to 
relflect changes... The zones serve as guides for gardeners, to determine what plants best survive the cold of winter...  
Almost all of kansas is now in the warmer zone 6...   The changes means gardeners can consider a bigger variety of 
plants that survive the winter. Officials with kansas state research and extension say the change isn't from global 
warming... Rather it's from more accurate climate data.. <"things that were growing in one zone cooler, that were not 
things that were typically on our list, will now grow here which opens up a few more things for us to grow, only because of 
the changes in numbers, the plant probably would have grown here anyways but we didn't plant it because the zoning 
thing said no">  it's the first time the zones have been updated since 1990...  Find a link to the new maps at our website, 
k-w-c-h dot com. 
 
1/28/12  9am 
Kansas now leads the nation in the number of wind turbines under construction... According to a new report from the 
american wind energy association,...  Kansas has 663 turbines under construction... And nearly 12-hundred megawatts of 
power scheduled to come on-line this year. Ohio ranked as fastest-growing last year...texas is still ranked first in the 
national for overall wind power.     
 
1/29/12  10pm 
If you stepped outside  today... You probably noticed the warm weather... Especially for the end of january. That's why 
we're taking a special look at the pro's and cons of a mild winter... When it comes to business. Eyewitness news reporter 
melody pettit... Starts us off with the costs of a warm winter. 
 
1/30/12  5am 



 

 

It's almost like spring came early.... We had the unusually warm weather this weekend and it will continue this whole 
week. The warmer weather is a big help to some businesses. Typically the winter is the slow season for ice cream stores, 
but not this year.   Warmer weather has helped this shop scoop up more sales.  Even cigar shops are seeing more 
business, now that smokers can spend more time outdoors. ,sot verbatim: gordon crippen 234434-42 typically most of the 
time its the spring and summer when we are getting a lot of business, and because of the way the weather has been, its 
been more like cool spring for us, its been good >  golf courses are seeing the benefits of our warmer winter. Last year, 
only a few dozen golfers hit the links.  This year, most courses are selling several hundred rounds in january alone. 
 
2/2/12  5pm 
Did you see it?  One of your viewers e-mailed us about it last night.  A meteor was seen streaking across the sky.  An 
officer's dash cam caught it on tape in texas.      
 
2/3/12  10pm 
The day's heavy rain did more than soak people's lawns...it also caused problems for many households...plumbers were 
busy today replacing sump pumps for people who discovered they failed after the rain began...eyewitness news reporter 
dave roberts spoke with a plumber today... 
 
2/4/12  6pm 
Parts of northwest kansas are under a blanket of snow this evening... Take a look at the scene in colby... It's finally 
beginning to look and feel like winter in thomas county where they received two to three inches of snow. Traffic is still 
moving slowly today as workers get out and start clearing the roads.  Rodney price joins us with a look at the rest of our 
viewing area 
 
2/6/12  6am 
A strong earthquake hits central philippines killing thirteen people including one child. Officials say 29 people are still 
missing. It's new in the world this morning...    The 6-point-8 magnitude quake hit this morning. It destroyed buildings and 
triggered landslides that buried dozens of houses.   Volcano officials issued a tsunami alert for the area. The philippines is 
located in the pacific "ring of fire" where earthquakes and volcanic activity are common. 
 
2/7/12  6pm 
The flakes fly as a fast moving storm system comes through kansas... While the snow looked impressive in wichita at 
times... It didn't stick here. Where it *did*... Only an inch or two accumulated...  Ross, tonight the snow's moving out... But 
has it taken the warm temperatures with it, too? <pitch to ross> 
 
2/12/12  10pm 
It might be a typical winter storm coming our way. But it hasn't been a typical winter. City, county, and state road workers 
have had plenty of snow-free days. But tonight's changes that.l the kansas department of transportation says... Plows are 
ready and road crews will get a call overnight to get to work. <sot verbatim: 8:31:20 the drivers may be a little rusty at it 
and on a monday morning commute, it might be a little ugly but that's the way it goes. >  like we said...we're already 
seeing problems tonight.  Road crews pre-treated elevated roadways and bridges friday. 
 
2/13/12  5am 
Road crews have been out all night salting the roadways, but officials urge you to be cautious.this is the first snow fall 
that's stuck to the ground in wichita this winter.  The winter weather caused several accidents last night along kellogg near 
downtown.  Officials say one person has minor injuries from an accident. They say several drivers were going too 
fast...which caused them to spin out of control...and some ended up in a ditch. The accidents closed kellogg down into the 
early hours this morning. The road is back open, but be cautious. Meanwhile, an officer was treated and released for a 
minor shoulder injury last night. It happened while he was investigating an accident along kellogg near seneca. Officials 
say a driver lost control, and spun into the officer's driver side door. The officer was sitting in the car and his shoulder hit 
the door. 
 
2/19/12  10pm 
 (nats from caddyshack) the 80's movie caddyshack proved it... Gophers can be frustrating... But not at all as cute and 
cuddlyjust ask jack goates... 24:37 really kind of ugly...just look like a rat he may be right...this is what they really look like.   
An infestation at salina's levee has him leading a three person team to get rid them. 24:14 it's a never ending battle...there 
just everywhere  and that's a problem here...    The gophers tell tale sign...a mound of freshly dug dirt--means tunnels 
everywhere underground...in the levee.20:36 when the water gets high...it can sink into the tunnels and eat it's way into 
levy and cause the levy to fail (nats caddy shack)  a battle between man and rodent... But goates isn't using  hose or 
squirrel shaped explosives.    Instead...he sets these traps. (nats--sound) right now he's got over two dozen set...and tries 
to check them everyday...  With 21 miles of levee... It's a full time job. 22:29 it's time consuming, but you can't let them get 



 

 

ahead of you...  (standup)  "gophers aren't a new problem here. In fact since 2009 the city has killed almost 400 of the 
pesky creatures...a problem that continues to worry city officials.  22:45 one gopher can cause a lot of damage..several 
can do some damage...we have to control them  a job he's done for three years now... Goates doesn't think he'll ever get 
rid of the gophers completely...  But hopes he can keep them at bay.  In salina, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news.   
 
2/20/12  5pm 
as soon as the storms started rolling in...you started sending us picture - jane sent us this one...the ground in haven 
covered in white...with pea-sized hail. and the scene's the same in pretty praire as hail came down...pat sent us this 
picture about an hour ago... and the wind was the problem here -- kim sent us this photo showing a grill blown over.  those 
storm shots were sent through the kwch 12 app.  It's easy.     Open the app, .. Take the picture, .. Then send it to us.  
Download it so you can send us shots the next time a storm blows through.  We could show it on air.    
 
2/29/12  10pm 
THE TOWN OF HARVEYVILLE CONTINUES TO CLEAN UP TONIGHT. Last night an e-f two tornado hit the small 
northeast kansas town. About 40 to 60 percent of the structures in the city were destroyed.     Storm team 12 reporter 
susan gager continues our coverage from harveyville.  
 
3/1/12  NOON 
And our storm team 12 chaser brandon ivey shot this video tuesday night in reno county -  now the national weather 
service confirms this was a weak tornado...about 6 miles southwest of hutchinson...   you can see the funnel -- brandon 
told us, when he shot this video...it was halfway to the ground. 
      
3/2/12  5am  
There are new state regulations aimed at preventing the spread of non-native fish species across kansas.    fishermen are 
not allowed to catch bait fish in one body of water.... Then use them in another.  experts hope the rule will keep kansas 
lakes from more fish infestation such as the asian carp.     matt hunn recently caught one in augusta lake as it was being 
drained for dam repairs.     until now, asian carp have been found in four rivers in far eastern kansas.   asian carp are 
known for hurling themselves out of the water.   it can grow up to 100 pounds, but hunn caught a smaller one of the two... 
That weighed 55 pounds.  This fish was unbelievably strong.  It fought a heck of a lot harder than any of the catfish. 
Hollored at my friend jamie to give me a hand.  And he came over with a net and as soon as the fish came up to surface 
we had no idea what it was.  Both of us looked at it and said, holy cow, what is that?  in the 1970s, asian carp were 
brought to american to eat the gunk out of fish farmers' ponds. 
 
3/3/12  9am 
Here in kansas...   volunteers are asked to take the weekend off in harveyville.   many have come to the small north east 
kansas town since an e-f two tornado struck on tuesday.   now officials are asking for general volunteers to take the 
weekend off to give residents a chance to rest and evaluate their needs. 
 
3/4/12  10pm 
Mitt...Newt...Ron...or Rick.  Who's your choice for the Republican nomination?  I haven't paid that much attention other 
then it's up and down it's whose winning and whose ahead.   So don't expect to find Robert Sanchez at the Republican 
caucus.  I don't go Republican or Democrat--independent.  But...Kansas Republicans do a have a say in who'll take on 
President Obama.  Volunteers working the Sedgwick County caucus gathered for training...This is going to be huge.  I'll 
be behind the scenes to make sure everything goes smooth.  Kansans will be gathering at about 100 locations across the 
state on Saturday.  The biggest single caucus will take place here at Century 2 where they're expecting some 5000 
Republicans to gather...people who have been watching this presidential race from afar.  Now they get their chance to 
participate.  Kansas is important.  Kansas is the heartland of conservative thought and we believe it's going to be very 
important to these candidates this year.  The race is still close....and this time Kansas gets about as many convention 
delegates as Florida--and more than Michigan.  Newt Gingrich is scheduled to attend the Wichita caucus.  He'll speak to 
the crowd....along with representatives from the other campaigns.  You get to cheer for your guy.  This is really exciting.  
And you get to be around other people to share the excitement with and to talk about why youre voting for this person or 
why you're supporting that person, so it's a great time.   Caucus-goers are free to discuss  Then each turns in a ballot 
before they leave...knowing they've had a say in who will challenge the president in November. 
 
3/6/12  6pm 
A dangerous day for firefighters... As the wind makes even routine calls anything but...   around wichita, the busy 
afternoon included this grass fire near i-235 and north meridian...  it burned an area near an exit ramp... And the smokey 
conditions caused problems for drivers.  an accident happened about the same time as the fire, but it's not clear if the fire 
was a factor in the crash.  because of conditions, firefighters are treating grass fires with a higher priority today. 
 



 

 

3/7/12  6am 
And as mark says...those high winds are due to blow in some rain and even snow in some areas.   be sure to use the k-w-
c-h 12 app for all the latest radar and weather alerts.    it's easy and free.   download it for your android phone... Tablet... I-
pad, or i-phone. 
 
3/8/12  5pm 
No problems yet--but people are waiting to see if a massive storm on the sun will have an impact on earth.   radioactive 
particles from solar flares could cause interference with everything from electricity to gps systems.  kara finnstrom is at the 
griffith park observatory in los angeles...where they are watching the skies. 
 
3/10/12  10pm 
This may marks the five year anniversary of the e-f five tornado that hit greensburg.   since then the town has been 
rebuilding.  today u-s senator pat roberts was in greensburg to see first hand...how far the city has come.  during todays 
tour senator roberts met with those that are responsible for the renovations of some of the buildings in the city.  
greensburg is about halfway through their recovery plan.   roberts says the town has come a long way in almost five 
years.  my wife and i came not too long after that. And as we go around the city now and see that its unbelievable, 
unbelievable what they've been able to do.    after the tornado the town decided to use the disaster relief money to build 
new environmentally friendly buildings. 
 
3/13/12  6pm 
"Putting a new bearing in this pivot arm here".   Larry breer has worked on this farm just east of salina.... 
"that's it there"  For over 50 years...He says this season's wheat crop is one to remember.  "it stayed green all winter and 
of course we had very little snow cover here."  Breer says the unseasonably warm temperatures and decent moisture 
have produced a lush wheat crop...the problem is that it's coming in fast...a little too fast. The farmer has some concerns 
with a spring frost setting in and hurting some of the crop.  "we have had freezes around here as late as may".   "with this 
year's wheat crop getting a bit of a head start that means harvest time will also be bumped up. Farmers usually target june 
20th to start harvesting. Now they say that process will be bumped up to early june."  "ah very well could be the eight to 
the tenth of june if it grows and progresses like it is."  Breer says this could be a great crop to haul in after the past couple 
of seasons where farmers had to deal with extremely dry conditions.  
 
3/15/12  6am 
The warm weather is causing a lot of people to find ways to keep cool.  and many are after ice cream cones...  so many 
people... In fact... One wichita ice cream shop couldn't keep up.   the baskin robbins on 29th and webb was down to fewer 
than 10 flavors before a new shipment arrived wednesday afternoon  during the winter, ice cream is delivered only once 
every two weeks...we were on a two week order system, so it's kind of hard to predict what you're going to need two 
weeks in advance (10:30:04) and then the weather has just been crazy this year. 
 
3/16/12  5am 
Today concludes national severe weather awareness week.   but just because the week is over...doesn't mean you 
shouldn't remind yourself of these safety tips:   when a severe storm or tornado warning is issued...duck!   that means 
down to the lowest level...under something sturdy...cover your head...and keep in the shelter until the storm has passed.   
remember sirens are an outdoor warning system.  if you're inside...listen to media and take protective action.  remember 
the 30/30 rule for lightning.       head indoors if there's 30 seconds or less between the lightning flash and thunder.   and 
wait to go outdoors again 30 minutes after the last clap of thunder.  and when flooding occurs...remember...turn around, 
don't drown!   as little as 6 inches of fast moving water .  Can sweep you off of your feet.   and 18-to-24 inches of water is 
enough.  To float a car and carry it away. 
 
3/18/12  10pm 
Soon after this year's first hail storm--bel aire resident ashley dutton had a visitor.  it was the very next day   it was a 
roofing company that told her-that they were out and checking all roofs for hail damage.  she was told she likely had hail 
damage--even though other roofing companies told factfinder 12 the hail wasn't big enough to cause damage.  something 
ashley already knew.  i knew it wasn't big enough and they pulled up in a car it was three guys in a car.  the company that 
talked to ashley wasn't even licensed in her town--and claimed to be better business bureau accredited--we checked...and 
found...its not.   the builder's association says it may be a early sign of what's to come this season.  after every storm we 
have complaints from people saying if i had checked i would have known and not used that company or that can be 
prevented if we work together and we're going to have to do that.   another issue--companies that claim to be local--when 
they're anything but. we've seen a number of contracts that have a wichita address it turns out to be a vacant lot, a 
meeting room, or a ups box number but is not what people regard as a brick and mortor building.  and that's caught the 
attention of the district attorney's office-   sharon werner--chief of the consumer fraud division says it's not illegal for out of 
state companies to set up a "local address"--and if you don't check them out--and make sure they really are local...this is 



 

 

what you could get.  they have no machinery no supplies no crews. What they do is sub-contract this out to a group of 
loosely formed people we don't know what type of experience they have. it isn't designed to keep legitimate people out it 
is designed to keep those who are not legitimate from taking advantage of people      the builder's association even 
without statewide support--it will won't stop pushing for changes if it doesn't get traction in the state our board has asked 
we bring that bill what's in it to wichita and segwick county. but ultimietly--responsibility lies with the homeowner--to check 
a company out before signing anything. it's pretty easy to make that call to protect yourself 
 
 
 
3/19/12  5am 
yep, there's debris. It's touching the ground.   at least three tornadoes touch down in southwestern oklahoma early 
Sunday evening.   Storm team 12 chaser brandon ivey caught this tornado south of Elk City.   Ivey says he and his crew 
couldn't tell at first if the twister was touching the ground, but then they saw it throwing debris up into the air.   Ivey and his 
crew captured three twisters on camera...including one that was rain-wrapped.  The tornadoes damaged electrical power 
lines.   No injuries have been reported. 
 
3/21/12  10pm 
the rain caused some minor problems in parts of kansas.  A viewer sent us this photo at the 95 bridge about four miles 
from rock bridge.  You can see that the road was closed because of some flooding. 
 
3/22/12  6am 
Not everyone wants to see the rain...farmers say it's a welcomed sight.  after three days of rain... The soil is soaking-up 
the moisture... Helping the crops.   farmers say... The rain so far this spring... Makes a big difference when it comes to 
harvest. "the recent stretch of damp weather, wet weather has really been an answer to a lot of prayers, it's really great to 
get this kind of moisture this time of the year and help set us up for the growing season.  also.... Since the recent rain fall 
is not harsh, they're not seeing a lot of run off.   that means... They're not losing newly-planted seeds. 
 
3/23/12  6am 
Several days of rain are about to come to an end, .. But once things dry out, ... You're going to need to pull- out the 
lawnmower.   the rain and the warmth mean.... You're going to be in the yard several weeks earlier this year.   many 
plants are already in bloom, .. But as eyewitness news reporter dave roberts shows us, .. So are the weeds. 
 
3/29/12  10pm 
Many of you probably heard something like this tonight.  this video was taken right around eight 30 tonight from outside 
our studio in north wichita.  you can see the hail coming down pretty good at that time.  for more on todays weather we 
turn to storm team 12 meteorologist merrill teller. 
 
3/30/12  8am 
A wichita man says he's lucky to be alive.   bill isles just got out of the hospital friday afternoon, after he says he was hit by 
lightning in his back yard.    eyewitness news reporter anne meyer explains what happened. 
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1/2/12  6am 
A phoenix man is dead after being run over by not one...but two vehicles in dodge city saturday night. It happened right 
around eight o'clock. Authorities say the man was lying in a roadway in the 25-hundred block of east wyatt earp. One 
vehicle ran over him. That one stopped and pulled over. A second vehicle also ran over the man and drove off. Police are 
still looking for the driver of the second vehicle which they say is a pick-up. 
 
1/3/12  6pm 
Continuing coverage as efforts to cut down on non-emergency 9-1-1 calls, may have paid off over new year's eve. 
Sedgwick county's 9-1-1 director says, the weekend call volume was about the same as any other friday or saturday 
night...last fall a new system was put in place after two incidents where people with non-emergency calls jammed the 
lines... Over new year's eve, officials say they only dispatched eight loud party calls, and one fireworks complaint. There 
were no reports of people calling 911 getting a busy signal. 
 
1/4/12  NOON 
A fort worth shopping center is dealing with an invasion...of birds! Grackles.  A loud, and messy bird that's forcing 
shoppers to have to duck for cover. Taken over power lines -- and cars. And some stores say the birds are ruining 
business.  Jeff cattoor is a bird abatement expert. He uses everything from a laser... To a hawk.  And he says there is not 
much more that can be done to get rid of these pesky visitors. <sot verbatim:under the migratory bird treaty act these 
birds are protected it's not like you can come out and whole sale start taking them out.> businesses and shoppers say 
they are just waiting for spring. That's when the birds spread out to raise their families. 
 
1/5/12  NOON 
An elderly hays woman has died after she and her husband were hit by a car while crossing a street. Hays police say 79-
year-old gloria leiker died at a wichita hospital after she and 81-year-old gilbert leiker were hit by a car tuesday evening. 
The driver of the other car was not injured. Police say the couple were outside the crosswalk when they were hit by the 
vehicle. 
 
1/6/12  10pm 
Vehicular homicide charges could be filed in a deadly crash. Police say a 20-year-old man was speeding when he cut 
unsafely in front of a vehicle driven by richard seibel on monday. Siebel died two days later.  Police say they have not 
finished their investigation and have to present the case to the district attorney's office. 
 
1/7/12  9am 
new this morning, an accident in south wichita. sends two people to the hospital, one victim was listed in critical condition.  
Police say a car heading south on broadway ran a red light and t-boned a van.  2 people in the car were injured. The two 
people in the van were not. No word yet if charges will be filed in the case. 
 
1/8/12  5am 
Garden city fire fighters work a deadly fire this morning. Officials won't tell us much...but they will say that three people 
were killed in the fire that happened outside of the city limits just after seven this morning.   They are expected to release 
more details tomorrow. 
 
1/9/12  5am 
In the crime watch this morning.. Garden city officials are expected to release more information today about a deadly fire. 
Firefighters were called to a home just outside the city limits early sunday morning. Officials say that three people died in 
the fire. They are not releasing the names of the victims or any more details until possibly later today. 
 
 
1/10/12  NOON 
A three year old girl comes face to face with a lion. Sofia walker peered through this glass of an enclosure at wellington 
zoo in new zealand as a lion took a swing at her with his massive paw. Her parents captured all of it on camera...but sofia 
appeared completely unfazed. <sot verbatim: "i was surprised that my wife still held the camera steady rather than, you 
know, obviously lunging to get sofia, but i think we knew that she was quite safe, <butto> i was brave > the glass between 
sofia and the lion is resin bonded, zookeepers say it's extremely safe.  They believe sofia was standing near the lion's 
food...zookeepers say the eight year old lion, malik, could have been protecting it. The toddler turns four next month - her 
wish - to return to the zoo. 
 



 

 

1/11/12  10pm 
She's not very big- but maggie's insistent bark let her owner know something was going on.  John grossl was working in 
the barn behind his house when he first heard maggie.    When he went to see what was wrong--she started dragging him 
toward the house.  And that's when he discovered a break-in in progress--and two suspects getting ready to steal his stuff.  
Grossl grabbed a gun and managed to hold the men until police arrived. <sot verbatim:this is my house. You don't mess 
with my wife, my house, your don't mess with my dog."  > grossl gives all the credit to maggie-- and says she has a steak 
dinner coming for tipping him off. 
 
1/12/12  NOON 
Ford owners listen up.  The automaker is recalling almost half a million minivans and s-u-v's. This because of two 
potential problems.  The recall affects  2004 and 2005 freestar and mercury monterey minivans because their converter 
output shaft may fail.  And if that happens, there could be a sudden loss of power. The automaker is also recalling 2001 
and 2002 escape suvs because of possible brake fluid leaks that could lead to melting, smoke, or a fire. The automakers 
says the repairs will be free. 
 
1/13/12  5pm 
An inmate dies in the sedgwick county jail this morning. The sheriff's department  says....52-year-old yancy lough was 
receiving treatment for existing chronic medical issues.  He's been at the jail since october on felony charges. 
 
1/14/12  9am 
A wichita firefighter was hurt at an apartment fire early friday morning. It started just after midnight at the rockborough 
apartments near douglas and rock. Investigators say the firefighter hurt his leg in a fall. We're told he will recover but won't 
be on the job for awhile. The fire started in a breaker box and spread through the walls into the roof of one building. 
Smoke and flames damaged two apartments. 
 
1/15/12  10pm 
One person is in the hospital tonight following an accident in east wichita.   Police say a driver was traveling south on rock 
road this morning at a high rate of speed... He jumped a curb near kellogg... Clipped a light poll... Hit a parked car...  Hen 
crashed into a concrete barrier. The 30 year old driver was rushed to the hospital in serious condition. 
 
1/16/12  6pm 
Hundreds of volunteers spent their holiday volunteering... Working to finish wichita's first homeless shelter for youth. It's in 
the basement of a local church... Wichita's street outreach officials say teen homeless numbers continue to rise... But until 
now there was no where for them to go. They either had to live on the streets or go to adult shelters... Which are 
dangerous for younger kids. <sot verbatim:  59:24 "they need a place to shower, to get on the internet to do some job 
searching, they need someone to talk to, they need an outlet. They need a safe place to just hang there hat a little bit"> 
last year the outreach program helped more than 200 homeless youth... Officials hope to help more with the new shelter.  
It will be open starting this week...  But the official ribbon cutting will be next month. 
 
1/17/12  5am 
A college student in wichita tests positive for tuberculosis -- a disease that can easily spread. Here's what we know...in 
this health watch alert.  The patient is a student at wichita state university...who tested positive for t-b. University officials 
confirmed the diagnosis...and say the student has been in contact with the sedgwick county health department and with 
housing officials.    School officials could *not* confirm whether the student lives on or off campus -  but they say...the 
student is now quarantined.  Wichita state has been on winter break since mid-december...so school officials believe 
exposure to other students is minimal. 
 
1/18/12  6pm 
An east sedgwick county e-m-s post will move... In an effort to improve response times. Today sedgwick county 
commissioners approved buying a property near lincoln and webb... To relocate e-m-s post nine.  Currently the post 
shares space with a fire station on 143rd street east... But e-m-s officials say most of its calls come from southwest of 
there...  A county analysis shows the move to lincoln and webb should improve coverage and response time.the county 
will pay 90-thousand dollars for the property... The new post could be built by the end of the year. 
 
1/19/12  5am 
There's a new way to help police fight crime .the wichita police department unveiled a new app for smart-phones... Called 
"my police department."  it allows people to fill-out a police report, share tips, or contact their area officers. The 
department is already on facbook and twitter. By adding the free app -- it provides another easy way for people to connect 
with officers. 
 



 

 

1/20/12  6pm 
It's a disease many of us are already immune to... But in a health watch alert... Officials in finney county say they are 
fighting several cases of measles...  The finney county health department says the four cases are related...  Highly 
contagious, measles spreads through the air by breathing, coughing and sneezing... Health officials say they're taking 
steps to make sure it doesn't spread... <:03 "we speak with the confirmed cases that are involved, find out kind of where 
they've been over the last so many days depending on their signs and symptoms and when they set on and we try to 
contact each person that may have come into contact with."> symptoms include fever, runny nose, cough, inflamed eyes 
and most notably, a blotchy rash. But remember, measles is very rare in the u-s, since most children are vaccinated 
against it. Go to k-w-c-h dot com to learn more about the disease and vaccine. 
 
1/21/12  10pm 
It's a chance to raise awareness about sudden infant death syndrome.today the wichita black nurses association 
partnered with other organizations including the sids  network of kansas to education african american women on safe 
sleep. A community baby shower was provided where safe cribs and wearable blankets were given to pregnant women. 
<sot verbatim: 50:09 "last time we gave away 125 cribs, this time we have 250 cribs to give away.  This turn out is 
awesome.  We couldn't be happier to have all these people here > officials say that kansas ranks as the country's worst 
state for black infant mortality rates. That's where babies die in their first year. 
 
1/22/12  10pm 
Wichita firefighters battled an overnight house fire. This was the scene just before three this morning... In the 900 block of 
west riverside. You can see flames coming from the home. Firefighters say the house was vacant. The cause of the fire is 
still under investigation. 
 
1/24/12  5pm 
Think you don't eat a lot of sugar?  Every day the average american consumes the equivalent of 22 teaspoons of "extra" 
sugar - sugar that's been added to food and beverages.  That's about a half of a cup a day!  If you're pretty sure you don't 
have a sweet tooth, consumer reports says you may be in for a surprise.  
 
1/25/12  5am 
Health officials in western kansas confirm two more cases of the measles in finney county. Last week we told you there 
were four cases of the disease -  they now say there are six measle cases.  Besides a fever, running nose and cough...the 
disease causes a blotchy rash. Finney county officials say...all those at risk for the disease are contacted. 
 
1/26/12  6pm 
State health officials say levels have returned to normal... After sulfuric acid spilled into a creek near herington... We told 
you earlier this month about the spill from a rail yard into lime creek... Today the k-d-h-e said measurement shows acid 
levels in the water are back to normal... Still, officials say they'll continue to monitor the water over the coming weeks.      
 
1/27/12  NOON 
In our coverage of the world this noon we turn to iraq.  Where the last two days have been marked by increased violence.  
Its been a little more than a month since u-s troops left the country and today a car packed with explosives blew up- killing 
more than one dozen people in a funeral march.  Mourners were carrying the coffins of the dead from a different suicide 
blast in baghdad.   Then a bomber struck the funeral procession for victims who died in an attack just the day before.  
There is growing concern among iraqis that the increase in militant attacks could put the country at risk of civil war.   
 
1/28/12  9am 
With extreme sports comes extreme crashes.  A freestyle snow-mobiler loses control of his snowmobile in the middle of a 
one-hundred-20-foot jump at the winter x-games thursday night. However, he managed to walk away without any severe 
injuries. He did go on to win the event. 
 
1/29/12  10pm 
10 people are killed in a series of early morning crashes in florida. It started shortly before four a-m sunday south of 
gainesville. The highway had to be closed for a time because of a mixture of fog and heavy smoke from a brush fire. 
Some drivers say they were virtually blind when driving. At least five cars and six tractor trailers were involved. Officials 
believe the brush fire may have been intentionally set. 
 
1/30/12  5am 
It's a rule in their car, but not in others. That's what most parents say when putting their child in a booster seat.  A new 
study finds 30-percent of them don't require a booster seat when their child is part of a carpool. Doctors writing in the 
journal pediatrics say that decision could be dangerous, because adult seat belts do not work as well on small children.  



 

 

Researchers believe car overcrowding and no coordination between parents are to blame for the lack of carpool safety for 
kids.   Kansas requires booster seats for children up to 8 years old, under 80 pounds, and 4 feet 9. Otherwise, children 
under 13 should still ride in the back seat. 
 
1/31/12  5pm 
Over 200-thousand women are diagnosed  with breast cancer each year in the u.s. many opt for a partial mastectomy to 
remove the cancer.  But a new study finds a significant complication, ..  
 
2/1/12  5am 
A new drug gives new hope to people who suffer from cystic fibrosis... This week the f-d-a approved a drug some say all 
but cures one form of the gentic disorder. New at six... Eyewitness news reporter dave roberts talks with a mother... Who 
says this treatment is a step in the right direction 
In tonight's health watch... 
 
2/2/12  5pm 
More families are switching from regular milk to organic milk. But now it's in short supply and there's a reason stores can't 
keep it on the shelf. 
 
2/3/12  10pm 
New at 10 tonight  rescuers pull a boeing employee out from under a 787 dreamliner at their plant in everett washington. 
Officials say the incident happened around eight o'clock our time tonight. Dozens of paramedics and firefighters rushed to 
quickly free the person from under the right wing landing gear. The victim had to be air lifted to a hospital. The extent of 
his injuries still isn't known. The 787 was being towed at the time of the accident 
 
2/5/12  10pm 
Covering the nation tonight. An explosion destroys a washington state home killing three inside.   It was the home... 
Where the husband of a missing utah woman lived.  Firefighters are still trying to pinpoint what caused the explosion.  But 
police believe josh powell is behind it. Powell and his two kids were killed in the blast. Officials say... The home exploded 
just moments after a child protective services worker dropped the boys off for a supervised visit with their dad. The social 
worker told police.... Powell blocked her from entering the house. She called to report the smell of gas coming from inside. 
<sot verbatim: (sot ryan mickle/neighbor) i just heard a huge explosion that shook my house sot neighbor) it was horrific 
the flames were huge. > powell is a person of interest in the 2009 disappearance of susan powell. He claimed he was 
camping with his kids the night she disappeared.  His attorney says...t powell sent him an email minutes before the 
explosion saying i'm sorry, goodbye. 
 
2/6/12  6am 
<natural Sound: explosion, crowds screaming>  riots break out on the campus of U-Mass Amherst last night.  It comes 
after the Patriots lost the Super Bowl. About 1500 students were involved in the riots.  Police in riot gear set off flash 
bombs trying to make the crowd of students disperse. Officers also used horses and non-lethal ammunition to subdue the 
rowdy crowd. 
 
2/7/12  NOON 
Snickers bars - chips - candy.  Kids still have access to junk food despite growing concern of childhood obesity.  That's 
according to a new report-- it says about half of elementary school students could buy unhealthy snacks at school during 
the 2009 to 20-10 school year. The snacks came from on campus vending machines and snack bars. The authors of the 
study say more should be done to eliminate unhealthy options sold at schools. 
 
2/8/12  5am 
The mystery behind a series of break-ins in hutchinson may have been solved... Thanks to an alert mayor. Hutch mayor 
ron sellers woke-up to one of his dogs barking tuesday morning. He looked outside and saw two people walking down the 
street. Mayor sellers called police and told them two people made their way onto his neighbor's porch. Police eventually 
caught one of the suspects. Inside the suspect's car, officers found electronics and purses. They also found two 
computers from the mayor's home. <sot verbatim: 55:20  "you just feel invaded.  I always thought hutchinson was a pretty 
safe place to live.  In the past, we didn't worry about locking everything and so forth."  10 > so far, officers are connecting 
the two men to eight car burglaries, two home burglaries, and one home invasion. 
 
2/9/12  6am 
The requirement is part of the health care reform law passed two years ago.    It applies to all employers... Including 
religious ones like colleges and hospitals. While there is an exemption for churches... Some say the rule violates their 



 

 

religious liberty. Factfinder 12's melissa scheffler looks at how one kansas employer is taking her concerns directly to the 
white house 
 
2/10/12  10pm 
It's an update to a story we first told you about last night. A sedgwick county spokesperson says the owner of this ranch 
faces charges relating to neglect and abuse. 71 horses were removed from the ranch this week by authorities. John 
brooks is accused of under feeding the animals and not taking care of them. His attorney says the horses were not 
undernourished and the owner should be allowed to get his own experts to examine them. He'll appear in county court on 
monday.     
 
2/11/12  9am 
Most doctors say they're not always honest with their patients. A new survey in the journal health affairs finds that more 
than half admit to making a patient's prognosis sound better than it actually is. One out of five doctors also say they didn't 
fully disclose a medical mistake for fear of being sued. And one in ten admit they've lied to a patient in the past year. 
 
 
 
2/12/12  10pm 
A 12-year-old girl is killed after she's struck by a police car in south wichita. It happened just before seven tonight... At 
harry and broadway. Eyewitness news reporter jim grawe... Was at the scene and  has the latest. 
 
2/13/12  5am 
Traffic is starting to pick up this morning in wichita.  Anne meyer is out on the roads on the north side.  Good morning 
anne...  Anne meyer joins us live with a look at road conditions this morning...  Good morning anne. 
 
2/15/12  10pm 
The funeral for 13-year-old suhani bhakta (sue-ha-nee bahk-tah) is tomorrow. She was killed when she ran into the path 
of a wichita police officer while he was headed to a burglary call. Police say the girl was running from the motel her family 
owns on south broadway to a store across the street. An s-u-v in the left lane was able to stop in time but the officer could 
not.  Police believe the officers view may have been blocked by the other vehicle. 
 
2/16/12  5pm 
<Track: tee pee's smokeshop loves e-cigarettes.  It sells at least a hundred of these $60 "evo" kits every month...plus 
many more refill cartridges. Sot: 19:49 "it's one of the most surprising things i've seen in ten years in the cigarette 
business because they just...people love it." sot: dave @ 25:38 "what smokers find out is that you can get just the 
satisfaction from this product as you do from a cigarette without the tar the carcinogens the smell the ashes the butts." 
track: dave dorsey owns "evo" vapor -- a wichita based e-cigarette maker.  Dorsey says the batteries used in his product 
are similar to those used in cell phones and laptops -- and he says they're safe when not tampered with.  Sot: dave @ 
29:25 "if this was a case where there were even two or even three incidents of batteries exploding that would be caused 
to raise an eyebrow, but this is one out of millions.  I would the odds of having an electronic cigarette blow up on you like 
this guy did are probably about the same odds as getting hit by lightning." stand up: "e-cigarettes may be a somewhat 
healthier alternative to the old way of using tobacco.  But they're still not for every smoker. Sot: 09:11 (takes a drag)...i'm 
really leery to do this, you guys."  track: frank curtis is leery...because he says he had a bad experience recently...when an 
evo-cigarette cartridge malfunctioned...sot: 01:38 "the next thing i know, i've got nicotine juice running all through my 
mouth.  It's running down my face.  Like i said, i still got just a little bit of the chemical burn left on my lip." track: dorsey 
says ingesting a small amount of the liquid is possible, but it wouldn't make someone sick.  And he says sometimes 
cartridges are overfilled by the manufacturer. Sot: 05:56 "i personally wouldn't use them.  I'd say got cold turkey or just 
learn to ween yourself off of whatever you're smoking." track: curtis never complained to the company and did not consult 
a doctor.   Brian heap factfinder 12 investigators.> 
 
2/17/12  5am 
<sot verbatim: lot of thick black smoke. Fire inside the building.   > that's what fire crews saw when they arrived on scene 
of a fire at an industrial building. It happened north of downtown. And it's new this morning.. Now fire investigators want to 
know what happened at "hall steel and fabrication." they don't know yet how much damage the fire caused, but do know 
there were several explosions. It all started just after eleven o'clock last night... At a building near ohio and murdock. 
Wichita police arrived first on scene and saw heavy smoke and big flames. Battalion chief bobby wolfe (wolf) says his 
crews saw several explosions... And a collapsed wall.    He says the building has several oxygen tanks, heavy machinery, 
and tires. <sot verbatim: 4:31:04 whenever you have a lot of trucks and cranes, diesel and fuel, and tires involved... When 
they get involved. It's real hard to put out. So that's kinda what we're dealing with here.> crews were finally able to put the 



 

 

fire out with water. Hazmat crews were called out to the fire to make sure chemicals were not flowing into the streets. No 
one was hurt. 
 
2/18/12  9am 
It's was almost a week ago...but for sanjay shah...it could've been yesterday... <5:57:30 - 5:57:32>  we lost a 12 year old 
child Suhani bhakta was struck and killed by a police car when she was crossing broadway...the officer was going to a 
burglary call and did not have his lights or sirens on... Shah was close with the bhakta family.. <6:01:49 - 6:01:58>when i 
got to the scene with the mother, we looked at the scene and a block and a half was covered with police caution tape  
6:02:28 - 6:02:36> i saw everything i just lost it i mean right there i was gone i knew the worst will come Shah says he 
does not want suhani's death to be in vain...he's started a petition called the suhani bhakta's bill asking wichita to make a 
law requiring police to have their lights and sirens running when in pursuit of a criminal or when going to a crime scene... 
urrently using lights and sirens is based on a police policy... After a similar incident in 2009, we found out the policy states 
officers can turn their lights and sirens on when going to a call to protect lives, during a chase with a suspect or when 
pulling people over... Police say they review their policies every year...when asked friday if it's been updated or revised, 
we were told that information could only be released by the police chief <6:12:33 - 6:12:46> but when you don't have your 
lights and sirens on, we don't know that you're in pursuit of a bad guy and that's all we want, it's not an accessory item on 
your vehicle  We don't know why suhani crossed broadway at that moment...but shah does not want want to see another 
scene like this again... <5:57:38 - 5:57:43>  no more we're not going to kill another innocent person from the law officers 
it's a change he hopes will be for the better... Dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news 
 
2/19/12  10pm 
(LOOK LIVE INTRO-- to look like promo)) In 2009, a long-time Buhler grade school teacher died of lung cancer. In 2011, 
a first grade teacher and a second grade teacher died of cancer. The list goes on and on.  Is this a cancer cluster?  That's 
a term you may have heard...but kansas health officials say...it's too prove...even though some say there's plenty of 
evidence in Buhler. ((PKG))  Alone in her Buhler home, Elaine Franz is comforted by the memories that surround her in 
picture frames.  But, if it gets too quiet, the sound of her husband's voice isn't far away. John  on Tape  2:47  "Each 
morning when I wake-up I say thank you Lord for giving me this gift of another day." You can hear John Franz's fight with 
lung cancer in this video he made for his church. 50:38  "The doctor said right away, it's not curable.  We can treat it, but 
we can not cure it."  50:44 He was diagnosed with stage four lung cancer in 2007. The diagnosis didn't make sense. 
Elaine says John wasn't a smoker. 49:12  "Always in good health.  He was a football official, had officiated for 40 years.  
He was a track starter."  10  ((ROB GRAPHIC: TWO TRANSPARENT MUGS APPEAR AT THE SAME TIME, JULIE 
WILSON AND DEBRA SPENCER))    Elaine says John, a retired teacher from the Buhler school system, turned to two 
colleagues.  Buhler Grade School teachers Julie Wilson and Debra Spencer. Both were fighting breast cancer at the time. 
52:23  "He went and talked to them right away.  He needed to have some support mentally and understand what was 
going on."  52:30 Elaine says John soon discovered he had plenty of fellow fighters among the staff and faculty. In recent 
years, Elaine says more than a dozen other people who were working or worked at the grade school... Have battled 
cancer. Nats 6:57:28  "I think it was breast, but I'm not sure." With the number of cancer cases, Elaine says many people 
in her community are now curious about a possible cancer cluster forming in Buhler. 54:15  "I have wondered if there's 
something in the school, in the air... Yeah, it makes you wonder."  54:23 ((SCOTT GRAPHIC: LETTER FROM SCHOOL, 
EMAILED TO SCOTT)) This month, the district sent out this letter. It says the district hired "American Metropolitan 
Environmental" to test for any environmental quality concerns. The letter also says since 2007, Buhler Grade School has 
been tested twice, and the environment was found to be safe. 9:31  "It's hard to prove a typical cancer cluster because of 
sheer numbers." ((ROB GRAPHIC: A CLUSTER LOOK, NOT ON BLUE BACKGROUND))  Dr. Shaker (shaker) Dakhil 
(doc-hill) is the President of the Cancer Center of Kansas. He says a cancer cluster can be confirmed three ways. --There 
are several cases of a rare type of cancer.  --There are larger than expected numbers of a more common type of cancer.  
--Or, it is a type of cancer that is not usually seen in a certain group of people.10:57  "For example, lung cancer and non-
smokers.  That could be a red flag."  11:02  That example would fit John Franz.  But labeling the buhler case a "cancer 
cluster" isn't easy. 9:55  "scientifically, this might be hard to prove.  Although, we could have some gut feeling that 
something is not right in that community."  10:04 ((rob graphic--bullet points appear on "cancer cluster" background)) 
((possible standup below))     (i) factfinder 12 talked to the kansas department of health and environment about its cancer 
cluster investigations. It gets about eight inquires about potential clusters a year. It won't say if it's investigating the buhler 
cases. And... Even if it found a connection in buhler, it would not necessarily release its information. K-d-h-e says... It 
would have to balance the public's need to know... With the medical privacy concerns of those involved in the study. 18:18  
"i think there is a fine line between being cautious and throwing people into a panic."  18:27 ((rob graphic--list of top ten, 
with breast and lung popping out)) many of the buhler cases appear to be breast and lung cancer.  But look at the top ten 
cancers in the country. Breast and lung are in the top three :27  "and then approximately a year ago when i was 
diagnosed with lung cancer, i realized my days are numbered."  :36 john franz died in 2009.    A year and a half after he 
was diagnosed with lung cancer. 48:50  "he lived life to the fullest that year and a half.  We went on four or five cruises.  
And, we had a good year and a half."  49:03 the two teachers he leaned-on died last year. 55:04  "for the sake of new 
people coming in, new teachers.  I'd be a little bit afraid."  06 but elaine isn't leaving town. She's living the way john did... 



 

 

Without fear.53:26  "he was a very practical person and if this is what god had in mind for him, he was willing to accept it."  
53:35 1:23  "i don't worry where i'm going to spend eternity.  I know i'm going to be with christ in heaven."  Look live tag:  
even though cancer clusters are hard to prove... Dr. (doc-hill) says we are living in a *proven* one right now. To find out 
what that is, join our live web-chat... At k-w-c-h-dot-com. 
 
2/21/12  NOON 
traffic is clear on k-96 this noon...after all westbound lanes were closed this morning because of an accident.  It happened 
just before seven-thirty this morning.  Wichita police tell us a car traveling east on k-96 crossed the median near rock road 
and struck an oncoming vehicle in the westbound lane.  Two people were taken to the hospital but are expected to be 
okay.   There's no cable barrier on this portion of k-96...coming up tonight eyewitness news look into whether cable will be 
extended to all parts of the highway in the future. 
 
2/22/12  5am 
<sot verbatim: 54:15  "I have wondered if there's something in the school, in the air... Yeah, it makes you wonder."  54:23 
>  Elaine Franz's husband, John, taught in the Buhler School District for more than 30 years. He was diagnosed with lung 
cancer and died.... Even though he wasn't a smoker.  JOHN IS JUST one of several teachers in the district who was 
diagnosed with cancer -- making some wonder about a possible cancer cluster.  On tuesday, we learned the results of a 
*third* round of environmental testing INSIDE BUHLER GRADE SCHOOL.  The district says... The school is safe for 
students and staff. It hired "american metropolitan environmental" at the beginning of this month to test inside the school... 
After parents voiced their concerns about the high number of cancer cases among teachers.  Still, the results don't ease 
the fears of all parents. <sot verbatim:  14:28  "I'm sure they are going to be a lot of concerns people are going to have as 
to what's happening and if there's a commonality between what's going on with the health of the teachers."  14:38> The 
school district won't release the details of the results or say what the company tested for inside the school, until a meeting 
Thursday night. It will be held inside the grade school's gym, at 5-30. The district started environmental testing at the 
grade school in 2007. 
 
2/23/12  6pm 
Students and parents aren't the only ones waiting to find out how boundary changes will impact wichita schools.  Grace 
med says the possible closure of lincoln elementary would also mean a change for its clinic there. The clinic has been 
serving the lincoln community since 1995.  Officials say its closing will not mean that grace med will abandon that area of 
wichita. <sot verbatim:"if we have to move, we'll remain in south wichita. We will find a location where we can continue to 
provide service. Hopefully it will be close to the existing location at one of the other elementary schools in the area."> 
sanford says it's possible the move would lead to an even larger clinic...    Allowing grace-med to provide care for adults 
as well as students.  The wichita school board will vote on boundary changes and school closures march 5th. 
 
2/24/12  10pm 
Residents of buhler are now asking what's next.this week they were told their grade school building is safe but that only 
leaves more questions.  Many people in the town have cancer and have died from the disease.  Many resident felt the 
people who became ill had one common connection to the school.  Buhler's mayor says the case is far from closed. He's 
talked with the kansas department of health and environment. He plans to meet with the city council to consider if the city 
can or should do anything more. <sot verbatim: daniel friesen buhler mayor 10:24:30  we don't have all the answers yet.  
We don't have all the facts. >  health officialsa are analyzing data to see if the number of deaths and illnesses in buhler is 
unusual. 
 
 
 
2/25/12  6pm 
New at 6 tonight...  A 28 year old kechi man is killed when he is hit by a vehicle driven by his wife.  The incident happened 
around 1-40 this morning, in a kechi neighborhood near 61st st. N. & broadway. Police say the 21 year old woman called 
9-1-1, saying she had run over another person with her car. Emergency crews arrived to find the victim dead, underneath 
the car. Investigators on the scene say the incident may not have entirely be an accident. The couple have two children, 
who are currently with other family members. 
 
2/26/12  10pm 
A SEDGWICK COUNTY VETERINARIAN GOES TO TRIAL TOMORROW....ON CHARGES OF ANIMAL CRUELTY. 
Doctor John Brooks... Is accused of not properly caring for 71 horses... He kept on this ranch... Southeast of Wichita.  
Brooks has pleaded not guilty to the misdemeanor charges.  Local horse rescue groups say... Dr. Brooks is a caring 
person.... But his bad health has hurt his practice. They say... He was not earning enough money to properly care for all 
the animals.  Now... Rescue groups are waiting to see what the court does...hoping the horses will be adopted. <sot 
verbatim: 10:57:48  They need to advertise it that these horses are in need and publicize it nationwide and possibly get an 



 

 

auction together maybe and auction these horses off to get them into other homes where they can be used for what they 
are. > Lisa Allen of "Hope in the Valley Equine Rescue" says.... The horses can all be rehabilitated and would make great 
pets and breeding stock. She says... Local horse rescue groups are already at capacity...and strapped for money due to 
the high cost of hay.  Allen's greatest fear is that the horses will be auctioned for slaughter.      
 
2/27/12  5pm 
An ice fishing tournament in wisconsin leaves many participants fishing out their cars. Take a look.    Dozens of vehicles 
fell into lake winnebago after the ice weakened in the sun. Officials say fishermen use the lake as a parking lot, but this 
time too many cars were on the ice and they were parked too close together. 
 
2/28/12  6am 
Continuing coverage out of reno county. The buhler mayor... School district, and reno county health department will meet 
with state health officials today... Over the phone. The kansas department of health and environment is now looking into 
the high number of cancer cases in buhler. Local officials hope to find out today if the kdhe wants a larger investigation.   
The mayor will share the k-d-h-e-'s decision at a city council meeting tonight. Just last week, the buhler school district 
released the results of its *third* round of environmental testing. The district says... The school was found to be safe. 
Buhler mayor, daniel friesen, sent out a letter to the community as well. It details what the city knows right now. The 
mayor explains how the city's water supply is safe. While it once contained arsenic levels above *new* k-d-h-e standards, 
the mayor says... The water no longer does. Friesen says... The city "brought online" a new water filtration plant in august 
last year--which fixed the problem. The mayor added... At no time was the water ever considered hazardous to drink by k-
d-h-e.  The city and school district's response came after several community members voiced concerns about a high 
number of buhler teachers diagnosed with cancer. 
 
2/29/12  10pm 
Other parts of kansas are also cleaning up from storms last night. The town of moundridge finally has power again. Crews 
had been working all day to try and get the power back on after strong winds knocked down 26 power poles north and 
west of the town. <sot verbatim:<clip oo26dq at 26:00 i waited and waited for it to finally come on like it usually does but it 
didn't, so we just went to bed, that was okay, we were warm >  the power outage caused school to be canceled and 
almost every store to be closed. 
 
3/1/12  NOON 
The city of derby wants its residents to call 9-1-1 for all emergencies.  many people are used to calling a different number 
instead.  however -- starting today...march first..when derby residents call that number..a recording will tell them to call 9-
1-1.  derby began using sedgwick county emergency communications for all emergencies last december. 
 
3/2/12  5am  
A man dies after crashing his moped in west wichita.   it happened at 21st and west thursday afternoon.  police say the 
biker crashed into the back of a car.   the accident caused traffic to be blocked in the area for about an hour. 
 
3/3/12  8am 
More than 30 rescued pugs are in need of help and new homes.   an oklahoma rescue group took in the dogs.  a pug 
rescue group in wichita is helping them find foster and adoptive homes.  all are very young.  a woman in oklahoma had 
the dogs, she realized she couldn't take care of them all.   the pugs aren't in the best of shape right now.  julie cornett/ 
homeward bound pug rescue  "some of them are missing eyes, some of them have skin issues, some of them are 
manged, some of them are malnourished, but they have been loved so they will eventually be good pets. 14:24"   if you 
are interested in helping...you can find a link at our website at kwch dot com.  just look for this story. 
 
3/4/12  10pm 
A woman is critically injured after an accident in south wichita tonight.  it happened just after six at k-15 and mount vernon.  
authorities say both vehicles were traveling on k-15 when a pickup made a left turn in front of an s-u-v.   the driver of the 
s-u-v was taken to a wichita hospital.  three others were also suffered non-life threatening injuries. 
 
3/5/12  10pm 
This is one of the few times kelvin lopez allows himself the luxury of being outside.  First time seen the sky feel the natural 
air.  For the past month he's stayed at his wife's side...in the hospital. 
It's been the worst month of my life.  33-year old yeney (yawny) rosado got sick on valentines day and went to the hospital 
in their small town of lucas..  Just got the pain out of no where  Turns out... A kidney stone infected her blood 
stream....and almost killed her.  Her heart stopped twice during surgery... 
And eventually doctors in wichita had to amputate her arms and legs  Right hand at wrist left hand below elbow...both legs 
right below the knee...try to save her knee's for prosthetics  Now her husband and five kids...the youngest just a year and 



 

 

a half years old...are left to deal cope with what's happened.  Am i dying inside...yeah...it's a lot of pressure.  She's lived 
all her life with her hands...hard to not hold your baby...going to be hard  "the rosado-lopez family are relatively new to the 
small town of lucas...but already people there are helping them out in their time of need."  I really didn't expect that3:43 
there's good people out there  (yawny) is still in critical condition...  The family says without the community 
support...they're not sure how they'd move forward... Now they say it's going to be okay.  I'm here she aint getting rid of 
me...stuck with me a lot of people to help her. In wichita, mp, kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 
 
3/6/12  6pm 
They fear the state's public mental health system is close to its breaking point...More than 400 mental health advocates 
gather in topeka in an effort to repair what they call a damaged system...  today's event included meeting with lawmakers 
about how to meet the needs of those with mental illnesses..."one in 17 in all of our communities experience a serious 
mental health disorder like schizophrenia or bipolar disorder.  It's important that we give voice to those families who are 
affected by these serious illnesses."  many state hospitals currently operate over capacity... 
 
3/7/12  6am 
A woman checking her car for damage after hitting a deer...dies after being struck by another car.        that's new this 
morning from ellis county...  it happened last night on highway 183 about 4 miles north of hays and i-70.   k-h-p says 66-
year old dorothy lawver of plainville was found dead at the scene.   the driver of the vehicle that hit lawver had minor 
injuries and was taken to the hays medical center. 
 
3/8/12  5pm 
A salina man is seriously hurt in a rollover accident.   a surveillance  camera caught this footage of the wreck.   witnesses 
tell our news partners at the salina journal the car was speeding and weaving through traffic before the accident on north 
ohio street.   the car jumped a curb then continued down a sidewalk before hitting a guide wire supporting a power pole.  
that's when the car rolled..landing on its side.   the driver crawled out of the vehicle...he was taken to a salina hospital then 
flown to wesley medical center. 
 
3/9/12  6pm 
I'm a big fella you know i hate wearing them things but from now on i'm going to start wearing it.  brandon dickson 
changes his mind... After he gets caught in a sting, focused on getting people to buckle up. 
 
3/10/12  10pm 
One person is critically injured in this head on crash.    it happened just before four this afternoon near 17th and tyler.   
authorities say a person was pinned in one of the vehicles and they had to use the jaws of life to get him out.    two others 
suffered minor injuries in the wreck. 
 
3/12/12  6am 
Fire investigators in western kansas look for the cause of a deadly house fire in scott county.   four people died... Three of 
them were children younger than ten.  the fire broke out saturday in scott city...  30 miles north of garden city.   authorities 
say it killed a mother and her four-year-old child.. As well as her boyfriend's six and eight-year-old children.  investigators 
say the fire was accidental, but it's unclear how it started. 
 
3/13/12  6pm 
A project to upgrade tornado sirens in sedgwick county is nearly halfway done...  the project approved last year allows 
sirens to be set off for just areas that are threatened...   sedgwick county has 147 tornado sirens... 60 have already been 
upgraded...   the rest should be done by next month.   remember, sirens are only *part* of the warning system... Which 
also relies on t-v, radio and weather radios to warn people of dangerous weather. 
 
3/14/12  6pm 
Finally tonight, a chance to learn... And help the environment.  that's part of the reason behind an "idle free zone" outside 
wichita's truesdell middle school.   students, the wichita school district and the k-u school of medicine teamed up to urge 
teachers, bus drivers and parents to shut off their cars if their waiting outside schools...   the students are all part of the 
avid program.   the no idling campaign is also happening at woodman elementary and south high school. 
 
3/16/12  10pm 
It's a busy friday for old town bars...and bartenders know this is just the beginning...Daron adlelgrin / gm pumphouse> st. 
Patrick's day is typically the busiest day of the year for us.  The beer will be colored green...Green beer, plenty of green 
beer, gallons of green beer.  And smiles will be filled with the luck of the irish...Michael lacey / doc howards> we have the 
irish car bombs, are definitely going to be a big menu item for tomorrow night.  Management for doc howards say they hire 
off duty police officers to help with security...and make sure people don't drink too much and get behind the wheel.  We do 



 

 

everything we can to work with the local ride home agencies.  And wichita police say they'll have extra officers patrolling 
the east side side of town...Joe schroeder / wichita police> they'll be starting this operation about 10 pm saturday night 
and going until 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning.  Last week, this area of second and mosely in old town was a crime scene 
where someone died after exchanging gun fire with police officers. But police say this saturday will not see a greater 
police presence in old town.  right now patrol south routinely saturates that area with law enforcement officers at the time 
that the clubs let out that is something that has been going on for quite some time.  Daron adlelgrin> i've worked down 
here off and on for the better part of twenty years, and last saturday's was the first major incidents that i've seen 
Doc howards guy> we're looking forward to a good time, we don't expect any problems at all.  And police hope for a night 
without any problems either. 
 
3/17/12  9am 
It's a busy friday for old town bars...and bartenders know this is just the beginning...daron adlelgrin / gm pumphouse> st. 
Patrick's day is typically the busiest day of the year for us.  The beer will be colored green...green beer, plenty of green 
beer, gallons of green beer.  And smiles will be filled with the luck of the irish...michael lacey / doc howards> we have the 
irish car bombs, are definitely going to be a big menu item for tomorrow night.  Management for doc howards say they hire 
off duty police officers to help with security...and make sure people don't drink too much and get behind the wheel.  we do 
everything we can to work with the local ride home agencies .  And wichita police say they'll have extra officers patrolling 
the east side side of town... Joe schroeder / wichita police> they'll be starting this operation about 10 pm saturday night 
and going until 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning last week, this area of second and mosely in old town was a crime scene 
where someone died after exchanging gun fire with police officers. But police say this saturday will not see a greater 
police presence in old town. schroeder> right now patrol south routinely saturates that area with law enforcement officers 
at the time that the clubs let out that is something that has been going on for quite some time daron adlelgrin> i've worked 
down here off and on for the better part of twenty years, and last saturday's was the first major incidents that i've seen doc 
howards guy> we're looking forward to a good time, we don't expect any problems at all And police hope for a night 
without any problems either...in wichita, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news> 
 
3/18/12  10pm 
An andover home is destroyed after a fire.  it happened around six-thirty this morning.   firefighters from rose hill, andover, 
and augusta responded to the fire.   crews say... No one was inside.  the home was in the process of being remodeled.   
the cause of the fire is still under investigation. 
 
3/19/12  5am 
An oil company looking to drill in kansas... Prepares firefighters on what to do if an oil rig explodes.  "shell oil" partnered 
with the "k-u fire training school"... For this training session on how to put-out oil and other types of fires.   about 50 
firefighters were there... All volunteers... From harper and barber counties.   most of them didn't have the training for oil 
fires.  "there's a lot of things we don't do in barber county and oil fires is one of them and it's giving us some hands on 
training with foam and different propane fuels and stuff."   shell donated 50-thousand dollars worth of equipment and 
training.  shell officials say... Even if the company decides not to drill... This training was well worth the investment.  
 
3/21/12  10pm 
Some feared they were headed for slaughter...but the story has a happy ending.   the last of the horses sedgwick county 
seized from a local veterinarian....have been placed in new homes.   and it's thanks to this man.   earlier this month....vic 
mcmullen who runs southern winds equine rescue asked the court for custody of fifty of the thoroughbreds confiscated.   
though dr. John brooks was charged with neglect.... mcmullen says some were malnourished but all were essentially 
healthy.    mcmullen says he threatened to make it a national issue if the county auctioned the animals for slaughter.   so 
he took responsibility for them...and with the help of some volunteers...cared for the horses and found homes for the last 
two over the weekend. feels like we did a good job i think.  We had a good accomplishment for the horses and that was 
our objective.  Didn't want any horses to go to slaughter....do whatever it took, and we signed up for that and we did it.  71 
horses in all were seized from brooks' ranch.  the judge returned ten of them to him....meanwhile 11 were owned by other 
people.   brooks has another court date august 13.   if the county is satisfied with how he's caring for his remaining horses, 
all charges will be dropped. 
 
3/22/12  10pm 
It's a follow-up to a story we first told you about earlier in the year.  concern over the number of deaths and illnesses in the 
town of buhler... Hits another dead end for residents.   today... The buhler mayor says...  The "kansas department of 
health and environment" did not find any issues with grade school water samples.   a spokesperson with the k-d-h-e also 
says... A state epidemiologist found the rate of lung and breast cancer in reno county as a hole... Not statistically different 
from others in the state.   additional tests are still ongoing.   k-d-h-e began collecting samples several weeks ago... After 
complaints from residents about the high number of cancer cases in the area. 
 



 

 

3/23/12  6am 
A north central kansas community is remembering the loss of a boy this morning.   the nine-year-old was killed thursday 
by a train in russell.   police say he was hit by an east-bound union pacific train around 11 thursday morning.   he died at 
the scene.   witnesses say he was playing on the railroad tracks.  his name has not been released yet. 
 
 
 
3/24/12  9am 
here in wichita...   Protesters gathered to protest a teen's death gathered from florida.   Trayvon Martin was shot and killed 
last month by a neighborhood crime-watch volunteer.  His shooter claims self-defense and has not been arrested.   
Dozens of people showed up for a demonstration at the intersection of 21st & hillside.  They moved in front of the police 
station, chanting slogans like "no justice, no peace."   Many of the protesters wore hoodies.  That was what the teen was 
wearing the night he was killed.  Protesters say they think Florida's stand-your-ground law should be repealed. 
 
3/26/12  NOON 
New reports out today...say that the wildcats head basketball coach frank martin is leaving for south carolina.   the report 
is coming out of the south carolina newspaper "the state" -  it says martin agreed to take the job there and that he could 
be introduced as early as tuesday.   eyewitness news has confirmed that the universtiy of south carolina board of trustees 
will hold a conference call meeting tomorrow morning...to discuss a contractual matter.  martin has just finished his 5th 
season at k-state --  he took the wildcats to three straight n-c-a-a tournaments.  we're working to get more information... 
 
3/27/12  10pm 
A two-vehicle crash in butler county sends four people to the hospital.  it happened around one this afternoon at k-254 
and butler road.   investigators say one of the drivers ran a stop sign and hit another vehicle.  paramedics took four people 
-- both drivers and a passenger from each vehicle to a wichita hospital.   all are in critical condition tonight at wesley 
medical center. 
 
3/28/12  5am 
A two-vehicle crash in butler county sends four people to the hospital.  it happened early tuesday afternoon at k-254 and 
butler road.   investigators say one of the drivers ran a stop sign and hit another vehicle.  paramedics took four people -- 
both drivers and a passenger from each vehicle to a wichita hospital.   all are in critical condition this morning at wesley 
medical center. 
 
3/29/12  10pm 
Authorities are investigating the death of a man found in a hutchinson home.   officers discovered a body of a man in this 
home in the 500 block of east third avenue this afternoon.   the cause of death has not been determined.   police were 
responding to a welfare call when they found the body.   the man's identity has not been released yet. 
 
3/30/12  6pm 
They weren't even reporting very much lightning at all in this area, so its like at that time so its like its a freak strike.   bill 
isles believes he was hit by that freak lightning strike thursday night.   he was in his back yard, talking on his hamm radio 
when he was thrown several feet to the ground.   he then used that radio to ask for help, luckily someone heard the 
transmission and called 9-1-1.   isles spent the night in the hospital but says he's doing much better.  shaky, a little 
woosie, little tired from some of the medication and things. I'm very, very grateful, the out come could have been much 
worse than what it was"  isles is a storm spotter for skywarn.   he says this experience won't stop him from chasing 
storms, but he says he will pay more attention to lightning rules from now on. 
 
3/31/12  9am 
They weren't even reporting very much lightning at all in this area, so its like at that time so its like its a freak strike.   bill 
isles believes he was hit by that freak lightning strike thursday night.  he was in his back yard, talking on his hamm radio 
when he was thrown several feet to the ground.   he then used that radio to ask for help, luckily someone heard the 
transmission and called 9-1-1.  isles spent the night in the hospital but says he's doing much better. 
 
 



 

 

 
POLITICS 
 
1/2/12  6am 
Republican presidential candidates are fanning across iowa today... The last full day of campaigning before the state 
chooses a presidential nominee tomorrow. According to a new poll, it's still anybody's race. The des moines register puts 
mitt romney in the lead at 24 percent followed by ron paul at 22. Rick santorum - who continues to gain momentum - is 
third with 15 percent. Still...40 percent of potential caucus voters are undecided. 
 
1/3/12  6pm 
Tonight, members of the south-central kansas delegation will be holding a public forum... It's so people can discuss issues 
with lawmakers before they return. The meeting begins at seven at the sedgwick county courthouse. 
 
1/4/12  NOON 
And president obama makes a visit to ohio... He'll push his economic recovery plans there...  Ohio is expected to be a 
battle ground between the president... And the g-o-p nominees. The white house says mr. Obama will not begin 
campaigning heavily for reelection until the summer. 
 
1/5/12  5am 
The iowa caucuses are long over and republican presidential candidates set their sights on the nations first primary. It's 
today's coverage of campaign 2012. Republican presidential candidates are fanning out across new hampshire ahead of 
the nation's first primary next week mitt romney, who won the iowa caucus, has a big lead in new hampshire. And 
romney's rivals are looking to slow his momentum. <sot verbatim: governor romney in the end has a very limited appeal in 
a conservative party > and jon huntsmanplaced his bets on new hampshire - skipping iowa altogether.  Rick perry and ron 
paul are in texas with no campaign events scheduled for today. 
  
1/6/12  10pm 
The improved unemployment rate is being cast as a glass half empty by g-o-p presidential hopefuls.  That's the latest in 
our campaign 2012 coverage. Mitt romney says 35 consecutive months of unemployment above eight percent is no cause 
for celebration. Rick santorum says the improvement came despite the president's jobs policy.  Both are in new hampshire 
ahead of next weeks primary.  Ron paul was also there rallying supporters...hoping to put a dent into romney's lead. <sot 
verbatim: al garnett/paul supporter "messaging still building... And i think he's making headway."  >     one other 
candidate...john huntsman got a big endorsement today.  The boston globe is endorsing him over former massachusetts 
governor mitt romney. 
 
1/7/12  9am 
Senator john mccain ran against president obama, and is endorsing mitt romney. But you wouldn't know it by watching 
this clip - take a look  <sot verbatim: sen. Mccain: "i am confident with the leadership and the backing of the american 
people, president obama will turn this country around.  We believe in america.  We believe that our best days are ahead 
of us..."  Gov. Haley: "president romney." sen. Mccain: "president romney.  Excuse me!  President romney.  President 
romney.  President--"  romney: "not to be confused!"  sen. Mccain: "--romney!  Argh!  President romney!  President 
romney will turn -- will turn this around."  > senator mccain was in south carolina with romney trying to win over voters 
thursday when he made the mistake.  Mccain won the south carolina primary four years ago 
 
1/8/12  5am 
New at 10 tonight. Wichita vice mayor lavonta williams will serve on a 2012 national league of cities. N-l-c president ted 
ellis made the announcement sunday.  Williams will serve on the community and economic development steering 
committee. That committee is responsible for developing policy positions on issues involving housing, community and 
economic development, historic preservation and international competitiveness. 
 
 
1/9/12  5am 
Topeka today for kansas lawmakers. The 2012 session begins tomorrow at the statehouse. Lawmakers have a full 
agenda from tax cuts to school finances. Some legislators say this session could be truly historic. Governor sam 
brownback has suggested eliminating the state income tax... Democrats say that would end up putting a greater burden 
on those with the least. <sot verbatim:  3:37:16 you're going to increase property taxes, you're going to do a consumption 
tax or or you're going to increase sales taxes.  I don't want to see either one of those happen.>  state republicans say say 
they hope to cut income taxes... But admit that won't be possible anytime soon. The governor will present his budget to 
legislators on thursday. 
 



 

 

1/10/12  NOON 
Mitt romney is the favorite to win today's new hampshire primary ... But will it be a landslide?  And how will the rest of the 
g-o-p presidential pack do?  Manuel gallegus has the latest from new hampshire. 
 
1/11/12  10pm 
No birth certificate...no vote.  Kansas secretary of state kris kobach asked lawmakers today to move up the start date for a 
law requiring voters to prove their citizenship.  New at 10....eyewitness news reporter jim grawe shows us why this change 
may make it harder to register. 
 
1/12/12  NOON 
the republican presidential candidates campaign in south carolina today...ahead of the state's primary next week. Mitt 
romney has a big lead in the polls and his rivals are searching for ways to slow his momentum.   Eyewitness news 
correspondent tara mergener has the latest from washington, d.c. in today's coverage of campaign 20-12 
 
1/14/12  9am 
Cheating on your spouse isn't just a violation of marriage vows- it's also against the law in arizona. Adultery is still on the 
books there- and david banks wants police to investigate his estranged wife.  Banks says she's been cheating on him  for 
years-and it's taken him that long to convince police to take his report.  It's just a misdemeanor, but banks wants her 
prosecuted. But a detective told him, that probably won't happen.   <sot verbatim:how do they get to pick and choose 
which laws they can and can't enforce? They got somebody freely admitting guilt, seems to me that's a rubber stamp right 
through the court system."   >traci banks admits to two affairs-  she says she and banks are still legally married but living 
separately -because she can't afford a divorce. 
 
1/16/12  6pm 
A group calls for the kansas speaker of the house to step down. Republican mike o'neal is under fire for emails he 
forwarded.  The group - speak out kansas - handed out fliers today.  They are gathering signatures for a petition.  The 
group says recent e-mails forwarded by speaker o'neal are offensive.  O'neal was first criticized when he forwarded an e-
mail where the first lady is referred to as "mrs. Yo-mama."  he apologized earlier this month.  Critics say another e-mail 
suggests he is praying for president obama's death.  He says that's not the case...and that it would be offensive for 
anyone to say. 
 
1/17/12  5pm 
A number of popular websites will shut down tomorrow...protesting laws congress is proposing the u-s house proposes a 
law called the stop online piracy act...known as so-pa...while the senate is drafting one called pi-pa - both are designed to 
curb online piracy ... By shutting sites that post copywritten material... Opponents say the rules will hurt the internet by 
punishing legitimate websites - that's why... Websites including wikipedia, craigslist and reddit will go black most of the 
day tomorrow, urging people to contact their lawmakers...to oppose the law. <sot verbatim: this is eyewitness news 
reporter dave roberts, this is what wikipedia will look like tomorrow... The webmasters of this site and others say sopa and 
pipa will harm their product... I spoke with a internet expert about these laws and found what they'll mean for you...that's 
new at six  
 
 
 
1/18/12  6am 
The websites are protesting two proposed bills in congress about internet censorships. The house and senate don't plan 
to vote on the bills  yet... You can read more about this story and other tech related news items  in dave's blog, tech 
talk...you can find it at kwch dot com 
 
1/19/12  5am 
The latest in the kansas legislature this morning.. State officials want senior citizens to pay for hunting and fishing 
licenses.  Right now there is a license fee exemption for kansas residents older than 65. The state's wildlife secretary 
robin jennison introduced a bill wednesday to end the exemption.  It cost 18-dollars each for a hunting and fishing license.  
Jennison says the charges would help the parks agency maintain its finances. 
 
1/20/12  6pm 
Now the latest from the legislature...  New at six, governor sam brownpack proposes 51 regulations he'd like to see 
lawmakers repeal this session... The list was compiled by what the governor calls his "office of the repealer"... The 
administration says its determined the laws to be unnecessary. The list includes regulations covering topics like 
agriculture and organization of state agencies... But, <1:37 "it isn't going to result in great savings to any agency, it's more 
streamlining the process, i suppose, and trying to make things clearer and less confusing for the public." 1:50> so what's 



 

 

on the list?  One law sets what happens to a sheriff if someone in a department's custody is taken and lynched.  Another 
deals specifically with bringing a metal building to belle plaine for use with a recreation organization.  Find the complete 
list at our website, k-w-c-h dot com... Just click the link on each statute to read its full text. 
 
1/21/12  10pm 
TRT:1:36 CBS News projects Newt Gingrich is the winner of the South Carolina primary. The former house speaker 
mounted a double-digit comeback in recent days to beat Mitt Romney, who came in second. Gingrich tweeted his thanks 
to his supporters, {GFX} asking them to help him deliver a knock-out punch in Florida, which holds its primary in 10 days. 
Romney promised HIS supporters a victory there. {SOT - Mitt Romney/R-Presidential Candidate } 24-31 "we're now three 
contests into a long primary season... This is a hard fight because there's so much worth fighting for." Gingrich won big 
with last-minute voters... GFX 1 More than half of those polled said they made up their minds just over the past few 
days.... And of those who did, 45 percent voted for Gingrich... Only 24 percent finally decided on Mitt Romney. Gingrich 
also scored for his performances at recent debates... More than six in ten voters said the debates were an important 
factor in their decision... Among them, half voted for Gingrich, more than twice the number who voted for Romney. 
{STANDUP BRIDGE: Danielle Nottingham/CBS News/Columbia, SC} 59-109 A Gingrich victory in South Carolina means 
that none of the candidates has won more than one state. Iowa was awarded to Rick Santorum just this week, and New 
Hamphire went to Mitt Romney Rick santorum and Ron Paul finished at the back of the pack... Both are promising to take 
their campaigns to delegate-rich Florida. SOT - Ron Paul/R-Presidential Candidate "There's no doubt the momentum has 
been continuing and will continue, thank you very much." SOT - Rick Santorum "We go on to Florida, and Nevada.. And 
Maine... And the rest of th country." which will host its first debate on Monday night. Danielle Nottingham, CBS News, 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
 
1/22/12  10pm 
In our campaign 20-12 coverage tonight... <sot verbatim:  and we proved here in south carolina, people power beats 
people with big money.  And with your help we're going to prove it again in florida.>  that was newt gingrich late last 
night... Making his victory speech in south carolina. The race for the republican presidential nomination now turns to 
florida. The primary there is tuesday, january 31st.  The race is still wide open... With three winners so far in three states. 
Mitt romney arrived in florida this morning. He's working to get his campaign back on-track and also trying to stop the 
controversy over his taxes. He now says... He will release his 20-10 tax returns and 20-11 estimates tuesday. <sot 
verbatim: (:26-:32)(sot: mitt romney/(r) presidential candidate fox news)"we made a mistake holding off as long as we did.  
It was just a distraction and we want to get back to the real issues of the campaign." > rick santorum is also in florida. He 
says... He's not giving-in to pressure to drop-out... Despite his third place finish in south carolina. Ron paul says... He'll 
skip florida and will focus on states with caucuses. You can stay on top of this year's election... At kwch dot com. Just look 
for our campaign 20-12 section. 
 
1/23/12  6pm 
Tomorrow a bill to legalize medical marijuana goes before a house committee...    David mulford of hutchinson is one of 
several patients set to testify before lawmakers. He's suffered from muscle spasms and hernias for more than two 
decades. Mulford has tried multiple medications to help ease the pain, but says marijuana oil is the only thing that brings 
him relief. <sot verbatim: david mulford 1:17:47-02 "where are my rights as a patient, as a citizen,  as a kansan to choose 
a medication that i know works for me and is safer than the other stuff they are trying to push out there">     representative 
gail finney of wichita authored the medical marijuana bill.  She will also testify before the house committee tuesday. 
 
1/24/12  5pm 
The republican presidential candidates all have campaign stops in florida ahead of the state's primary next week. But 
today...most of the talk's centered mitt romney's financial information.romney released recent tax returns this morning 
morning after pressure from his republican opponents.  Here's a look -  mitt romney's tax returns show he made more 
than 40 million dollars over the past two years...in 2010 and 2011 -   he paid 6.2 million in federal income taxes.   
Considering romney's income came mostly from investments....his tax rate is lower than the average rate...at 14-point-5 
percent.  The returns also show...romney also gave money to charity -  7 million overall... At least 4 million to the mormon 
church. Omney offered no apologies during last night's debate. <sot verbatim:  "i pay all the taxes that are legally required 
and not a dollar more."> romney's 2010 returns show the candidate is among the top 1 percent of taxpayers.  The 
candidates square off for another debate thursday. 
 
1/25/12  10pm 
Covering the state legislature tonight.  It's a bill that's fallen short in the past...but supporters hope it has new life this year. 
<sot verbatim: 00:22:37 (0006qf) "the only reason we kept it open was because we thought we could get slots." > those 
were officials with the greyhound park in park city in 2007. That's when sedgwick county residents rejected slots at the 
park.    The park closed 90 days later and 250 people were out of a job.. The question fell short by about 200 votes.  
Supporters of the slots say this was because the question on the ballot was too confusing. Factfinder 12 takes a closer 



 

 

look. Here was the question on the ballot. It read "shall the kansas lottery be authorized to place electronic gaming 
machines in sedgwick county?" advocates of the slots believe the wording worried some voters that slot machines would 
be widespread across the county. Phil ruffin, the owner of the greyhound park pushed for a second vote after the first one 
failed. Bills in the state legislature to allow another vote haven't gone anywhere in past sessions- but this year, those in 
favor think things could be different. A  group called "wichita wins" began its push last year. Members aren't asking for tax 
subsidies. They say allowing the slots could mean hundreds of jobs. <sot verbatim: wildey 5:41  "it brings 500 jobs in.  It 
brings 100 million dollars in investment.  It brings construction jobs in.  That's in just sedgwick county alone."  5:49>  a bill 
allowing a second vote was introduced in the senate this week. It now heads to the federal and state affairs committee. 
Here's how the question would read for sedgwick county voters if it passes through the legislature.  It asks...."shall the 
operations of electronic gaming machines at the wichita greyhound park by the kansas lottery be permitted in sedgwick 
county?" we asked this very question to 500 sedgwick county residents in our exclusive factfinder 12 scientific survey.  
More than 70 percent are in favor of allowing the slots.  25 percent oppose and five percent are not sure.    If the slots are 
allowed  the "win wichita" group tells us the park could open again in a matter of 18 months. 
 
1/26/12  5pm 
President obama's five state campaign style tour stops in nevada and colorado today.  He's turning his attention to 
energy...  But a tense exchange with the governor of arizona overshadowed his message.  Randall pinkston has the  story 
from washington. 
 
1/27/12  10pm 
New at 10 tonight. A kansas lawmaker introduces a bill aimed at toughening child abuse reporting laws at state 
universities.  It was introduced in the house this week. The bill comes after the penn state sex abuse scandal and 
discussion over current laws designed to protect children and punish child predators.  If passed...it would require state 
post secondary education institutions to develop mandatory reporting standards for cases of child abuse. 
 
1/28/12  10pm 
It's the final weekend of campaigning before tuesday's florida primary. Newt gingrich and mitt romney are the frontrunners 
and they spent their days trying to sway undecided voters.  Danielle nottingham has the latest in our campaign 2012 
coverage. 
 
1/29/12  10pm 
If a kansas leader has his way, it could be *legal* for some companies to hire *illegal* immigrants. Good evening, i'm 
melissa scheffler. And i'm michael schwanke. The kansas agriculture secretary is seeking a waiver that allows specific 
companies to hire un-documented workers.  Some say it goes in the opposite direction of where kansas appears to be 
headed on immigration issues.    Eyewitness news reporter jim grawe has reaction from both side. 
 
1/30/12  5am 
Florida voters will head to the polls tomorrow in the state's presidential primary. It comes ten days after south carolina's 
primary. Most of the republican candidates will continue fanning across the florida today, but some of the contenders are 
turning their attention elsewhere. Susan mcginnis has the latest in the campaign 2012 this morning. 
 
1/31/12  5pm 
A texas man's resume gets some notice, ... From the president. <sot verbatim: if you send me your husband's resume, i'd 
be interested in finding out exactly what's happening right there, ... >     during a live chat last night, .. A woman from fort 
worth told the president her husband was an out of work engineer.  The president says he's in a field that's in great 
demand,... And according to what he's hearing from industry, her husband "should be able to find something right away.  
President obama says he'll look at the man's resume and forward it to technology companies. 
 
2/1/12  6pm 
Secretary of state kris kobach once again asks lawmakers to move up the second part of the new voter i-d law... That's 
the latest from the legislature the law already requires photo i-d at the polls... Next year voters registering for the first time 
will also have to show proof of citizenship. Kobach wants lawmakers to move that start date to june... Today he told a 
senate committee it would show kansans the state's serious about fighting election fraud... But opponents worry the state 
won't be ready in time... And that it will suppress voter registration. 
 
2/2/12  5pm 
Newt gingrich doesn't have trump's support, ..  But he should consider calling the music group abba. <sot verbatim: ) had 
to cut off my song. It's abba.  That was dancing queen so i didn't have to answer it. If it's super troopers it's my wife i have 
to answer it > gingrich says, he's  not going to tell anyone what his wife hears when he calls her. He says it's too 
embarrassing. 



 

 

 
2/4/12  6pm 
We're covering camapaign 20-12... The republican presidential contest is underway in nevada.  G-o-p voters are 
caucusing across the state. Eyewitness news correspondent bigad shaban is in las vegas where many voters say their 
number one concern is the economy. 
 
2/6/12  6pm 
A kansas prosecutor says he's not looking for a confrontation with state lawmakers... As he investigates possible open 
meeting violations. It's continuing coverage of a story we first brought you last week...  Governor sam brownback had 
seven meetings with republican lawmakers at his home last month...  The topeka capital journal and kansas press 
association asked for an investigation... Saying each party included the *majority* of lawmakers from several 
committees...  The governor's office says the dinners were only social gatherings... And policy wasn't discussed. Shawnee 
county district attorney chad taylor sent letters to the governor's office and lawmakers asking them to preserve potential 
evidence. <1:16 "as a sitting district attorney of this community, we don't prosecute democrats, we don't prosecute 
republicans, we prosecute people who break the law and that's really how i look at this situation" 1:27    > today taylor said 
he hopes to finish his investigation quickly...  A spokesperson for the governor's office says the administration's confident 
the gatherings did not violate the law.     
 
2/7/12  6pm 
Kansas lawmakers talk liquor at the capitol today... New at six, a committee hears debate over a proposal allowing sales 
of full strength beer and liquor at grocery and convenience stores...  It's an issue that's come up in year's past... Current 
kansas law only allows sales of full strength alcohol at liquor stores... Supporters say kansas is behind the times... And 
that the changes will allow businesses to grow... But liquor store owners say it will force hundreds of small businesses to 
close... <"we struggle to grow. There's food available everywhere. There's a lot of the retail sectors getting into the food 
business. It's hard for grocery stores to morph and change and get into the non-food categories."> <"as retail liquor 
stores, we don't have that kind of space to bring in more products like pop and chips. That was brought up too. We've 
never asked for pop or chips or oil products, gasoline. We've never asked for that.">  lawmakers only heard from 
supporters today... They'll hear from opponents tomorrow. 
 
2/8/12  5am 
State lawmakers are also looking at a bill that would alert senior citizens living in nursing homes...about violent and sexual 
offenders. The wichita eagle reports this morning... Offenders occasionally strike again... Even years after serving time for 
past crimes. Advocates say nursing homes should notify residents or their families when an offender moves in or already 
lives in the same building. But opponents say the bill would turn offenders away... Leaving them nowhere to go. 
 
2/9/12  6am 
While catholic leaders and some politicians oppose the administration's policy....  A new poll shows a majority of catholics 
nationwide want insurance to cover birth control.  The public religion research institute finds 58-percent of catholics 
support the administration's position. Support nationwide is 55-percent. Half of protestants want insurance to cover birth 
control at no cost... As do 61-percent of voters with no religious affiliation. Unless the health care reform law is overturned 
by the supreme court... Most employers must offer contraceptive coverage by august 1st.  Religously-affiliated institutions 
like newman have until 2-thousand-13 to offer coverage. 
 
2/10/12  10pm 
Advance ballots for a special election on a hotel sales tax are out and it's left some voters confused. Here's how the 
question reads. Some wichita voters say they don't understand the question because of the way it's written.the city says 
it's received dozens of calls about the question on the ballot since advanced ballots went out. The question refers to four 
different "charter ordinances" and doesn't specifically mention the hotel project.  The city's attorney says the state 
constitution requires the lengthy wording and they aren't allowed to change it.  The vote will be held february 28th. A yes 
means hotel developers get to keep a majority of guest tax money to put back into the ambassador hotel. A no means the 
tax money would go to promote local tourism instead.  You can see the question on the ballot again and learn more about 
the explanation behind the wording at kwch dot com. 
 
2/11/12  9am 
This isn't the first time confusion over a ballot question has been a problem in sedgwick county... In 2007, a question on 
slot machines at the wichita greyhound park failed by a small margin... Some said voters were confused about that ballot 
question... There's a new effort at the statehouse this year to put that issue to a vote again... With a more clearly worded 
question. 
 
2/14/12  6pm 



 

 

Florida does it... And kansas may soon become the second state to drug test people on welfare. A bill in topeka calls for 
random drug testing for the 13-thousand people receiving cash assistance. Many of the those who shop at "bread of life" 
pantry in wichita are on food stamps or cash assistance.   We asked handful of them about the proposal to cut-off 
recipients after a second failed test. All of them supported the idea in some way.< 09:39 "if somebody's got five kids they 
get a lot of cash assistance and a lot of food stamps.  And of they found out they were on drugs and dropped them from 
the program that money could go to help somebody who really needs it.">  the bill calls for a person to be cut-off 
permanently after a third positive drug test. You can read the entire bill for  yourself at kwch.com.   
 
2/15/12  10pm 
Kris kobach doesn't hide the fact he's active in the fight against illegal immigration in our country.<18:13:41 - before the 
election in 2010 i made it very clear that i would continue to fight illegal immigration in my spare time and the people of 
kansas made it clear in that election that they felt that was ok i think.> but on wednesday, amid protests to his views 
outside the kansas capital, he was given an open records request - wanting to know exactly how he spends his time. 
"when we spoke with kobach he says he spends between 40 and 60 hours a week on secretary of state duties... He says 
he does travel out of state for speaking engagements related to illegal immigration but does not use state money to get 
there and does so on his own time.. <18:17:01 - i think the bottom line is that time isn't the real issue here. The real issue 
is that you have two groups of people in organizations who just don't like what i'm doing either they favor illegal 
immigration and favor amnesty or they favor loser voting laws that make more room for fraud in our system.> kobach says 
the open records request will only show how much time he dedicates to doing the job he was elected to do. Megan 
strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 
 
2/16/12  5pm 
<Nats pop> *car going by* <0032kf stephen bowker / driver 5:50:38 - 5:50:47> well it's fast enough as it is really, i mean 
there's a lot of traffic and the over passes you know, you gotta watch everything the speed limit on kellogg is 60...but 
some think that's a little slow... <5:49:51 - 5:50:00 david black / driver> you're driving the speed limit and somebody blows 
past you and you know they're going 5, 10, 15 miles over the speed limit at least and police say...too often those drivers 
who put the pedal to the metal get into accidents... <5:42:50 - 5:43:02 captain rusty leeds / wichita pd> in the past three 
years, our fatalities on kellogg have increased in 09 we had two fatalities on kellogg, in 10 we had four and last year, in 
2011 we had five fatalities <take graphic> according to k-dot there were more than fourteen hundred accidents on a 
thirteen mile stretch of kellogg over two years...that's between the butler sedgwick county line and i-235 in the west part of 
wichita. That's why k-dot's asking for a law to allow certain stretches of roads to be designated as safety corridors... It will 
allow cities to tell k-dot certain roads are dangerous because of speeders and accidents...the department will study the 
road and decide if it should become a safety corridor... Kellogg is one possibility.. <5:41:11 - 5:41:16> we generally 
experience a higher volume of serious accidents on kellogg than we do in other parts of town  once a road becomes a 
safety corridor...if you get pulled over... <5:44:00 - 5:44:03 captain > they face the potential of having doubled fines those 
fines could reach three hundred dollars...something to remember if you want to go a little faster... 
 
2/17/12  6pm 
Sot: koch @  00:37 "we're not behind the construction of the pipeline.  We're not an owner.  We're not a shipper, or a 
customer, a proposed customer.  We have no financial interest in its construction." track: no matter how many times koch 
industries says it, groups like the sierra club and the occupy movement keep trying to make a financial connection 
between the company and the keystone x-l pipeline. General counsel mark holden says they bash koch's name to 
promote a political agenda and raise money. Sot:  yvonne @ 27:05 "why wichita?  Why call it occupy koch town?  Why 
put koch in the middle of this?  Well, it's an attention getter." track: the sierra club of kansas doesn't deny it's looking for 
attention.  Yvonne cather says this weekend's rally is designed to stop the pipeline project.  Fullscreen: occupy koch 
town's problems with koch industries go beyond the keystone pipeline.  The group says koch has a history of being anti-
environment with a record of oil pills, violations and multi-million dollar fines... Fullscreen: koch says it has made mistakes 
in the past -- and has been recognized with hundreds of environmental awards in recent years... 08:27 koch @ "we've 
grown.  We've learned from our mistakes and errors in the past for sure.  We try to do that every day.  And compliance for 
us, again we call it 10-thousand percent compliance."  fullscreen: the sierra club also take issues with koch's position on 
climate change... Sot: yvonne @ 33:56 "they are climate deniers and they have funded a lot of groups and organizations 
as not known donors to push their agenda." sot: 09:58 "the groups that we fund that may be involved in some of the 
scientific studies it's because we want to make sure whatever regulations or laws or whatever the issues are are based on 
sound science that's been tested and validated and not on people's assumptions or one side's opinions."  track: occupy 
koch town will be here throughout the weekend and security is tight at koch industries.  Brian heap, factifinder 12 
investigators.> 
 
2/18/12  9am 
It's called "occupy koch town" and the goal is to draw attention to the controversial keystone pipeline project. The protest 
began last night...   Protestors from the sierra club and the occupy movement will continue to rally in wichita against koch 



 

 

industries this weekend.  The groups say koch uses its power and money to promote dangerous energy policies for the 
country... Factfinder 12 investigator brian heap spoke with both sides of the debate... 
 
2/21/12  NOON 
a kansas house committee endorses legislation that supporters say would protect religious freedom...      But opponents 
believe it would allow discrimination based on sexual orientation.  The bill was adopted by the house judiciary committee 
monday... Now it's headed to the house.   One spokesperson says the bill will put guidelines in place that determine when 
government policies are too much of a burden on practicing religion.   Critics, including the kansas equality coalition, claim 
the bill's true intent is to discriminate against individuals based on sexual orientation. 
 
2/22/12  5am 
A possible change on the sedgwick county commission would also change the wichita city council. It's the latest this 
morning in the local campaign 2012 races...  Councilman jeff longwell announced tuesday night he is running for the 
county commission.  He wants the district three seat now held by karl peterjohn.  Longwell says he was asked to run-and 
he'll fight to build a stronger economic base. <sot verbatim:longwelli don't think saying no is going to get it done. I want to 
get in there and build a coalition and so some of the things i think this community needs (edit) peterjohn: i look forward to 
a lively discussion of the issues. As a staunch reagan conservative, i think i have an excellent and outstanding record 
that's very much in tune with voters in the third county commission district   >    longwell has been on the council since 2-
thousand-7.  Voters elected peterjohn to the commission a year later.  District 3 covers western sedgwick county including 
cheney and goddard. 
 
2/25/12  6pm 
It's a working weekend for the gop presidential hopefuls in michigan. mitt romney and rick santorum are each trying to win 
over party conservatives there, in the run-up to tuesday's primaries. eyewitness news reporter daniel nottingham has the 
latest. 
 
2/26/12  10pm 
Voters will see some changes when they head to the polls tuesday. The changes are part of the new voter i-d law. The 
process is now all electronic. People with certain i-d's... Like a state driver license... Will give it to a worker, who will scan 
the barcode. The electronic polling book is designed to eliminate error for voters and poll workers. Last month.... The 
western kansas town of cimarron (sim-er-on) was the first to vote under the state's new voter i-d law. Some lawmakers 
are debating whether to move-up another requirement in the law.  They want kansans to show proof of citizenship 
beginning in june of this year.    Right now... That part of the law isn't scheduled to take effect until 20-13. 
 
2/28/12  6am 
Wichitans head to the polls this morning for a special election.  Voters will decide if the ambassador hotel should get 
special tax breaks.  Eyewitness news reporter anne meyer joins us live from a polling location in east wichita.  Good 
morning anne. 
 
3/1/12  NOON 
In our campaign 20-12 coverage...  Presidential candidate Ron Paul is now scheduled to come to Wichita.  The Wichita 
Eagle reports the Kansans for Liberty organization is bringing Paul in for a pre-caucus rally.  The rally will be held at the 
Century II Convention Hall on March 9th.   The event isn't free, though, costing at least 25 dollars a ticket. 
 
3/2/12  5am  
In the campaign 2012.... Ron paul is coming to wichita.   the republican presidential candidate will be in town next friday -- 
march 9th.   that's the day before the kansas republican caucus.  paul is a featured speaker at a kansans for liberty event 
at century two.   the other three republican candidates have been invited to attend. 
 
3/5/12  NOON 
Kansas is gearing up for a politically charged week.   the kansas caucus is set for this saturday.  some presidential 
candidates say they will make an appearance in kansas.    both ron paul and newt gingrich say they will be here friday.    
rick santorum has already set up campaign headquarters in wichita, but has not said if he'll make an appearance.    and 
the candidate with the most delegates, mitt romney, currently has no presence in the state.  
 
3/6/12  6pm 
They haven't been allowed in kansas for decades...  but happy hours are a step closer for bars, clubs and restaurants...  
it's the latest from the legislature...  today the house gave tentative approval to a bill that would allow bar owners to have 
times with special drink discounts.  current liquor laws require drinks to have the same price all day long.   supporters of 
the measure say business owners should dictate drink prices... 



 

 

 
3/7/12  6pm 
New at six... A third of the house and a majority of state senate want to delay the governor's plan for medicaid reform...  
earlier this year the governor announced "kancare", reforming state medicaid, which provides care for seniors, children 
and the disabled.   but lawmakers are circulating a petition to postpone the start of the program until july first, 2013.  they 
want to study the plan's long term support and affects on hospitals and care providers. 
 
3/8/12  5pm 
Two presidential candidates are expected to campaign in wichita tomorrow in advance of saturday's republican party 
caucus.   rick santorum will appear at a rally  at jabara airport at 4 o'clock.  there is no cost to attend santorum's event.  
ron paul is one of the scheduled speakers at a 2 o'clock kansans for liberty rally at century two.   it costs 25 dollars to 
attend that rally.   mitt romney has no plans to visit kansas.  newt gingrich had announced campaign events in wichita that 
were later canceled. 
 
3/9/12  6pm 
Both santorum and paul made stops earlier today in topeka, as well.  as jim mentioned the other two g-o-p presidential 
candidates have not come to kansas.  mitt romney has not announced any appearances in kansas...   and newt gingrich 
canceled his visit to focus instead on southern states. 
 
3/10/12  9am 
In our campaign 2012 coverage.  the kansas caucuses are today and two candidates on the ballot will make a stop in 
wichita.  hundreds showed up at jabara airport for this rally for rick santorum.  the republican presidential hopeful told the 
crowd that he's for smaller government.   santorum says the number one issue for him is government over reach with 
taxes and regulations.  "we think that the values that i've been talking about on the campaign trail and my record and 
vision are just hitting the sweet spot here in kansas.    santorum figures to do well in saturday's voting at the 96 sites 
around the state. 
 
3/13/12  6pm 
A trip to the grocery store could get a little cheaper under a proposal in the kansas house...   it's the latest from the 
legislature tonight...   the proposal would eliminate sales tax on groceries...   the amendment came out of discussions on a 
proposal to reduce income tax rates for individuals and some businesses...  the lawmaker behind the amendment says all 
kansas residents deserved to have more money in their pockets...   but ending the tax would cost the state 350-million 
dollars a year.      
 
3/15/12  6am 
The kansas house approves a package of tax cuts, despite misgivings over its cost... And concerns that it favors the 
wealthy.  the plan cuts income taxes... And would eliminate sales tax on some groceries.   it would cost the state as much 
as 425 million dollars.   the plan now goes to the senate, where it faces a tougher challenge. 
 
3/16/12  5am 
The republicans running for president have spent weeks criticizing each other.  now they are starting to get hit hard by 
president obama as he starts making more campaign stops. 
 
3/19/12  10pm 
Wichita councilman michael o'donnell... Goes before the "kansas governmental ethics commission" later this week.   
wednesday's hearing will determine if o'donnell used his city computer and e-mail address improperly.    at issue... Emails 
o'donnell sent soliciting donations for long-time friend, state senator garrett love.   o'donnell says... The mistake was un-
intentional.   but he told eyewitness news last month... He believes the investigation is political.  o'donnell sent the emails 
last october -- just a few months after being sworn-in.  the ethics commission could fine him up to five-thousand dollars. 
 
3/20/12  10pm 
Now the latest from the kansas legislature...As the senate gives initial approval on a bill to cut taxes.  lawmakers rejected 
several proposals from governor brownback.   instead they agreed to lower the state sales tax to 5-point-7 percent next 
year.  brownback wanted to keep it at 6-point-3 percent to offset income tax cuts.  the senate also rejected a plan by the 
governor to eliminate tax deductions including those for charitable giving.  the senate voted to reduce the income tax 
brackets from 3 to 2.  they also lowered tax rates for businesses.   a final vote is set for tomorrow.  if approved -- 
lawmakers would need work out the differences between the senate and house versions.   head to k-w-c-h dot-com to 
read more about the tax proposals...  and find out how to contact your lawmaker. 
 
3/21/12  5am 



 

 

Your taxes could go down next year...  that's if kansas lawmakers approve a bill cutting taxes.   a final vote is expected 
today.  it's the latest from the kansas legislature...  on tuesday, lawmakers rejected several proposals from governor 
brownback.   instead they agreed to lower the state sales tax to 5-point-7 percent next year.   brownback wanted to keep it 
at 6-point-3 percent to offset income tax cuts.  the senate also rejected a plan by the governor to eliminate tax deductions 
including those for charitable giving.    the senate voted to reduce the income tax brackets from 3 to 2.  they also lowered 
tax rates for businesses.  if the bill is approved -- lawmakers would need work out the differences between the senate and 
house versions.   head to k-w-c-h dot-com to read more about the tax proposals...    and find out how to contact your 
lawmaker. 
 
3/22/12  6am 
It's a bill that's received little opposition in the kansas legislature...Meant to help keep victims of abuse...safe for life. I can't 
begin to tell you, unless i have my paper in front of me, the injustices that my daughter and have both gone through   
kristy didn't want us to show her face...but because of her experiences...she's been leading the fight for  lawmakers to try 
and make lifetime protection from abuse orders a reality.    in 2003 her daughters father plead no contest to aggravated 
battery after breaking the one month old baby's arm. And while he's currently in prison - he's made comments about being 
with his daughter, without kristy, when he's released. I changed our names and social security numbers...going through a 
sealed identity. I've had my child fingerprinted, i've save her teeth for dna in case of a future abduction Stand-up - here's 
how it currently works - if you're looking for protection you need to fill out paperwork, giving reasons for the protection, with 
the county and go through a hearing. If approved, an abuser won't be allowed any contact with you for one year - that's 
where the bill will change things, extending that time period up to the lifetime of the offender. It's going to make sentencing 
harsher, it's going to make it easier where i don't have to think about going back every single year and try to prove, 
because that's another thing, victims are having to try and prove that they need a protection order Kristy hopes help isn't 
far off....With a house committee is expected to finish work on the bill next week - and a governor's signature expected 
shortly after. 
 
3/23/12  6am 
"I have heard of something similar, but noting like this, it is unique". These workers are scooping and smashing because 
they know folks will be spending.  "the sugar cookies are famous, the wedding cake is famous" "it's a real privilege to be 
apart of the cash mob". Sugar sisters bakery is just one delano business that will be taking part in saturday's cash mob. 
The goal - to get as many people to spend money at delano businesses. They say they are doubling stock around the 
bakery to prep for higher than normal business, they even lost count of how many cupcakes they've churned out. "a whole 
bunch we are making tons".  "its been one week since this craziness started" Jill miller is the brains beyond the event, she 
stumbled upon the idea on the internet.miller says this is the first time a cash mob has taken place in the greater wichita-
area. "and with the support of the community and the facebook community this has really really taken off". I spoke to her 
at auntie mae's attic which is another store looking to gain some sales saturday. "delano is exactly that it's own little 
community" Whether you shop or eat...these delano business hope you stop and spend this weekend.  In delano karl man 
kwch 12 eyewitness.  
 
3/24/12  9am 
the owner of a mcpherson construction company will lead the kansas department of transportation.  friday governor sam 
brownback introduced mike king as the new transportation secretary.   he's owned king enterprise group, which does 
projects for the oil and gas industry.   king replaces deb miller, who left last year to take a job in the private sector. 
 
3/26/12  6pm 
The latest proposal to re-draw kansas congressional districts would split topeka in half.  under the latest measure 
approved by the redistricting committee, part of topeka would move to the first district with central and western kansas... 
The rest would remain in the 2nd district of eastern kansas.   the proposal now goes to the full house for debate. 
 
 
 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Council Member-Board of Youth 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster club Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children‟s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 



 

 

Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259‟s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Community Leadership and Development Project, member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Program Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Board Member – SER Jobs for Progress 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 



 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association‟s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid‟s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our employees emcee, educate, 

entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

January 2012 

10 Yoder Elem.  3-6 grade WX talk 60 Mark Larson 

17 SG Co. Extension Master 

Naturalists training  

WX/Climate talk 75 Mark  Larson 

19 USD 259 Battle of the Books MC 40 Mark Larson 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

February 2012 

2 Hays Chamber of Commerce Dinner speaker 450 Merril Teller 

3 Hays Chamber of Commerce Chamber Chat 50 Merril Teller 

4 Big Brothers/Big Sisters Bowl for Kids Sake 200 Merril Teller 

7 Wichita 259 Washington ES Weather talk 75 Rodney Price 

15 Children‟s Miracle Network Advisory Board meeting 20 Merril Teller 

16 Wichita 259 Isely ES Weather talk 50 Rodney Price 

18 Miss Kansas Organization Wichita Women‟s Fair 1000s Emily Deaver 

21 Wichita Public Schools All City Concert 2200 Mark Larson 

26 Wichita Public Schools All City Concert 500 Melody Petit 

27 Wichita Public Schools All City Orchestra Concert 500 Emily Deaver 

7 Bostick Elem 259 4-5 grade WX talk 120 Mark Larson 

15 Central Plains HS Met. Class Station visit – WX talk 18 Mark Larson 

29 Wichita Area Home School 

Association 

WX talk 80 Mark Larson 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

March 2012 

7 South High School Career fair 289 Roger Cornish 

30  Dancing w/ Local Stars 250 Shane & Emily 

31 Great Bend Expo Business expo 4,212 Roger Cornish 

31 MS Society Walk MS 2000 Emily Deaver 

8 Shirley Mayes Head Start Pre-school book read 60 Mark Larson 

13 Slate Creek Elem. Newton 2 grade WX talk 90 Mark Larson 

16 Eastminster Preb. Church Senior Lunch WX talk 100 Lance Ferguson/Mark Larson 

22 Scmidt and Sons Implimet  Open House WX talk 300 Mark Larson 

30 Andover Elem. 2 grade WX talk 90 Mark Larson 

     

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab. 



 

 

 



 

 

KBS (Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc.) airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
PSA Title Length KWCH KBSD KBSH KBSL 

914 Pet Adoption :30 44 50 50 64 

915 Pet Adoption :30 38 52 51 64 

931 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :60 58 34 46 38 

932 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :30 36 54 50 67 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60 36 30 40 56 

936 Ad Council Veteran Support "Alone" :60 11 29 23 30 

940 ADA/Diabetes “A Toast” :60 26 54 44 54 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity “We Can” :60 12 36 54 60 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 4 50 42 56 

950 Making Home Affordable :60 6 66 24 60 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 2 44 40 62 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30 28 61 51 65 

956 Friends of the Libraries :15 34 65 72 69 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 8 54 44 44 

962 Red Cross “1st Time Giving” :30 24 68 57 73 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 23 59 59 59 

964 Feeding America “Matt & Steve” :30 18 61 63 63 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Hospital" :30 2 5 3 4 

971 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Ambulance" :30 1 4 5 3 

974 Nat’l Runaway Switchboard “Ludacris” :60 2 52 44 46 

977 The ARC “Hages” :60 - 44 30 46 

980 Pet Adoption “Cell Phone” :30 15 73 65 54 

981 Arbor Day “Tree City” :60 2 50 50 40 

982 Kansas State High School Activities Assoc :30 16 53 65 51 

983 Kansas State High School Activities Assoc :30 10 45 61 46 

985 Pet Adoption “Sand Castle” :30 6 65 69 56 

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters “Start Something” :60 2 36 58 58 

990 Reconnect Kids w/ Nature “This is a Forest” :30 5 73 64 54 

991 Horn of Africa Relief “Anthem” :30 5 67 59 61 

992 Horn of Africa Relief “Uma” :30 8 67 61 66 

993 Wasting Water is Weird “Waterfall” :30 2 64 61 62 

994 Wasting Water is Weird “Dishwasher” :30 4 61 61 67 

995 Peace Corps “Conversations” :60 - 32 40 34 

 
 
 



 

 

FCC Report 

First Quarter 2012 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  Tours are tailored to the 

individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-age children.  It focuses on the history of the 

broadcasting facility and explains the types of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the 

Promotions Department, and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

January 2012 
01/16/2012  11 AM   10  Tiger Cubs 

01/20/2012  11:40 AM  20   Middle/High School Students 

01/25/2012  11:45 AM  10  High School Students 

 

February 2012 

02/01/2012  4:45 PM  6  Boy Scouts 

02/06/2012  11:45 AM  10  High School Students 

02/15/2012  5:00 PM  10   Boy Scouts 

 

March 2012 

03/07/2012  3:45 PM  10  High School Students 

03/28/2012  9 AM   20  Middle/High School Students 

03/28/2012  2 PM   20  Middle/High School Students 

 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by providing an online 

Community Calendar to our viewing public. The Community Calendar is available for local 

groups and individuals to promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three 

of our websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We‟ve designed our calendar to 

be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we list hundreds of events that 

happen throughout our viewing area that services nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of 

these events include, but are not limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club 

meetings, city hall meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

01/01/12 Guests: Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), Ron Paul supporter (1); former Representative J.C. Watts (R-OK), Newt 

Gingrich supporter (2); former Senator Jim Talent (R-MO), Mitt Romney supporter (2); Norah O‟Donnell, CBS 

News Chief White House Correspondent (3); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (3); Mike Allen, Chief 

White House Correspondent, Politico (3); David Yepsen, Director, Paul Simon Public Policy Institute (3) 

1) Topics include: speculation regarding Representative Ron Paul‟s chances in the upcoming Iowa caucus / reasons 

behind Representative Paul‟s appeal to Democrats and Independents 

2) Topics include: former Representative Watts‟ reasons for supporting Newt Gingrich / belief that Mr. Gingrich‟s 

dropping poll numbers are due to the many negative advertisements, paid for by super PACs supporting Mitt 

Romney, that have aired in Iowa / Governor Mitt Romney‟s claim that he does not support super PACs / examples 

from former Senator Talent as to why Mr. Romney is the stronger candidate 

3) Topics include: importance of the upcoming Iowa caucus / low polling numbers from voters who identify 

themselves as Evangelicals; update on the Obama campaign; speculation as to which candidate will drop out after 

the Iowa caucus 

 

01/08/12 Guests: General Martin Dempsey, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (1); Leon Panetta, Secretary of Defense (1); 

Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee, Mitt Romney supporter (2) 

1) Topics include: reaction to Republican criticism regarding the January 7 announcement from the Obama 

administration outlining changes in the strategy and structure of the American military / reasons behind the changes 

in policy and what it means for the future requirements and capabilities of the military / primary message this 

change sends to the rest of the world / response to those who believe that the size of the American military is already 

too small; policy regarding Iran and the belief that they are trying to obtain nuclear weaponry / possibility that Iran 

will react to international sanctions by blocking off the Straits of Hormuz -- a major waterway used for transporting 

oil / call for the international community -- particularly Israel -- to work together; assurance that the Iraqi 

government is capable of maintaining the safety of the remaining American civilians in Iraq; pledge to the world 

that America intends to remain the strongest military power 

2) Topics include: support for the policy changes to the military, but concern regarding how these changes will be 

perceived by the rest of the world / belief that the current government breakdown in Iraq, along with Iran‟s 

influence, could result in a civil war in that country / criticism of the Obama administration for not being more 

supportive of the Iranian demonstrators; reasoning behind Senator McCain‟s decision to endorse his one-time 

political rival Mitt Romney / commitment to endorse the Republican nominee 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

01/15/12 Guests: Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, Former Speaker of the House of Representatives (1); 

former Senator Rick Santorum (R-PA), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Senator Jim DeMint (R-SC), Author, 

“Now or Never: Saving America from Economic Collapse” (3); Jodi Kantor, Author, “The Obamas”, 

Correspondent, The New York Times (4) 

1) Topics include: need for the Republican candidate to be someone in “sharp contrast with Obama” / reasons why 

Mr. Gingrich feels that he is a better candidate than Mitt Romney / criticism of Mr. Romney‟s work as governor of 

Massachusetts / further explanation of Mr. Gingrich‟s appearance on the January 3rd edition of THE EARLY 

SHOW, where when asked, Mr. Gingrich called Mr. Romney a liar / commitment to fix any inaccuracies that may 

appear in his campaign ads / belief that Mr. Romney is far too liberal and will ultimately collapse under the pressure 

of running against President Obama 

2) Topics include: Mr. Santorum‟s agreement with Mr. Gingrich that Mr. Romney is far too liberal and will 

ultimately collapse under the pressure of running against President Obama / Mr. Santorum‟s reasons why he feels 

that he is the better candidate than Mr. Romney, Representative Paul, or Mr. Gingrich 

3) Topics include: pledge of support for any of the Republican candidates hoping to win the party‟s nomination / 

reaction to a quote appearing in The New York Times magazine, from the head of the Spartanburg, South Carolina 

Tea Party, stating that she “does not know a single Tea Party person who does not despise Mitt Romney to the very 

core of their being” / plan to not endorse any of the candidates, instead focusing on the Senate Conservatives‟ Fund; 

explanation behind “No Compromise with Democrats”, a chapter title from his book; belief that it is not unusual that 

conservatives have not converged on one Republican candidate 

4) Topics include: Ms. Kantor‟s surprise by the negative reaction coming from the White House regarding her book 

on the Obama White House / belief that Mrs. Obama is portrayed in a positive light, not as an “angry black woman”, 

as stated by Mrs. Obama in her interview with Gayle King, co-anchor of CBS THIS MORNING 

 

01/22/12 Guests: Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, Former Speaker of the House of Representatives (1); 

Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (2); former Governor Haley Barbour (R-MS), former Chairman, Republican 

National Committee (2); Kelly Evans, Columnist, The Wall Street Journal (3); Joe Klein, Columnist, Time (3) 

1) Topics include: Mr. Gingrich‟s surprise victory in the January 21st South Carolina primary / reaction to the ABC 

News interview with his ex-wife, Marianne Gingrich, in which she claimed that he asked for an open marriage / 

response to recent comments from fellow Republican candidate Mitt Romney, claiming that Mr. Gingrich is both 

too similar to President Obama and an unsuitable candidate / belief that Mr. Romney is having a difficult time 

relating to people because he is inauthentic / positive reaction to Mr. Schieffer‟s proposal of appearing with Mr. 

Romney in FACE THE NATION‟s first hour-long broadcast next Sunday 

2) Topics include: praise for Mr. Gingrich‟s debate performance and victory in the South Carolina primary from 

Senator Graham / explanation from former Governor Barbour of what makes a candidate part of the Republican 

establishment / praise for both Mr. Romney and Mr. Gingrich; defense from former Governor Barbour over his 

decision to pardon two hundred former and current prisoners as he left office 

3) Topics include: analysis of the South Carolina debate / how changes in the Republican party are impacting Mr. 

Gingrich and Mr. Romney / key issues for campaigning in Florida -- the housing crisis and entitlement concerns, 

such as Medicare and Social Security 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

01/29/12 Guests: Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, Former Speaker of the House of Representatives (1); 

Representative Michele Bachmann, (R-MN) (2) (6); Donald Trump, entrepreneur (3) (7); Reince Priebus, Chair, 

Republican National Committee (4); Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL), Chair, Democratic 

National Committee (5); Representative Allen West (R-FL) (6); Representative Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL) (6); Dave 

Barry, humorist, columnist, The Miami Herald (8); Marc Caputo, political writer, The Miami Herald (8); John 

Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (8) 

1) Topics include: reasons why Mr. Gingrich feels that Mitt Romney is too dishonest to be president / commitment 

to continue his bid for the Republican nomination, regardless of the outcome in Tuesday‟s Florida primary 

2) Topics include: Representative Bachmann‟s refusal to give her opinion as to whether or not she agrees with New 

Gingrich‟s negative opinion of Mitt Romney, believing that it is up to the voters to decide / assurance that the Tea 

party is still relevant and has played a role in the Republican debates; decision to run for reelection in her 

congressional district 

3) A brief excerpt of an interview conducted yesterday with Mr. Trump, in which he expresses his concern over the 

level of hatred between the Republican candidates. 

4) Topics include: belief that tough primaries make better candidates / November‟s election will ultimately be a 

referendum on President Obama / criticism of President Obama‟s job performance; disagreement with Sarah Palin‟s 

Facebook posting where she says that it is not Gingrich versus Romney, but the Republican establishment versus the 

Tea Party; opinion that all of the Republican candidates are men of integrity 

5) Topics include: examples of why Representative Wasserman Schultz believes that Mitt Romney is out of step 

with the priorities of Floridians / rumor that Senator Marco Rubio of Florida will be chosen as a running mate to the 

Republican nominee / disagreement with poll results from The Miami Herald indicating that Mitt Romney would 

beat President Obama / reaction to Donald Trump‟s suggestion that he may enter the presidential race as an 

independent 

6) Topics include: Representative Diaz-Balart‟s support for Mitt Romney / Representative Bachmann‟s belief that 

the creation of the Tea Party has caused the Republican Party to return to its basic values; criticism of President 

Obama‟s job performance; disagreement with Newt Gingrich‟s opinion that Mitt Romney is not conservative 

enough; differing opinions as to whether or not President Obama deserves credit for accomplishing anything during 

his presidency, including giving the order to kill Osama bin Laden 

7) Additional footage of yesterday‟s interview with Mr. Trump, in which he discusses both the strengths and 

weaknesses of Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney, as well as the possibility of himself entering the race as an 

independent. 

8) Topics include: reasons behind the shift from Newt Gingrich to Mitt Romney in the polls / how a win for Mr. 

Romney in the Florida primary will impact Mr. Gingrich / highly negative tone of the political ads airing in Florida / 

Mr. Gingrich‟s need to be able to connect with the voters / support for poll results indicating that Mitt Romney, not 

Newt Gingrich, would be the Republican candidate to beat President Obama in a general election 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

01/01/12 “The Majority Leader” - an interview / profile of House Majority Leader Eric Cantor, the Republican 

Congressman who has played a pivotal role in the recent bipartisan standoffs over the deficit reduction, extending 

the payroll tax cut, and passing President Obama‟s jobs bill.  Includes comments by Cantor‟s wife, Diana.  (C: 

Lesley Stahl - P: Karen M. Sughrue) 

“The Perfect Score” - in his first interview about his criminal fraud, nineteen-year-old college student Sam 

Eshaghoff tells how he was able to take the SAT and ACT college admissions exams for other students who paid 

him thousands of dollars to do so.  Also includes interviews with Kathleen Rice, Nassau County (Long Island, NY) 

District Attorney, and Kurt Landgraf, president of the Educational Testing Service (ETS).  (C: Alison Stewart - P: 

Katherine Davis) 

“Alone On The Wall” - an interview / profile of Alex Honnold, a 26-year-old rock climber who practices “free 

solo” climbing -- in which the climber uses only his hands and feet, and no ropes or protection. The 60 MINUTES 

cameras follow his free solo climb up Sentinel Mountain in Yosemite National Park.  Also includes comments by 

John Long, former expert rock climber.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Jeff Newton) (OAD: 10/02/11) 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

01/08/12 “Stem Cell Fraud” - a second report (see also “21st Century Snake Oil” OAD: 04/18/10) on the growing Internet 

trade in fake stem cell cures, where medical conmen are offering false hope for currently incurable illnesses.  This 

report focuses on Dan Ecklund - an American doctor whose license has been revoked - and his Ecuador-based Stem 

Tech Labs.  Includes interviews with: Dan Ecklund; Gary and Judy Susser, parents of Adam, a cerebral palsy victim; 

Dr. Joanne Kurtzberg, chief scientific officer of a stem cell research program at Duke University. Also includes an 

update on “21st Century Snake Oil”.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill) 

“Marine Brothers” - a report on five sets of brothers, all Marines, who serve in the same battalion in Afghanistan.  

Includes interviews with: Lance Cpl. Joshua Beans and Cpl. Daniel Beans; Lance Cpl. Will Hernandez; Gunnery 

Sgt. Hector Vega; Lt. Col. Todd Zink, commanding officer, Lone Star Battalion; Major Mark Wood, company 

commander, Lone Star Battalion; Lone Star Battalion. (C: Lara Logan - P: Tom Anderson, Richard Butler) 

“The Most Expensive Food in the World” - a report on the harvesting, sale and consumption of truffles, the edible 

fungi that are, ounce for ounce, the world‟s most expensive food.  Harvests in Italy and France are down, and an 

influx of cheap Chinese truffles are criticized for being inferior in taste and a threat to the market.  Includes 

interviews with: Olga Urbani, whose company controls seventy percent of the world‟s truffle trade; Bruno, the 

French chef and restaurateur; Michel Tournayre, truffle farmer; Pierre Jean Pebyre, French packager of Chinese 

truffles.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Ira Rosen) 

 

01/15/12 “Groupon” - an interview with Andrew Mason, the founder and CEO of Groupon, the Internet company whose 

online subscribers receive daily e-mails with discount coupons from local businesses.  Also includes an interview 

with Andrew Ross Sorkin, financial columnist, The New York Times, and CNBC host.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar 

Bar-On) 

“Qatar” - a profile of the tiny and prosperous Middle Eastern nation of Qatar, a stable country surrounded by the 

unrest of its Arab neighbors.  Qatar‟s television network, Al Jazeera, is seen as the engine of the various populist 

uprisings called the Arab Spring.  Includes interviews with: Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, emir of Qatar; 

Fahad al Attiyah, adviser to the royal family; Sheik Hamid Bin Jasim, prime minister of Qatar; Faisal al-Qasim, Al 

Jazeera talk show host.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Harry A Radliffe II) 

“Jake” - an interview / profile of Jake Barnett, a thirteen-year-old math and science prodigy, on full scholarship at 

the joint Indiana University-Purdue campus in Indianapolis. At the age of three, he had been diagnosed with autism, 

but the more he was exposed to the sciences, the more he began to communicate. Includes interviews with his 

parents, Kristine and Michael Barnett; Joanne Ruthsatz, psychology professor, Ohio State; Yogesh Joglekar, physics 

professor, Indiana University / Purdue University.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Katy Textor) 

 

01/22/12 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Into The Wild” 

 

01/29/12 “Defense Secretary Panetta” - an interview / profile of Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta.  Among the topics of 

discussion are the potential response of the United States should Iran develop a nuclear weapon; and the elimination 

of Osama bin Laden when Panetta was head of the CIA, including his personal suspicion that someone in the 

Pakistani government knew of bin Laden‟s presence there.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster) 

“The Commissioner” - an interview with National Football League Commissioner Roger Goodell, who discusses 

the responsibilities and challenges he faces in presiding over the NFL, the most successful entertainment business in 

America, with an annual revenue of $10 billion. Includes comments by Steve Bisciotti, owner of the Baltimore 

Ravens; Robert Kraft, owner of the New England Patriots; DeMaurice Smith, NFL Players Association; Carl 

Johnson, NFL vice president of officiating; Ray Anderson, NFL head of operations.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Draggan 

Mihailovich, L. Franklin Devine) 

“Big Game Hunting” - a report on Texas ranchers who breed exotic big game African animals, some of which are 

either endangered or extinct in the wild.  The ranchers allow the animals to roam free on their large ranches, and 

charge hunters  substantial fees to hunt them for sport.  The ranchers claim they are preserving these species; animal 

rights people strongly disagree.  Includes interviews with: Charly Seale, Texas rancher and executive director of the 

Exotic Wildlife Association; Priscilla Feral, president, Friends of Animals; David Bamberger, Texas rancher; Pat 

Condy, conservationist.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

01/07/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Family Affair” - a report on the 2008 murders of Philip Heidt and his son Carey Heidt, 

the shooting of Philip‟s wife, Linda Heidt, and the secret extra-marital affair of Carey‟s wife Robin with his brother 

Craig Heidt, who has been convicted of the murders of his father and his brother. The Heidt family lived in the small 

town of Springfield Georgia. Philip Heidt, a real estate developer was married to Linda.  They had three sons, Chris, 

Craig and Carey. Carey became his father‟s business partner and married Robin. They seemed the perfect Southern 

family -- but Robin Heidt had been having an affair with her brother-in-law Craig Heidt, the self-described black 

sheep of the family. She even told her husband about the affair. Carey was distraught, but no fool: he removed 

Robin from his life insurance policy. During one of their trysts, Philip hired a helicopter to track them down because 

he wanted hard evidence of their affair. Carey and Robin then separated; he went to stay with his parents. Then, on 

August 25, 2008, the crime occurred. Philip and Carey were fatally shot with a shotgun;  Linda Heidt miraculously 

survived, turning her head at the moment of  the shooting. With nothing taken from inside the house - money and 

jewelry untouched -  investigators concluded the motive was murder.  Detectives gave Robin the news: she says she 

immediately confronted Craig, who said he didn‟t do it. Police immediately zeroed in on Craig. Linda Heidt did not 

see the shooter, but is adamant that Craig didn‟t do it -- circumstantial evidence said otherwise. Four months after 

the murders, Craig moved in with Robin and her children was essentially living Carey‟s life. Nine months later 

Craig asked Robin to marry him. In May 2009, Craig Heidt was arrested for the murders. His mother and brother 

stood by him during the trial; Robin did not. He was found guilty. Family members insist he didn‟t get a fair trial. 

Epilogue: In November 2011, Robin married Bradley Cave, who had spent a year in mandatory drug rehabilitation.  

In December 2011, a lawyer for the Heidt children asked a court to remove them from Robin‟s care and let them live 

with Linda. The judge gave Linda immediate custody, ordered monies from the Heidt trust to be paid to Linda for 

care of the children. Robin was also to turn over the children‟s Social Security payments. She did not and a warrant 

was issued. She spent two days in jail right before Christmas. On screen text graphic: Craig Heidt is appealing his 

conviction. Interviewed: family members Robin Heidt, Linda Heidt, Chris Heidt; Michael Muldrew, prosecutor; Dr. 

James Downs, medical examiner; Jimmie McDuffie, sheriff, Effingham County, Georgia; Eugene Howard, agent in 

charge, Georgia Bureau of Investigations;  Ed Myrick, sheriff‟s firearms instructor; James Dingledein, police 

officer; Dow Bonds, Craig Heidt‟s attorney.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Paul LaRosa, Cassandra Marshall, Michelle 

Feuer) 

 

01/14/12 PREEMPTION 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

01/21/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Shelley’s Last Breath” (9:00-10:00p) - an investigation into the 1999 scuba diving 

death of Shelley Tyre while on vacation on the Caribbean isle of Tortola.  Police questioned her husband and dive 

partner David Swain about every detail of the dive; autopsy results were inconclusive.  Shelley, a school principal 

who, in the early 1990s, had met and married David Swain, a divorced father of two, who ran a dive shop, was an 

adventurous woman who couldn‟t care less about money.  Her parents insisted on a pre-nuptial agreement and 

David Swain agreed he would receive no money if they divorced.  With her death, he collected more than $600,000 

from her estate.  What her parents could not understand was Swain‟s lack of emotion regarding Shelley‟s death.  He 

explained that he didn‟t know had happened to Shelley during the dive.  Although divers are supposed to swim in 

pairs, she was diving alone – he had gone elsewhere in the water.  One year after her death, her parents hired an 

attorney and sent him and his team of experts to Tortola to investigate.  After several months, they uncovered 

evidence which they believed proved David Swain was lying. 48 HOURS hired an underwater forensic expert to 

examine the evidence; he also concluded that it was much more than a diving accident.  Her parents believed that 

Shelley‟s decision to change jobs and take a substantial pay cut may have been the motive for murder.  In 2006, they 

sued David Swain in civil court for wrongful death and won.  Armed with this, the Tyres persuaded the authorities 

in Tortola to re-open the case: island prosecutors charged Swain with the murder of his wife.  Ten years after 

Shelley‟s death and after two years in a Tortola prison, the trial began.  Certain information about David Swain 

became public during the trial – his father had been convicted of sexual abuse and sent to prison.  His mother was 

bludgeoned to death by his brother, Richard.  This information, along with testimony from his children and ex-wife 

was used to explain his behavior.  In the end, David Swain was found guilty of murder and sentenced to life in 

prison.  Update for this 01/21/12 rebroadcast: In September 2011, a three-judge panel overturned David Swain‟s 

guilty verdict and he was released from prison.  Updated onscreen graphics:  In December, David Swain was 

arrested and charged with drunk driving. If convicted, he could face up to a year in prison. Swain has never paid the 

Tyree family the 3.5 million in damages from the 2006 wrongful death judgement. With interest, it‟s now more than 

8 million. Interviewed: David Swain; Jen Bloom and Jeremy Swain, David‟s children: Richard and Lisa Tyre, 

Shelley‟s parents; Don Badger, Shelley‟s co-worker; John Langella, David‟s friend and fellow scuba instructor; 

Sandy Wheeler, David‟s ex-wife; Jeff Morgan, San Bernardino, California Sheriff‟s Department; Keith Royle, dive 

boat captain; Bill Oliver, scuba gear designer; Neil Tassel and Tim Bradl, David‟s defense attorneys; Jim Erickson, 

former Minneapolis assistant district attorney; Hayden St. Clair Douglas, local counsel working with David‟s 

defense team.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Jay Young, Patti Aronofsky, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 05/08/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 

03/05/11) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

01/21/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Showdown in the Bedroom” (10:00-11:00p) - a followup to “Shootout at the Hills” 

(OAD: 11/27/10), a report on the November 14, 2006 shooting of Danny Hill, by his wife, Charlene. Charlene 

claimed that their seemingly happy life together was a facade and that she shot him in self-defense. Charlene‟s years 

of suffering physical abuse from Danny was well documented by police reports and hospital visits. Their children 

even admitted that their father, Danny, was abusive, but that he had mellowed after he and their mother had survived 

a near-fatal motorcycle accident in August 2003 and that their mother had often instigated the arguments, leaving 

Danny with no choice but to react the way he did. At the trial, prosecutors questioned Charlene‟s claim of self-

defense and claimed that the multi-million dollar estate was the motive. The jury deliberated for two days, before the 

judge declared a mistrial. Prosecutors decided to try her for a second time. In January 2011, the second trial began. 

Prosecutors decided the focus would be on science and not sentiment. They presented a case based on forensics and 

had crime scene investigators and medical examiners testify. Charlene Hill again testified about why she believed 

her life was in jeopardy. The jurors even took a field trip to Charlene and Danny‟s bedroom. When deliberations 

began, it seemed to be another mistrial. The judge encouraged attorneys to broker a plea deal. They came to an 

agreement: no prison time but Charlene must admit that she murdered her husband. Charlene initially resisted, but 

agreed to the deal. When she was about to sign the agreement, the jury announced they had reached a verdict. 

Without reading the verdict, the judge made a decision -- he let both sides seal the deal. After the plea, it was found 

out that the verdict was guilty, and Charlene would have been sentenced to jail. The jurors were satisfied -- they 

believed that Charlene was guilty, but had suffered enough. Today, Charlene is trying to build a new life; however,  

her son Jeremy wants nothing to do with her, but her daughter Jamie has decided to forgive her after a bitter 

estrangement. On screen text graphic: Charlene Hill is on probation for 10 years. She‟s required to speak before 

battered women‟s groups, but she‟s forbidden from ever saying that she shot Danny in self-defense. Interviewed: 

Charlene Hill; her children, Jamie and Jeremy Hill; friends of Charlene‟s, Jennifer Hinch and  Susan Watts; 

Charlene‟s defense attorneys, George Parnham and Dee McWilliams; Silvia Less-Sie, juror in the  original trial who 

thought Charlene was innocent; original trial Bailiff Mary Charles; Judge James Shoemake; Jose Trevino, Fort 

Bend, Texas Sheriff‟s Deputy; second trial prosecutors Jill Stotts and Chad Bridges; investigators Lester Phipps and 

Jeremy Goodrich; Dr. Sara Doyle, Medical Examiner; Dr. Stephen Pustilnik, Galveston County (TX) Medical 

Examiner.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Clare Friedland, Jenna Jackson) 

 

01/28/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “A Fatal Attraction” - Joanne Witt, a 47-year old engineer in El Dorado Hills, California 

was stabbed to death while she was sleeping on Thursday, June 11, 2009. One month prior to her death Joanne 

found her 14-year old daughter Tylar Witt in a compromising situation with 19-year old Stephen Colver. Joanne was 

a single mother and along the way had lost control of Tylar, but exposing her daughter‟s relationship with Stephen 

would prove to be their last fight. Joanne tried to stop the relationship once she was aware of it, but the couple 

denied any wrongdoing. When Joanne discovered Tylar‟s diary detailing the sexual encounters between the couple, 

she went straight to authorities, and an investigation was opened.  Prosecutor Lissette Suder, in conjunction with 

Stephen‟s defense attorney Dain Weiner and Tylar‟s lawyer Mark Ralphs, outlined the unfolding sequence of 

events. Tylar and Stephen were afraid of statutory rape charges and after Joanne was dead they decided to rent a 

hotel room for the night in San Francisco. Stephen and Tylar wrote suicide notes, and ate rat poison hoping to die 

together. When the rat poison didn‟t work they were on the run until local police officers turned them in. Tylar 

ended up turning on Stephen once prosecutors got involved and at his trial, she testified against him. In the end 

Stephen was sentenced to life in prison without parole, and Tylar pleaded guilty to 2nd degree murder, receiving 15 

years to life.  On screen text graphic: Tylar Witt is not eligible for parole until 2024; she will be 29 years old.  

Interviewed: prosecutor Lissette Suder; Stephen Colver‟s lawyer, Dain Weiner; Mark Ralphs, Tylar Witt‟s attorney; 

Joanne Witt‟s parents, Norb and Judi Witt; Joanne Witt‟s friends, Roxanna Jurgett and Vinnie Catapano; Stephen 

Colver‟s mother, Jan Colver.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Ira Sutow, Sue McHugh, Avi Cohen) 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 
 

01/22/12 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Into The Wild” 

“The Great Migration” - a report on the wildebeest migration across the volcanic plain of the Masai Mara in 

Kenya and the dangers that confront them.  These include predators and the low water level in the Mara River, 

caused by the destruction of the Mau Forest for human agricultural needs and the burning of the trees for charcoal.  

Interviewed: Robin Reid, scientist, Colorado State University; John Sena, resident of the Mau Forest; Dickson 

Kaelo, who works for a non-profit foundation that‟s paying the Masai to turn over management of their land to a 

wildlife conservancy.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rebecca Peterson) (OAD: 10/04/09 on 60 MINUTES) 

“The Secret Language of Elephants” - a report on efforts to decipher the meaning of sounds made by elephants, 

with the ultimate intention of compiling an elephant language dictionary.  Includes an interview with Andrea 

Turkalo, an American scientist studying forest elephants in Central Africa; Peter Wrege, behavioral biologist, 

Cornell University; Katy Payne, founder, Elephant Listening Project.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Harry A. Radliffe II) 

(OAD: 01/03/10 on 60 MINUTES) 

“Jane Goodall” - a profile of chimpanzee advocate Jane Goodall on the occasion of her return to the forests of 

Tanzania, where she began her love affair with chimpanzees fifty years ago.  Her mission now is to raise awareness 

that chimpanzees are an endangered species.  Also includes comments by filmmaker Bill Wallauer of the Jane 

Goodall Institute.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan) (OAD: 10/24/10 on 60 MINUTES) 

 

01/24/11 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: “State of the Union 2012" - live coverage of President Obama‟s State of the 

Union address to a joint session of Congress.  Includes: (1) President Obama‟s address; (2) Correspondents‟ 

commentary v/o video of President Obama exiting the House chamber; (3) Republican Response by Governor Mitch 

Daniels (R-IN).  Correspondents: Scott Pelley (anchor, Washington, D.C.); Bob Schieffer; Norah O‟Donnell; Nancy 

Cordes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

02/05/12 Guests: Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, Former Speaker of the House of Representatives (1); 

Rudy Giuliani (R-NY), former Mayor of New York City, former Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Michael 

Kranish, reporter, The Boston Globe, co-author, “The Real Romney” (3); John Dickerson, CBS News Political 

Director (3); Norah O‟Donnell, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (3) 

1) Topics include: Mr. Gingrich‟s plans for securing the Republican nomination / differences between himself and 

Mr. Romney / reaction to Mr. Romney‟s declaration that he is “not concerned about the very poor” / Mr. Gingrich‟s 

campaign strategy, due to his lack of funding and organization, compared with that of Mr. Romney / if necessary, 

his willingness to put his disapproval of Mr. Romney aside, in order to come together to defeat President Obama; 

what the United States should do to contribute to the defeat of President Bashar al-Assad of Syria 

2) Topics include: decision not to endorse any of the Republican candidates at the present time / Mr. Giuliani‟s 

concern regarding the overall tone of the campaign / his public criticism of the Republican candidates when they 

verbally attack one another / Mr. Giuliani‟s happiness with his decision not to run for the Republican nomination / 

his classification of himself as a moderate Republican / commitment to endorse Mitt Romney should he become the 

Republican nominee / his interpretation of Mr. Romney‟s comments regarding the very poor 

3) Topics include: Mr. Kranish‟s assessment of the Romney campaign, including his inability to connect with the 

American people; Mr. Dickerson‟s assessment of the Gingrich campaign, including his decision to stay in the race; 

explanation from Ms. O‟Donnell as to why the Obama campaign has yet to comment on the Republican race for 

president / prediction that the end of March or April will be when President Obama will launch his full campaign-

style mode and begin to engage Mitt Romney by name 

 

02/12/12 Guests: Representative Ron Paul (R-TX), Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Senator Mitch McConnell (R-

KY), Senate Republican Leader (2); Jacob Lew, White House Chief of Staff (3); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign 

Correspondent (4) 

1) Topics include: Representative Paul‟s campaign plans, after last night‟s narrow defeat in the Maine caucus by 

Mitt Romney / belief that his three fellow Republican candidates -- Newt Gingrich, Mitt Romney, and Rick 

Santorum -- “are rather typical of what‟s wrong with the country” / Representative Paul‟s assertion that he is more 

conservative than his fellow candidates and that they all represent the status quo, especially in regard to foreign 

policy / reasons behind the lack of enthusiasm from Republicans for his fellow candidates / belief that the 

Republican nominee will be able to beat President Obama in the election 

2) Topics include: Senator McConnell‟s agreement with Representative Paul‟s opinion that any Republican 

candidate will beat President Obama; reaction to Friday‟s statement from President Obama on the compromise 

reached regarding contraception insurance coverage for female employees at religiously affiliated institutions / 

assertion that the issue is not about contraception, but about freedom of religion / support for Missouri Senator 

Blunt‟s proposal for an amendment that would allow any group that has a moral objection to contraception, to not 

have to pay for it in their insurance plans; tomorrow‟s delivery to Congress of President Obama‟s budget proposals 

3) Topics include: Friday‟s statement from President Obama on the compromise reached regarding contraception 

insurance coverage for female employees at religiously affiliated institutions 

4) Topics include: dangers behind Ms. Ward‟s reporting from Syria / obstacles facing the rebel forces in their 

attempt to bring down the Syrian regime 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

02/19/12 Guests: former Senator Rick Santorum (R-PA), Republican Presidential Candidate (1); John Dickerson, CBS News 

Political Director (2); Norah O‟Donnell, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (2); Karen Tumulty, 

Political Reporter, The Washington Post (2); Todd Spangler, Washington Correspondent, Detroit Free Press (2) 

1) Topics include: clarification regarding recent comments made by Mr. Santorum is which he appeared to question 

President Obama‟s religious beliefs, criticize the “phony theology” of environmentalism, oppose prenatal care, and 

the government‟s running of the public school system on both the federal and state level 

2) Topics include: Mr. Dickerson‟s assessment of Rick Santorum‟s campaign / thoughts on the upcoming Michigan 

primary from Mr. Spangler and Ms. Tumulty; reaction from the White House to Mr. Santorum‟s comments 

questioning President Obama‟s theology; belief of the Obama campaign that Mitt Romney will be the Republican 

nominee; current status of Newt Gingrich‟s campaign / speculation as to how the opposition to the automotive 

bailout from Republican candidates could be interpreted by voters in Michigan; explanation from Ms. O‟Donnell as 

to why the Obama campaign is waiting to launch their first official campaign swing 

 

02/26/12 Guests: Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ), Mitt Romney supporter (1); Governor Martin O‟Malley (D-MD), 

Chairman, Democratic Governors Association (2) 

1) Topics include: reaction to criticism of Mitt Romney from fellow Republican presidential candidate Rick 

Santorum / defense of Mr. Romney and his perceived inability to connect “with the common folk” / assurance from 

Governor Christie that Mr. Romney cares about the very poor / belief that Mr. Romney will be the Republican 

presidential nominee / disagreement with comments made by former Senator Al Simpson of Wyoming, warning 

Republicans about the dangers to their party in focusing too much on social issues / potential strategy in the race 

against President Obama / Governor Christie‟s lack of interest in the position of vice president; Governor Christie‟s 

budget, which includes a proposed ten percent tax cut 

2) Topics include: support for President Obama‟s leadership and his role in improving the economy / rising gas 

prices / reaction to comments from Rick Santorum, in which he called President Obama a snob for wanting every 

American to have the opportunity to attend college / support for President Obama‟s handling of the issue regarding 

contraception insurance coverage for female employees at religiously affiliated institutions / hope that contraception 

will not be an issue in the upcoming election / belief that the focus Republicans are placing on social issues could 

benefit President Obama in the upcoming election, but ultimately be bad for the country 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

02/05/12 PREEMPTION 

 

02/12/12 “Deception At Duke” - a report on Doctor Anil Potti, a Duke University oncologist whose collaborator says that he 

manipulated the data in his study of a breakthrough cancer therapy.  Includes interviews with: Dr. Rob Califf, vice 

chancellor of clinical research, Duke University; Walter Jacobs, widow of lung cancer patient Juliet Jacobs; Dr. 

Joseph Nevins, cancer researcher, Duke University, and colleague of Dr. Potti; Keith Baggerly and Kevin Coombes, 

medical data analysts, MD Anderson Cancer Center.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Kyra Darnton) 

“India’s Gold”  - a report on the high value placed on the ownership of gold in India.  Includes interview with: 

Divya Chauhan and Vithika Agarwal, wedding planners; Ajay Mitra, World Gold Council; Gargi Shah, precious 

metals analyst; Ishu Datwani, gold retailer.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: David Schneider) 

“The Year of Adele” - an interview / profile of the British popular singer Adele Adkins, known as Adele, who is up 

for six Grammy Awards.  She discusses her success and her recent vocal cord surgery.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: 

John Hamlin) 

Update: “Insiders” (OAD: 11/13/11) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

02/19/12 “Trapped In Unemployment” - a report on an innovative classroom program in Stamford, Connecticut, called 

Platform to Employment, created by Joe Carbone, president of The Workplace, Inc. The program assists the long-

term unemployed in their efforts to reconnect to the workforce.  Includes interviews with: Joe Carbone, president, 

The WorkPlace, Inc.; Frank O‟Neill,  Vernon Downes, and Diane Graham, unemployed job-seekers who 

participated in the program.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun) 

“Treating Depression” - a report on the controversy over the claim by Harvard psychologist Irving Kirsch that the 

difference between the effect of a placebo and the effect of an antidepressant drug is minimal for most people.  Also 

includes interviews with: Dr. Michael Thase, professor of psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania School of 

Medicine; Dr. Walter Brown, clinical professor of psychiatry, Brown University Medical School; Dr. Tom 

Laughren, director of the FDA‟s division of psychiatry products; Dr. Tim Kendall, psychiatrist.  (C: Lesley Stahl - 

P: Richard Bonin) 

“The Mozart of Chess” - an interview / profile of Magnus Carlsen, the twenty-one-year-old Norwegian chess 

Grandmaster who is the number-one player in the world.  Also includes comments by: Henrik Carlsen, Magnus‟ 

father; Frederic Friedel, owner of ChessBase, a chess database company.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, 

Drew Magratten) 

 

02/26/12 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Going To Extremes” 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

02/04/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Dark Side of Paradise” - A report about Don North, a free spirit who took to the waters 

of the Caribbean, living amongst the tight-knit “cruiser community”, a group of individuals who choose to live their 

lives on the water.  His disappearance and presumed death, near the San Blas Islands, off the coast of Panama, led 

authorities to the discovery of a potential serial killer in the Caribbean, when they recovered the body of murdered 

sailor, Jean Pierre Bouahard. Don‟s nephew Ezra North, with the help of Don Winner, a private detective, 

discovered that Javier Martin, a fellow sailor, had lost his boat and subsequently, the business that went along with 

it, during recent storms and had turned to murder in an effort to re-establish his business. On Screen Text Graphics: 

Javier Martin faces up to 70 years in prison if convicted of the murders of Don North and Jean Pierre Bouahard. 

Ezra North says Don‟s boat, the Windancer, is being repaired and will soon be ready to sail again. Includes 

interviews with: Garrett Paul and Jessica Stout, Amazing Race Contestants; Luis, Cruiser; Don Winner, former 

Intelligence Officer with the U.S. Air Force; Glenn and Eddie Tuttle; Captain Jack Von Ohlen; Captain Jack; Dennis 

Morris; Becky Reynolds, Don‟s former girlfriend of five years; Ezra North, Don‟s nephew; Scott Walters, Sonar 

Expert. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Chris O‟Connell) 

 

02/11/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Screenplay for Murder” - a report on Canadian filmmaker Mark Twitchell, whose 

obsession with the Showtime television series “Dexter” turned to reality and led to murder.  His film, “House of 

Cards”, was about a male serial killer who created a fake online profile as a woman, lured men from a dating 

website to his garage -- and then killed them.  Police became interested in Twitchell when they were investigating a 

missing persons case, 38-year-old computer enthusiast John Altinger, and were led to the garage where he had just 

wrapped shooting his movie.  A Facebook page where he compared himself to the serial killer “Dexter” and the 

discovery of a secret journal, which was essentially a blueprint for murder, allowed Edmonton police to eventually 

link Twitchell to the 2008 murder of Altinger and to the attempted murder of 33-year old Gilles Tetreault -- both of 

whom had answered an online dating ad. On Screen Text Graphics: The Crown has decided not to charge Mark 

Twitchell with the attempted murder of Gilles Tetreault at this time. Ironically, an independent film about this case 

is currently in production. Includes interviews with: Gilles Tetreault, victim; Bill Clark, Edmonton Police homicide 

detective; Jess, Twitchell‟s ex-wife; Marisa Girhiny and Trevor Hossinger, who witnessed Gilles under attack; Gary 

Altinger, John‟s older brother; Jimmy Siokos, actor and screenwriter; Chris Heward, actor in “House of Cards”; 

Renee Waring, Twitchell‟s Facebook friend; Detective Mark Anstey; Avril Inglis and Lawrence Van Dyke, 

Edmonton Crown prosecutors. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Anthony Venditti) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

02/18/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Soccer Moms Confidential” - a report on the investigation of ex-cop turned private eye 

Chris Butler who staffed his San Francisco Bay area firm with local soccer moms to solve cases. Butler and his firm 

of private investigator moms became media sensations -- Lifetime Television started a reality show based on the P.I. 

Moms. Reporter Pete Crooks was invited to write about the real-life “Charlie‟s Angels”, but the story took a strange 

turn when he learned from a confidential informant that most of the cases were staged, crooked cops were involved, 

and that Butler was dealing drugs with top California narcotics cop Norm Wielsch. Butler and Wielsch were also 

running a massage parlor which was allegedly a front for prostitution. On Screen Text Graphics: A trial date has not 

been set. If convicted, Chris Butler and Norm Wielsch could face up to life in prison on several of the charges. 

Includes interviews with: Norm Wielsch; Pete Crooks, Senior Editor of Diablo, a pop culture magazine and a CBS 

News Consultant; Carl Marino, Director of Operations for the agency; Ryan Romano, decoy at the agency; Dr. Phil 

McGraw, TV Host; Michael Cardoza, Wielsch‟s attorney; Ami Wiltz, P.I. Mom; Denise Antoon, P.I. Mom; 

Charmagne Peters, P.I. Mom. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chuck Stevenson, Peter Shaw, Greg Fisher) 

 

02/25/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Fatal Episode: The Producer’s Story” - a report on former reality show producer 

Bruce Beresford-Redman, who is accused of murdering his wife Monica Burgos,  while on a 2010 vacation with 

their two children in Cancun, Mexico.  Bruce and Monica‟s marriage was in trouble and the vacation at the Moon 

palace Hotel was seen as a last attempt to save it.  Monica never returned to the hotel after her solo shopping trip.  

Two days later, Mexican police found her body in a hotel sewer pit.  Mexican authorities had Bruce‟s passport, but 

he made his way back to California, using his license to re-enter the U.S. via Texas.  Seven months later he was 

arrested for the murder, and was extradited to Mexico to face murder charges.  He is currently being held in El 

Cerezo Correctional Facility, awaiting trial.  In his only interview from prison, conducted via cell phone, Beresford-

Redman talks about his wife Monica and discusses the details of his case.  On Screen Text Graphics: Monica 

Beresford-Redman‟s sisters will be in a Los Angeles court April 2nd asking a judge to remove Bruce‟s parents as 

permanent guardians for the children and appoint them instead. Monica Beresford-Redman was brought back to Los 

Angeles by her sisters, where she was buried.  Includes interviews with: Juanita and David Beresford-Redman, 

Bruce‟s parents; Jeane and Carla Burgos, sisters of Monica Burgos; Jaime Cancino, Bruce‟s attorney in Mexico; Jeff 

Wald, Producer; Jen Heger, Radar Online reporter; Richard Hirsch, Bruce‟s Lawyer; Karen and Eric Hamilton, 

couple who were married at the Moon Palace Hotel; Emily Hamilton, Eric‟s sister, who was assaulted by a hotel 

employee at the Moon Palace Hotel; Dave Howard, Emily‟s step-father; Alison Triessl, attorney representing 

Monica‟s sisters. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Ana Real, Ira Sutow, James Stolz, Alec Sirken, Avi Cohen) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 
 

02/05/12 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Three Remarkable Women” (8:00-9:00p) 

“Dolly” - an interview with country music superstar Dolly Parton, who talks about her childhood, her career and the 

Broadway production of her film, “9 to 5”.  (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning, Diane Beasley) (OAD: 04/05/09 

on 60 MINUTES) 

“Vogue, Anna Wintour” - an interview with Vogue Editor Anna Wintour.  Also interviewed: Andre Leon Talley, 

Vogue Editor-At-Large; Grace Coddington, Vogue Creative Director; Designers Karl Lagerfeld, Nicholas 

Ghesquire, John Galliano; Bernard Arnault, owner of Dior and chairman of LVMH, the largest luxury conglomerate 

in the world.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 05/17/09 on 60 MINUTES) 

“The Many Meryls” - an interview / profile of actress Meryl Streep, including excerpts of her latest film, “The Iron 

Lady”, about former British prime minister Margaret Thatcher.  (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning) (OAD: 

12/18/11 on 60 MINUTES) 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS (continued) 

 

02/08/12 CBS NEWS SPECIAL: Person To Person - a CBS News special presentation providing viewers with the 

opportunity to enter the private homes of actor George Clooney; musician Jon Bon Jovi; and the office of 

businessman Warren Buffett --  some of the 21st century‟s most admired people.  (1) George Clooney, actor and 

humanitarian, gives co-hosts Lara Logan and Charlie Rose a tour of his Los Angeles, California home; (2) 

billionaire businessman Warren Buffett invites viewers into his Omaha, Nebraska office; and (3) musician Jon Bon 

Jovi takes the audience on a tour of his home on the Navesink River in New Jersey, including his private recording 

studio.  (Hosts: Lara Logan, Charlie Rose.  Executive Producers: Susan Zirinsky, Judy Tygard.  Director: Rob Klug.  

Supervising Producer: Mead Stone) 

 

02/26/12 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Going To Extremes” 

“The Birdmen” - a report on an extreme sport that has killed several of its participants, called birdmen, who wear 

specially-made wingsuits and jump off mountain tops and glide at speeds of 140 miles per hour.  60 MINUTES talks 

with some of the sport‟s top athletes and shows them in action in the Romsdal Valley of Norway.  Interviewed: JT 

Holmes, an American professional skier from Lake Tahoe; Julian Boulle, a South African skydiver and aerial 

photographer; and Tom Erik Heiman, birdman.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Tom Anderson) (OAD: 10/11/09 on 60 

MINUTES) 

“Alone On The Wall” - an interview / profile of Alex Honnold, a 26-year-old rock climber who practices “free 

solo” climbing -- in which the climber uses only his hands and feet, and no ropes or protection. The 60 MINUTES 

cameras follow his free solo climb up Sentinel Mountain in Yosemite National Park.  Also includes comments by 

John Long, former expert rock climber.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Jeff Newton) (OAD: 10/02/11 on 60 MINUTES) 

“The Sharkman” - a profile and interview with Mike Rutzen, a South African who studies the great white shark 

and, with his cameraman Morne Hardenberg, makes a practice of swimming with them - unprotected by a cage. (C: 

Anderson Cooper - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) (OAD: 03/28/10 on 60 MINUTES) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

 

03/04/12 Guests: Governor Mitch Daniels (R-IN) (1); Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, 

Former Speaker of the House of Representatives (2); Representative Ron Paul (R-TX), Republican 

Presidential Candidate (3) 

1) Update on the tornado damage suffered in Indiana from Friday and Saturday‟s storms. 

2) Topics include: importance of each Republican presidential candidate being able to carry their home 

state / predictions for Super Tuesday; reaction to criticism from Mr. Romney against Mr. Gingrich and 

Mr. Santorum for being “creatures of Washington” / belief that comments made in 2002 from Mr. 

Romney -- in which he talked of getting money from Washington -- further reveal the level of 

dishonesty from the Romney campaign / claim that Mr. Romney is the true establishment candidate 

3) Topics include: predictions for Super Tuesday; reasons why Representative Paul has chosen to 

remain in the race for the Republican nomination / reaction to Mr Santorum‟s claim that 

Representative Paul is in the race for the nomination because he is in league with Mr. Romney and is 

hoping that Mr. Romney will choose Representative Paul‟s son -- Senator Rand Paul -- as his running 

mate; belief that Rush Limbaugh‟s apology to Georgetown University law student Sandra Fluke, for 

calling her a prostitute because she testified before Congress in favor of government health care plans 

paying for birth control, was disingenuous / opposition to the government being able to mandate that 

insurance companies provide women with free birth control / opinion that Mr. Santorum‟s past support 

for Planned Parenthood makes him a “fake conservative” 

 

 

03/11/12 Guests: Mandy Clark, CBS News Correspondent (1); David Martin, CBS News National Security 

Correspondent (2) (5); Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, Former Speaker of the 

House of Representatives (3); Robert Gibbs, Obama Campaign Advisor (4); Norah O‟Donnell, CBS 

News Chief White House Correspondent (5) 

1) Update on the current situation in the Kandahar province of Afghanistan, where an American soldier 

left his U.S. military base in the early hours and went on a shooting spree in two villages, killing at 

least fifteen civilians. 

2) The seriousness of the Kandahar incident, which undercuts the mission of U.S. troops in 

Afghanistan. 

3) Topics include: how Mr. Gingrich would handle the recent violence by a U.S. soldier in Afghanistan 

/ call for U.S. troops to leave Afghanistan / belief that American foreign policy is not ruthless enough 

to force real change in Afghanistan; upcoming Republican primaries in Alabama and Mississippi / his 

commitment to staying in the race until the Republican convention in Tampa Bay / reaction to a 

comment from Senator John McCain, in which he expressed his concern over the length of the 

Republican race for a nominee 

4) Topics include: thoughts on the negative “process” the Republicans have undertaken in the race to 

choose a nominee / belief that the economy will be a major factor in the upcoming election / 

anticipation that President Obama will become more engaged in the campaign once the Republicans 

have a nominee / Mr. Gibbs‟ opinion that a clear front-runner has yet to be established for the 

Republicans; the situation in Afghanistan 

5) Topics include: reaction from the White House to the shooting in Afghanistan / concern for the 

safety of U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan / prediction that this violence will result in more people calling 

for an immediate withdrawal from the area / the number of troubling and serious events involving U.S. 

troops in Afghanistan and how they have impacted foreign policy in the region / how this incident will 

effect Republicans and Democrats in the presidential election 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

03/18/12 Guests: David Axelrod, Chief Strategist, Obama Campaign (1); Reince Priebus, Chairman, 

Republican National Committee (RNC) (2); Ed Gillespie, Former Republican National Committee 

(RNC) Chairman, Romney Supporter (3); Rich Lowry, Contributor, Fox News; Columnist, Time; 

Editor, The National Review (3); Norah O‟Donnell, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (3) 

1) Topics include: Obama administration‟s plan for lowering gasoline prices / reaction to a comment 

from Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney, claiming that President Obama actually wants to 

see gas prices increase during the presidential campaign; whether or not the Obama administration 

regrets rejecting TransCanada's application to build the Keystone XL pipeline; criticism of Mitt 

Romney 

2) Topics include: criticism of President Obama for the country‟s high gasoline prices and the 

shutdown of the Keystone XL pipeline; belief that the Republicans will choose a nominee in the next 

month or two / assertion that the Republican National Committee is not anticipating a brokered 

convention / assurance that the protracted primary process will keep the focus on the Republicans and 

will only serve to strengthen the eventual nominee 

3) Topics include: Mr. Gillespie‟s belief that Mitt Romney will be the eventual nominee, thus avoiding 

a brokered convention / support for Michael Steele, former RNC chairman, for initiating proportional 

delegate allocation in the primaries, meaning that the number of delegates awarded is based on the 

number of votes received / Mr. Lowry‟s opinion that it is time for Newt Gingrich to suspend his 

campaign / Ms. O‟Donnell‟s view that the Republican base is not happy with the prolonged process or 

any of the candidates / Mitt Romney‟s difficulty in connecting with Republicans / any damage done to 

the Republican Party will be erased once a nominee is chosen  

 

 

03/25/12 Guests: former Senator Rick Santorum (R-PA), Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Representative 

Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, House Budget Committee (2); Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) (3) 

Guest Moderator: Norah O‟Donnell, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 

1) Topics include: Mr. Santorum‟s win in Saturday‟s Louisiana primary / disagreement over the 

method the Romney campaign is using to tabulate the delegate count / belief that he is still a viable 

candidate / criticism of Mr. Romney / clarification of comments made by Mr. Santorum in San 

Antonio, where he appeared to endorse a win by President Obama over Mr. Romney in the national 

election / upcoming GOP primary in Wisconsin; reaction to the shooting death of seventeen-year-old 

Trayvon Martin in Florida / fellow candidate Newt Gingrich‟s criticism of President Obama for his 

comments on the shooting 

2) Topics include: overview of the just released Republican budget plan, which calls for 5.3 trillion 

dollars in spending cuts / reaction to criticism from the White House, saying that the budget gives 

millionaires a $150,000 tax cut / explanation of the proposed changes in Medicare and cuts to 

Medicaid; belief that Mitt Romney is a fiscal conservative; assertion that the proposed budget will not 

hurt the Republican Party in the November elections; lack of interest in running for president at this 

time 

3) Topics include: reaction to the Trayvon Martin case / criticism of Florida‟s “Stand Your Ground” 

law; the Republican budget plan 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

03/04/12 “Stuxnet” - a report on Stuxnet, the computer virus that sabotaged the Iranian nuclear program.  It 

could be repackaged by terrorists for a cyber attack against the U.S. infrastructure or other targets. 

Includes interviews with: Retired General Michael Hayden, former head of the National Security 

Agency and former Director of the CIA; Liam O Murchu, operations manager for Symantec, a 

computer virus security company; Ralph Langner, German expert on industrial control systems; Sean 

McGurk, former head of cyber defense at the Department of Homeland Security.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: 

Graham Messick) 

“The Archbishop of Dublin” - an interview with Diarmuid Martin, the Archbishop of Dublin, about 

the impact that the child sex abuse crisis and cover-up in the Roman Catholic Church in  Ireland has 

had on the Irish Church and people.  Also includes: comments by Monica Polly and Paddy Sheehan, 

residents of the Irish village of Allihies; Patsy McGarry, religious affairs correspondent for The Irish 

Times; Father Shane Crombie, Irish priest; and a taped excerpt of Irish Prime Minister Enda Kenny 

addressing the Irish parliament.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Tom Anderson) 

“Redshirting” - a report on the rising incidence of “redshirting” -- the practice, by parents, of holding 

back children with late birthdays from enrolling in kindergarten or first grade so that, the following 

year, they can be the oldest instead of the youngest in their class. Includes interviews with: Megan 

Hoffecker, mother of Barrett; Holly Korbey, mother of Holden; Heather Wasilew, mother of Jacob; 

Malcolm Gladwell, author, “Outliers”; Elizabeth Dhuey, economist, University of Toronto; Samuel 

Meisels, president, Erikson Institute, Chicago.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin Curran) 

 

03/11/12 “The Spymaster Speaks” - an interview with Meir Dagan, former chief of the Mossad, Israel‟s 

equivalent of the CIA. He discusses the reasons why he is opposed to Israel making a preemptive strike 

anytime soon against Iran‟s nuclear sites.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

“Teacher To The World” - an interview with educator Sal Khan, who uses his website, “Khan 

Academy,” to reach over four million students across the world each month with his video lectures on 

various school subjects -- online tutorials which feature just his voice and the diagrams he draws.  Also 

includes comments by: Courtney Cadwell, teacher, Egan Junior High School, Los Altos, California: 

Laurine Forget, student, Egan Junior High School; Alex Hernandez, student, East Side Prep, East Palo 

Alto, California; Shantanu Sinha, Chief Operating Officer, Khan Academy; Eric Schmidt, chairman, 

Google.  (C: Dr. Sanjay Gupta - P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 

“Aerosmith” - a profile of the rock band Aerosmith, which has been able to stay together for forty 

years, in spite of age, drug problems and changing musical tastes. Includes interviews with band 

members Steven Tyler, singer; Joe Perry, lead guitarist; Tom Hamilton, bass guitarist; Brad Whitford, 

rhythm guitarist; Joey Kramer, drummer.  (C: Lara Logan - P: John Hamlin)  

 

03/18/12 “SpaceX” - an interview with Internet billionaire Elon Musk, who co-founded PayPal and now has 

invested $100 million into his company “SpaceX” (Space Exploration Technologies), which is 

competing for a NASA contract to build America‟s next manned spacecraft. Also includes comments 

by SpaceX engineers Garrett Reisman (a former NASA astronaut), Kevin Brogan, Steve Davis, and 

Caroline Conley.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Harry A. Radliffe II) 

“Face Blindness” - a report on a little known condition, called „face blindness‟ or „prosopagnosia‟, 

that prevents people from recognizing faces, even those of family members.  Includes interviews with 

individuals who have this condition, including Jacob Hodes; Jo Livingston, a retired teacher; Ben 

Dubrovsky, a software products designer; Meg Novotny, a doctor; Chuck Close, portrait artist; Oliver 

Sacks, M.D., physician and author; Colleen Castaldo, who acquired the condition after surgery for a 

brain tumor; Tim McDonough, 13-year-old Boston child; Also includes comments by:  Brad Duchaine, 

professor, Dartmouth College; Nancy Kanwisher, neuroscientist, MIT; and an interview with Jennifer 

Jarett, who says she can recognize almost every face she‟s ever seen -- the polar opposite of face 

blindness.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

03/25/12 “Resurrecting Chrysler” - a report on how Chrysler, the U.S. automobile maker, has experienced a 

turnaround through a partnership with Fiat, the Italian auto maker, and under the leadership of Sergio 

Marchionne, the CEO of Fiat and now also the CEO of Chrysler. Includes an interview with: Sergio 

Marchionne; and comments by Steve Rattner, head of the presidential task force on the auto industry, 

and Ralph Gilles, head of product design, Chrysler.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine, Maria 

Gavrilovic) 

“Evidence of Innocence” - a report on the case of Michael Morton, wrongfully convicted for the 

murder of his wife in 1986 and then, after having served twenty-five years in prison, exonerated by 

DNA testing last year. His prosecutor, Williamson County (Texas) District Attorney Ken Anderson, is 

now being investigated for withholding crucial evidence during the trial -- evidence that would have 

acquitted Morton. Includes interviews with: Michael Morton; John Raley, Houston (Texas) attorney; 

Barry Scheck, attorney, The Innocence Project; Eric Nichols, lawyer for Ken Anderson;  (C: Lara 

Logan - P: Andy Court, Anya Bourg) 

“Novak Djokovic” - a profile / interview with Novak Djokovic, the number one tennis player in the 

world. In his native country of Serbia, he is a hero.  Also includes an interviews with Jelena Gencic, 

Djokovic‟s first coach.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

 

 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

03/03/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “The Country Club Murders” - a report on professional poker player 

Ernie Scherer III,  the chief suspect in the 2008 murders of his parents, Charlene and Ernest, in their 

Castlewood Country Club home in Pleasanton, California. Ernie‟s motive was financial gain: he was to 

receive over $2 million if his parents died. He was facing financial pressure from his gambling debts 

and the loan he was paying back to his parents for the condo he lived in with his wife and young son. 

During the course of the investigation, police discovered that Ernie was involved with various other 

women, and alwyas spent lavishly.   At the scene, police discovered an odd clue: bloody footprints 

intentionally left as part of a staged crime scene. Police questioned Ernie, but with no forensic 

evidence to tie him to the crime, they were unable to arrest him. Later, when new evidence came to 

light, Ernie had vanished. After a cross country spree of nearly one year, police, with the help of 

Ernie‟s wife, were able to apprehend and arrest him for the murder of his parents. His trial in January 

2011, ended in a guilty  verdict.  On screen text graphic: Ernie Scherer is serving two consecutive life 

sentences. Cathering Scherer has set up a scholarship in her mother‟s name at Cal State East Bay. 

Charlene taught there for more than 30 years. Interviewed: Catherine Scherer, daughter of Charlene 

and Ernie; Robyn Scherer, Ernie Scherer III‟s wife; Scott Dudek and Mike Norton,  Alameda County 

Sheriff‟s Department Detectives; Michael Nieto, Prosecutor; Adrian Solomon, girlfriend of Ernie‟s; 

Pamela Nichols, another girlfriend; Robert Brentlinger, owner, Master at Arms casino; Billy Krauss, 

piano player and friend of Ernie‟s. C: Peter Van Sant - P: Sara Rodriguez) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

03/10/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “The Boy Next Door” - an updated report on the hunt for a serial killer suspected 

of murdering three young women from Los Angeles, California to Chicago, Illinois. In 2001, Los Angeles 

resident Ashley Ellerin was planning to attend a Grammy party with actor Ashton Kutcher.  When Kutcher 

arrived at her home, she never answered the door; it turned out that she had been brutally stabbed to death the 

night before.  Her friends directed the police to Michael Gargiulo, a former boxer and aspiring actor who was 

working as a repairman -- friends said that he was oddly fixated with her.  In the course of the police 

investigation, the police learned Gargiulo was being investigated for another crime -- the unsolved murder of 

Tricia Paccaccio, who had lived in Gargiulo‟s former Glenview, Illinois neighborhood.  Due to lack of 

evidence, he had never been charged, and he left for California.  Five years after the Ellerin murder, another 

woman, Maria Bruno, was found dead just steps away from the apartment where Gargiulo lived. In that case, 

detectives found a blue cotton booty, with a drop of Maria‟s blood on the bottom.  In 2008, a Santa Monica 

woman was attacked, but survived.  Blood evidence and DNA (which had been filed in the National Database 

by Cook County Illinois authorities) led investigators to Michael Gargiulo, who was living just across the alley 

from where the woman was attacked.  Police arrested Gargiulo and the investigation led to a connection to all 

of the cases involving the several young women.  Gargiulo insists he is innocent. UPDATE: Since the original 

broadcast, two witnesses to statements made by Gargiulo that he killed a woman in Chicago have contacted 48 

HOURS. They were put in touch with the proper authorities. Shortly thereafter, a Cook County Grand Jury 

indicted Michael Gargiulo for Tricia Paccaccio‟s murder. On Screen Text Graphic: Michael Gargiulo is 

scheduled to stand trial at the end of the year for the murders of Ashley Ellerin and Maria Bruno. If convicted, 

he will face the death penalty. Interviewed: Rick, Diane and Doug Paccaccio, Tricia‟s father, mother and 

brother; Karen Jones, friend of Tricia‟s; Ray Salihovich, Illinois police officer; Justin Peterson, Chris Duran 

and Jennifer Disisto, friends of Ashley Ellerin; Tom Small, Los Angeles Police Department homicide 

detective; Temple Brown, Los Angeles filmmaker; Scott Olsen, friend of Michael Gargiulo; Jack Reed and 

Mark Baldwin, Cook County sheriff‟s detectives; Mark Lillienfeld, homicide detective with the Los Angeles 

County Sheriff‟s Department; Richard Lewis, Santa Monica Police Sergeant; Jack Blakey, head of cold case 

prosecutions for the Cook County state‟s attorney.  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Josh Gelman, Doug Longhini) 

 

03/17/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Grave Injustice” - an updated report on the case of Anthony Graves, who spent 

eighteen years -- twelve of them on death row -- in a Texas prison for murders he did not commit.  In 1992, the 

Davis family, four of them young children, were found bludgeoned, shot and stabbed to death, in the charred 

remains of the family home in Somerville, Texas.  Texas Rangers quickly zeroed in on Robert Carter: father of 

the youngest victim, 4-year-old Jason, he was recently served with papers for child support and Rangers 

believed he wanted his boy dead.  Carter eventually admitted that he was at the crime scene, but said that 

another man, Anthony Graves, committed the murders.  There was little to connect Graves to Carter or to the 

Davis family, but justice was swift, and Anthony Graves was convicted of six counts of capital murder and 

sentenced to death.  He always proclaimed his innocence.  Carter was also convicted.  In 2000, while in the 

death chamber, Robert Carter took sole responsibility for the murders.  In fact, he had been saying much the 

same for years.  Then in 2002, the case caught the eye of Professor Nicole Casarez and her journalism students.  

After a four-year investigation, the students concluded that Anthony Graves was a innocent man.  Texas 

Monthly editor Pam Coloff, who herself spent months investigating the case, reached the same conclusion.  

The students turned their findings over to Graves‟ attorneys, helping to trigger a chain of legal maneuvers that, 

in 2010, freed him from prison. UPDATE: Anthony Graves should have been paid $1.4 million for wrongful 

incarceration upon his rekease. Due to a paperwork error, his release documents never used the words “actual 

innocence” so the State of Texas refused to pay. After nine months of public pressure, the legislature passed, 

and the governor quickly signed a special measure awarding him the money. Graves credited 48 HOURS for 

drawing attention to what he was owed. On Screen Text Graphic: Graves speaks all over the country raising 

money for legal assistance for people on death row. Includes interviews with Anthony Graves; Nicole Casarez, 

professor, University of St. Thomas, Houston; Pam Coloff, Texas Monthly editor; Charles Sebesta (District 

Attorney); Kelly Siegler (District Attorney); Meghan Bingham (student); Arthur Curry (Graves‟ brother); 

Katherine Scardino (attorney); Jimmy Phillips (attorney); Roy Rueter (Graves‟ friend); Otto Hanak 

(investigator).  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Jenna Jackson) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 



 

 

03/24/12 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Arturo Gatti’s Last Fight” - an updated rebroadcast on the 

mysterious 2009 death of world champion boxer Arturo Gatti. When Gatti was found 

dead in Brazil,  police characterized the death as a homicide and arrested his wife, 

Amanda Gatti. She was never charged and three weeks later, released when authorities 

concluded that he had taken his own life. To this day, theories abound, with many who 

knew him not believing his death could be a suicide. Included in this report is the first 

television interview by Amanda Gatti about the night her husband died and about her life 

with the fighter. Brother Joe Gatti talks about his own theory into Arturo‟s death, and 

how he believes the death was indeed a suicide. The family, however, does not agree, and 

thinks Amanda Gatti was after money. They have hired private investigators Paul Ciolino 

and Joe Moura to investigate. The two believe Brazilian authorities botched the case and 

that Gatti was murdered and Amanda Gatti killed him. However, their case is not airtight. 

Amanda Gatti today, is still involved in a court case involving Gatti‟s assets.  UPDATE: 

In November 2011, the case took a dramatic turn with Amanda getting support from an 

unexpected source: the coroner in Quebec, Dr. Jean Brochu, who had conducted a second 

autopsy in 2009, finally issued his report. His conclusion: no evidence of foul play. He 

also criticized the American private detectives. In December 2011, the estate court ruled 

that Arturo Gatti‟s last will was valid and that Amanda gets everything. On Screen Text 

Graphic: The mother of Gatti‟s daughter filed a wrongful death suit against Amanda 

Gatti. But the judge dismissed the suit. And in Brazil, the Police Chief now says he can 

find no one who can convince him that Amanda Gatti killed her husband.  Interviewed 

are: his widow Amanda Gatti (also identified as as Amanda Rodrigues); brother Joe 

Gatti; friends and supporters: Tom Casino, “Irish” Micky Ward, Tony Rizzo, Gisella 

Minieara, Mario Costa, John Lynch and Pat Lynch; private investigators Paul Ciolino and 

Joe Moura; forensics experts Andre Stewart, Dr. Alfred Bowles, Brent Turvey. (C: Erin 

Moriarty - P: Doug Longhini, Joshua Yager) (OAD: 09/24/11) 

 

03/31/12 PREEMPTION 

 

 

* * * * *  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


